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c'hapter I

INTRODUCTION

4.

1

In 1979 the National Institute for Educational Research (NIER) of Japap and
Unesco organized jointly a Regional Seminar on Educational Research in relation
to Educational Reform in . Asia and Pceania. The participants of this seminar
stressed the importance of training educational research worleers and the
significance of education 71 research in the implementation of Nducational reforms.
To advance the first of these requirements NIER jointly with Unesco organized a
-further regional seminar in 1981 to discuss the training of young educational
researchers. The present Ve-orkshop_ takes up the second recommendation of the
1979 meeting, in bringing a sharper focus on educational research in relation to the
implementation and evaluation of reforms of educational content and methods.

At the twenty-first. session of Unesco's General Conference,;the Secretariat
was authorized to strengthen and reorient educational research and in particular to
organize a regional workshop. Upon receiving a request from Unesco, NIER agreed
to act as host for the workshop which was to take place within the framework of
the Asian Programme of Educational Inntvation for Developrry-nt (APEID).

PEID is a regional-co-operative Unesco programme in which all of the Asian,
and Pacific Member State's are invited to participate, 'Through the APEID network
itsmembers pool and exaange knowledge and techniques in education and thus aid
development in the region.

In planning the Workshop NIER has collaborated with the Unesco Regional
Office for Education in Asiaand the Pacifie and its Asian Centre of Educational
Innovation for Development (ACEID). In addition, NIER has benefited from the co
operation given by the Japanese National Commission for Unesco and the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture of,Japan.

Objectives of the Workshop

The objectives of the Workshop were:
1) To review and exchange experiences on the development of research
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related to the iiiipleinetitatiOn and evaluation of reforms of educational
content and method:: i _

To identify ''cr'ucial issues-and problems in this re.gad:
To evaluate research activities and their impact on new developments in

this area; and .

To suggest impiirtziiit area in which there is a need to further develop

research for undertaking' reforms;of edo6ational ,..ontent and m.,3t`hods,

filfr tit 11)(1 tio)!

The work :,op i,VAS zitteiided by eighteen participants froth sixteen countries
and tour resource 12r sons narr .cly: Dr. Ytirig DUg Lee (R6public of Korea), Dr. S. K.

Mitra Mr: Chin Pin Song (NIahlysia) aEid Dr. Licerui B. Soriano

( Philippines). L riesco was represented by Dr. A. Lat if,'Chief of the Asian Centre of
ItiiiriVitioti for Development (ACEID) Bangkok. In addition. Mr. M.

Ok-i from Sakaide Li;,Ver SeCiitithirV School attached to Ragawa University was an
observer. A listk)f all participants and the N IER secretariat is included in Appendix

Inizyuration.

In warmly welcoming the participants and resource persons to the work-shop

Mr. Kida; Director General, National Institute for Educational Research of Japan.

Spoke of the importance of enhancing the research capabilities of the countries
repreSented. Such enhancement he indicated; should improve the quality and
innovativeness'of education. In previous meetings held at NIER; much value had
been attached to school baked research and development. The emphasis upon
improving the research capability of individual teachers has been seen as a Means
of promoting classroom ufstruction that old be more vivid, creative and

I meaningful:- HoWever for the present wOrksImp; the focus was to be on research ;

which 'helped to reform educational _ciontent and methods. Thus research projects
centering around claSSroorri instruction or involving classroom teachers; Mr. Kida
suggested: were to be the focus of -special attention. After thanking the Unesco
Regional Office for Education in As'ia and the Pacific and the Ministry of__7.

,gducatioic, Science and Cultdire in Japan for theirsupport Mr. Kida declared the
,--(vorkshop op-en. and Wished the participants success in their discussions.

s. Both Mr. Noboru Noguchi of the Ministry _of aducation.:Science and Culture
1

in Japan and Dr. A. L-Stif, from UneSco, Bangkok, added to Mr. Kida's welcome to
members of the workshop. In doing this Mr. Noguchi drew attention to APEID's .

unique network approach to which twenty one Unesco Member States are currently
partici-ating. He pointed out th4 APEND had become the exaniplar ofco-operative
enterprise for other regions around the world.
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Every year the Japanese National Commission for t:riesco and the Nlinistry of
Foreign affairs provide financial support for the various activities of APEID.
Currently, educatiom.1 technology, vocational anti technical education, science
edification. curriculdm development and special 'edlication for the Handicapped are
the five areas that are receiving attention.

NIr. Noguchi pointed out that regional seminars or workshops had been
organi./ed regularly by VIER and Associated Centres of :APEIQ in Japan:

Dr. Latif in addressing the workshop briefly touched on the history of APEID
and cited the recommendations of the itSian members who had planned,
implemented and supervised activities for thin. New strengths had been
brought to the programme and new dimensions added; he believed; with the joining
of Pacific countries in the network:

The recent .Manila meeting of the RegioMil Advisory 'Committee invited
special attention to future orientations and preferential treatment of disadvantaged
groups. This report. together with earlier statement made by APEID and the draft
Second Nkclium Term Plan (1984-89) indicated the growing concern of Unesco
Nlember Suites with building up the research base for designing and implementing
education reforn-N and innovations. In particular; Dr. Latif stressed the importance
of 'feeding forward' the results of research to influence the future curriculum of

-schoolfs._

In concluding his comments; Dr. Latif thanked Mr. Kida for his leadership and .

the staff of NIER for their valuable contribution, and wished the participants well
in their deliberations.

,
(,/ tht _jf'prkslipiey

The workshop, elected the following office bearers:
Ciwirpers)//: Dr. Sim Wong Kooi (Singapore)
l file Ciu../i/pers(77/: Dr. Prem Kumar Kas2tm (Nep-,d)
Rapporteurs: Dr. Juanita S. Guerrero (Philippines)

Dr. Graham J. Whitehead ( : \ustralia)

Edll(7211,(111 ill the Ri'.1,4011

The participants of the workshop had been drawn from countries:with rich
traditions but different cultural heritages. Most of the countries contain greaps of
people drawn from varying ethnic origins; often reflecting different values Pnd;
communicating in languages different from other members of their socie.y.

Sonie countries cover large land masses while others are made up of small
islands, sometimes spread over wide geographical areas. In general, these countries
have large populations, not always evenly distributed between geographical
regions. The bulk of people live in rural areas where access to sophisticated
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technology and the mass media cannot always he taken for granted.
Each country haS -i:fierienced, to different degrees. the impact of technology.

At least one country has a major contributor io the rifpici fulwances in

technology experienced around the world.
t'niversal education and equal access to primary educzition continue to he

major national objectives not yet fully achieved in several couinries represented at
the workshop. It was evid,:nt that stews in achieving these onjectives nas not been

as rapid as planned nor baS the retention rates of students in schools in several
countries matched the expectations of edticational plianners.

All countries are concerned about the literacy and numeracy levels of their
people and have faaigrammes either to enhance these levels or to monitor student

masterY of the skills iiivolYed. In piirticulitr. countries recognize the differing needs

of various ethnic groupSiiiid the Miilti-cultural nature of their societies hence they
have strengthened their efforts towards:ileViAiiping find reformulating language
policies and producing programmes in support Of such Polick:s.

While all couturks are addressing the problems of numeracy and literacy they
also acknOWledge the importance of titlyr outcomes of education. Among these are

the development Of national values, tie improvement of a child's ability to make
moral jtidgemnts. and the Widening iif his or her understfmding of the world of
work:

National curricula are developed in many countries to tchieve national goals.

The designed Ctirrietilfi are distributed to schools and teachi_Ts who expected to
implement (hem. Other countries, give greater responsibility to schools to develop
specific programmes that will suit the lc:aiming characteristics of thertr students in

their various s:tages of development. Such programmes must be designed rci fit

.Ylthlti the parameters fir guidelines issued by \Inustries or Departments of
Educatiiiii. These guideline statements fist broad objectives to be fichieyed through

schoiding arid frequently indicate time allocations between subject areas but
teaching methods and SeqtietiCitig fif Ciiiitent are commonly left to. the teachers
implementing the .totzil progrimme.

This brief statetnt illustates some of th6 cliff relict's and similarities

.existing fimong the various countries represented at the yyorkshfifi. NIffreover,it is

a reminch::r iff_the ciiitmfilez i.:fintets from which educational probl,ms and issues
emerge. Of equal iriipOrtaiii:e..ithin these same contexts is that solutions most be

applied: ,Educitiomil researclic: theift-Tifiheir peril. :While many countries
share the same general educittiomil problems, the practical solution in one setting
ri-Uf need radical modificationo be successful in another. Yet by sharing possible
solutions tie existing pi-Ali:ins new insights will he generated for application in

different situations.
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Prior l)))-(,Inin)2. is Ike orhshop. each participant had prepared a short paper
desctibins.; ongoing or recant research into impleinentation and evaluation of
rl,uans in content and methods of education in his or her (-wintry, (Abridged
versions iif thase papers are included in Appendix III: The Inn-pose of these papers
Was to provide a liasils for discussm)-r prdblems and issues in research and possible
strategies for resolving them. In addition, papers prepared by the four resource
persons were also circulated. (See Appendix III)

:An examination of all 'rapers reveals a v, ide range of investigations being
undertaken throughout the region. 'File purposes of the studies vary as do
mthodologie Jsed. ;-,,,me:set out to colle-,:t basic data on achievement levels o
students in subjects of the Fchool curricula, Some were concerneLl with developing
and validating twil- evalUation instruments to be used by teachers and researchers.

st udiT.s which aimed to test the feasibility of proposed new init i (.s
education before fhe,. are disseminated to all scl-,-.)Is in a district or nations Yet
others explore the illt-ision :curriculum innovation and assess its impact upon
schools. Attention has giv-,un to 'policy research to assist administrators
make decisions about the future provision of education in their country and to help
them allocate physical and-human resources:

In terms of methodology. some studies adopt the traditional or classical
psychological paradigms with an emphasis upon the collection of. quantitative data:
Others use an actioli_ rev- arch model. With the latter group of studies emphasis is
given to the-s.ocia) oatu e of research with pahicipants in the action being involved
in the panning aid implementation of the proposal. Data collected in these
instances is often in o i.ssionistic. Hence most researchers eiMaged in Research and
Development projei.ri:. as to avail themselves of as many data sources, as possible
and to reduce syt,nuti ,. bias, use a combination of the qualitative and quantitative
methods whenever appropriate.

When undertaking th6se studies researchers have; used a wide range of
instruments and evaluation techniques. These include standardi4ed and criterion
referenced tests. interviews. _classroom observation schedules, questionnaires.
student writing. diarks and other unobtrusjke methods.

Most studies reported clirtii:Ced attention at the primary level of schooling but
there are studies ex;:loring i-search questions at the secondary and the tertiary
levels of education. The number of languag studies included in the reports reflects
the priority of governments in the region. However studies; in mathematics: Science,
handwriting. national culture and other subject areas are represented.

Clearly there is a commitment to 'research in the region. Many tertiary
lnstitutiotv, research and development centres and government departments or
ministries lire involved 'in research activities: Th:)se involved arc actively engaged

/in the systematic collection of data, which will help decision-making by



Srllm) Is. parents and students.

The drat t of the final rtport was presented and adopted at the closing,, session
on the last day of the workshop. l'he:suggested 19utfificat ions and corrections made
;_iuring then session have been incorporated in this final report.-

:Mr. Yoko°. lieptity DirectOr General of VIIsR in closing the workshop
conveyed his thanks and that of Mr tKida to all those wlio had participated. lie said
that NlR %vould -continue its efforts in supporting educational research activities
in the regioi-ancl %you'd pay close atteution to the recommendations of the
work.shnp.
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Problems and Issues: Patterns and Directions

Research studies on the implementation and evaluation of content and
methods in the countries of the region are undertaken in different settings, by
indivyluals and ghiups'of di -ierenf capabilities and persuasions. Nevertheless, while
studies vary in type; magnitude and purpose between cmintries, there are many
problems and issues of common concern. Through discussions by participants at the .
workshop, the problems-- and issues assleiated with research into the
implementation and evaluation of educational reforms were highlighted and noted.

In order to aid the presentation and to reveal patterns and trends these
problems have been classified somewhat arbitrarily into three groups. The
categories are entitled Infrastructure or Getting StartetkInvolvement or 'Doing It
and Insights or Spreading and Using It, Figure f, sammarises the problems and
issues underthese three headings. The figure also includes a classification scheme
for strategies, discussed in Chapter Three, that might be used to overcome the
problems.

A2 Infrastructure: Getting Started
Many participants indicated problems which refer to administrative

difficulties as well as to those which are found during the pre-planning stage of the
implementation and evalution of content and method. It may be well to remember
that administrative mechanisms as well as the stage of development of educational
research in countries differ: However; inspite of these differences; problems
relevant to infrastructure, or those related to the preplanning stage are similar:

In the majority of countries represented/at the workshop, traditions in
educational research-have barely been established. It should be noted that, unlike
research in the phricarciences, ed_ucation.al research does not have a history
spread over several enturies: Yet; the; expectations of the members of the
educational commuiy_ of the cant ,iltition that research should make to
educational practice, andthe consequential improvement of society-.and the living
standards of the people, is extreme/y, if not disproportionately, high. Currenty,
there are several constraints which inhibit research makingits desired contribution.
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Lark yr financ,

In many of the countries of the region educational research seems to he in its
early stages of development. Allocation resources for research seems to be given
low priority. in comparison with other sectors of education, well as other non-
educational sectors like health:welfare, transport and defense. Such a situation
makes it difficult for educators to conduct appropriate research into development
of content and-methods. In many cases. the pattern seems to be to resort to funding
agencies. either foreign or non-governmental, for research grants in order that
studies on the implementation and evaluation of ,,.'ontent aud methods may be
conducted.

Ii711(17.1 pe'l.c())111t 1:

Educational issues- are complex and constantly changing. 10 by able to
explore them successfully requires the adoption of appr;)priate research designs.
the careful delineation_ of the problems to he examined: the use of valid data.
gathering instruments and techniques. the employmerit of sophisticated data
anlysis procedures, and skill and experience in the application of results to the
`school situation. All these tasks require the employment of people who are well-
trained in relevant research methodologies and who have a clear perception of the
role of research in schools. Unfortunately such people are few in the region. Often,
trained people are found in the colleges and universities: but because they are fully
occupied rn teaching. they are usually nut available for research on the
implementation and evaluation of content and methods. If they are available, they
do so only on a part-time basis. which hardly meets the needs of the countries for
research-based implementation of the educational reforms envisaged.

. Lark Of COOrdin(111(1)1 of rt's'(11"Cil

Given the limited funds available fi- research and the lack of sufficient
trained personnel, there appears to be unnecessary duplication of some studies,
within countries in the region: Each member country represented at the workshop
has several institutions undertaking educatiOnal research that is relevant to
schools. But co-ordination of investigations tend to be unsystematic and unplanned:
Much is left to the inforipul network of !-;formation formed among _individual
researchers. Although research bodies exist . seems that in a majority of cases, the
proliferation of similar research Wave been .oserved, while some areas have been
sadly neglected,

9
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1. Cie tlibility 01 1,'N, arch. iTscarclicis and' rcscarch findings:

Many participants pointed out that administrators and teachers tend to
question the credibility of educational research and do not see its value in the
iniplernentatiiin cit refiirniti. They attributed it to the fact that the implementors are
otten not involved in the conduct of research tied that there is considerable room '

for improvement in the quality of fesoeirch. Very often, the implementors are not
even aware of the research conducttill and when the results are generated by e

researchers; they question the validity of the results.
the eNtieet-zithititi of research are unrettlistic: Results frequently

have to he couched m tentative terms because the researcher is aware of barely
adequate response levels tci a questionnaire. or because the data collected fails to
meet all the prerequistes" for planned statistical analyses, or because deficiencies in
an observational schedule were recognised "post hoc" or for some other reason.

_

1.he hest designed eXPeritilettUtl titudy which shows ti significant n:ean difference
between groups is only hypothesis generating for the classroom teacher. No
particular class is likely to be equMilent to classes drawn at random to be .ncluded
in the experimental group and no teacher is likely to present an exact parallel of
the reseirch tretit3nent; And yet; the client of the research is 'usually seeking a
definitive answer to a prObleill he has at hand and is disillusioned 'hen he does not
get one.

Reports, when presenting the answer to one problem, commonly identify
additional problems that require investigation. On many occasions, statistically
significant results fail to materialize when people are convinced they should exist.
In sii[Ile detailed and lengthy investigations; tiv. results are Seen to be no more than
what would be expected using common sense. %%ien results of research are
incomprhensible to teachers and appear tci lack relevance to the prime purpose of
schooling .T.imely to assist students achieve their MI potential as human beings, the
credibility of the research is challenged.

:5. .Vc-eil tci acoininodtitc

Conducting research in education is a time consuming task. It takes time t4.)
plan; to prepare instruments; to gather data, to analyze responses, to write research
report and to disseminate the results: Yet; there is a tendency in the region for those-

ciitTniSSion the research initially to be Very mobile in their jobs: Ministers of
Education change portfolios and administrators are redeployed to tackle new tasks:
The research commissioned by one authdrity may not be of interest or concern to
heor her successor in that position. Consequently, research which have been
planned; started or on-going are hampered, delayed or even abortedtremat,urely.
This problem is linked to the lack of clear; comprehensive ;consistent and long-time
plans for ethicatitin within Which administrators and resea'r'chers must operate:

JO



involvement: Doing It
This category includes all problems related to the technical aspects of

research preparation, implementation and evaluation. It also covers all those
pntblems and issues pertinent to the organization. coordination and involvement of
all entities concerned. In a capsule, it covers all the problems met in doing the
research which often arise from the lack of adequate and appropriate involvement
of all parties concerned. In this category: the following are included:

cel teir th, ticrcbTfrncfrit of mlrllrrailate rssearch design S for evaluabon of the
ii,1111(111rC tyPt.':

Educational research required for implementation of educational reforms in
content and methods usually calls for multivariate designs whecea5 formative
research in many cases. does not have access to such designs to take care of the
complexity of the projects being undertaken. To add to this, it was poirkted out bi-
some participants that new inputs are added during the course pf-development of
ii project which the research design originally formulated had not taken into
account, Usually, educational research in the implementation and evaluation of
content and methods particularly, is taken as a one-shot solution rather than as a
continuous procet;s. Hence, there is no provision for evaluation, analysis, revision
and improvement during the course of the Oroject.

Lack of evaluative tech n 1:gues and instruments .tor the evaluation of the afti'di re
outcomes (71 C(1107111011:

Among the countries participating in e workshop, there was a consensus on
ihe need to focus on moral education and particularly on development of values;
humanism and other aspects in the affective domain. In this connection, the

, participants felt a detirth of vziltd instruments for measuring the learning outcomes
of content and methods used in education for values. Any attempt to develop
instruments in this direction will be very useful. to the region.

3. nadequate in vol rem(' n I and par7rcrtiatrufr ot teachers:

It was agreed that the key persons in the implementation and evaluation
programmes of content and methods, are the teachers. Yet in most countries, they.
are rarely involved in the processes of planning; development and evaluation; let
alone research. This is due to the fact that in most countries; the teachers are either
not adequately prepared to conduct research, or they simply are too busy or too
over-worked to he able to participate in research or in any other activity of a
similar nature.

11



This is aggravated by the tact in most countries teachers are over-awed by
research which hinders their participation. Furthermoce. the present administrative
arrangements in most participating Countries do not provide for participation of
teachers in research. "Alan university professors and lecturers, on tlic.iittitir hand,
consider their academic research as more prestigious than reseal-4i for
implemetitatiiin of reforms and hence they do not contribute as much to the quality
iif develiiiiiiierit and evaluation as they otherwise could and perhaps should.

1. IlhitL 11t(1.;Lib7.1:41 t)i
(0111PIl1e'1.,, 151 !CS( (1) (11.

of ), /1)11/ inslivoncnt.; t;» ii.ith

Some pa,rticipants identified a need for the development of software
appropriate tor use with computers now becoming incitetisingly available to the
researchers- . It:was felt that while sonic standardized instruments and soft ware are
available they are not 'applicable to the developing countries in the So, i

standardized instruments and software packages developed on the basis of regional
needs Will be useful and valuable to countries in the region:

. Lark oP 1011/C1SItilidlyg (11111 aPprtrIall011 (lhOUl improlemcc Criltrale)1101

t'Se(11(11- .101 tityclwe Imp/town/alum Qt educational rctorms by pohry olakcrs
ond T;TH11IN Of

It WS iiliserwed that plannttrs, policy-makers and administrators in. many
countries of the region di) not support educational research as much as it needs to
be supported in order to make the. implement ition of educzitionalreforrns more
effective: This is part1.2. due to the fact that educational.114arch fiiidiiigt, WhiCh
might be useful in the formulation of policy. developmerit of implementation
strategies tind, particularly. the evtiluation of expected outcomes of reform, are not
zivaikiblec in tirite, aiid, quite often, not appropriately conceived and executed.
Besides. in some countries, piilicies change while research is heing conducted,
thereby redticio. the utility of research.

One of the causes for this state of affairs is the fzict that ecluc;itiomil research
lags behind policy changes. Research which is anticipatory in nature zinc] intended
to ftqp makers make decisions are lacking. NIoreover, there seems to he a
need for understanding by policy makers of the nature of research activities
especially with regard to timeliness and appropriateness of the exiStilig Situation.

C. Insights: Spreading and Using It
_

Priiblems in this group include those that are anticipatory in nature. The
participants felt a need to entertain problems which are futuristic in nature: This
is due to the fact that often. problems P.nse when they. are not thought of in

advance: The range of these problems may cut across the two categiirieS, bin if the

I2
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problem' was due to lack of insights into the perceptioi s and requirements of
prospective clients, then they are classified in this grout . Among the lems
included in this category are the fallowing:

(.;c 2-j:search findings to rationalize policies rather thar using therr as basis
for decision-making on r(torms:

It has been noted in some countries in the region that when administrators and
policy-makers feel a need to civnge content and methods, and time is running out
on them, they tend to conduct, or commission research to justify the changes
instead of utilizing the results as basis for identifying the reforms or changes that
will be taken. While the misuse of -research findings is completely beyond the
control of the researcher; he or she should continue to strive for maximum
objectivity and validity:

2. hyormation dissenunation and reporting inadequacy:

There was a consensus among the participants that results of research in their
countries often remliin unused: The academic research. conducted by intl. '"duals
institutions and /or centres of research are often not utilized by the fducatioii 1
system, and content and methods are evaluated, results are hardly r erred to.
This may be due to Ne fact that reports are frequently prepared in a very technical
form, such that lay people do not really understand them fully and therefore they
are not used at all: Also there was a feeling that if thi researchers do not have
linkages with the implemeting agencies, the findings of their work will not be used
as inputs in the Improvement of educational content and methods. Hence, the need
to develop more effective communication of research findings to polic-y-makers and
implementors alike was strongly emphasized.

3. Predicting future research needs:

This problem stems frOm the lack of mechanism, and a lack of comprehensive
plans for identifying future research needs. What often happens is that the duration
of a research project is not realist:cally planned and when research results are
releaseci they are no longer useful. esides the need for the right timing of research;
there is also a need for research t anticipate likely problems associated with the
implementation of educational refAns. Underlining each reform are assumptions
regarding teachinglearning behaviours, as well as teacher edtication programmes
and pedagogical content and methods, which need to be investigated.

13



1. n Wit )111i) )1 10 (110 issues:

related prohlem in Malls: countries has been, the relative lack of attention
to certain less obvious, but crucial aspects of educational r'eforn-L such

suitability of content and methods fur different groups; rural-urban groups, various
linguistic and cultural groups, and so on. The apparent distortion of the cei ticulum'
due to external examinations was another issue which some participants . it was

in urgent need of1/4investigation.
The toregoing problemsHi, are what the countries in the region face.

Participants felt that the task iii overcoming such constraints provides both a

challenge and a stimulus for action.With such positive thought ,r by participants
coming from different countries in the region, it was felt that these problem :4 should

propel them to think of strategies necessary to handle them so that implementation
and evaluation of content and (methods may be improved.

.:>
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Strategies for the Development of Research
for Implementation and Evaluation ofContent and Methods

There seems to be a common awareness among the various countries in the
region of problems and issues inherent in the development of research for
implementation and evaluation of content and methods. Such an awareness echoes
a continuing concern for the recommendatiOns given in previous ACEID-NIER
seminars held in May-June -1979 (Regional Seminar on Educational Research in
Relation ti) Edwation Reform in Asia and Oceanizi) and November 1981
(Educational Research and Training in Asia and the Pacific), that research be
strengthened in every country and that the di semination of research results to
policy makers and to the ;educational corri unity at large be encouraged and
impl ented in all countries:

II considering strategies for the development of research the participants at
the rkshop felt that strategies for the evaluation and implenientation of
educational reforms were eclually important and can be subsumed under strategies
for research and development.. While suggested strategies are discussed in general
terms in the present Chapter in order to underkore commonalities among countries
in the regtort, specific variations do in fact occur. Likewise the specific type of
research is likely to vary among, as well as within countries according to the
situation-specific conditions or requirements. Using Vielle's typology,* for instance,
depending on the kind of impact on educational change being envisaged for
research, the type of research to be undertaken can fall into any of the following
calegories: (a) Disciplinary research; (b) Research for planning; (c) Instrumental
research; (d) Action research; (e) Research on research; or (f) Documentary;
bibliographical and statistical research.

Corresponding to the three main groupings of 2roblems and issues in the
previous Chapter, the suggested strategies have similarly een lassified under
three categories that are related along_a time dimension. (See'" igure L page 8)
Thus, the Preparatory strategies refer to the initial stages of preparing the

Vielle, JeanPierre, The Impact of Research on'Educati.onal Change IDRC Manuscript
Reports: June 1981.
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poundwork for setting up an appropriate infrastructure which is conducive to the

conduct of research. The Pailicipainrtv strategies, however, relate to the

involvement tit every person concerned in the implementation and evalwition of
educational reforms. Finally: the .-leticipaboy strategies are concerned with "'feed
forward- mt.chaniSms of obtaining in5Ights. which %vould help in the dissemination
and utilization of research findings.

A. Preparatory Strategies;
_ .

These strategies were proposed \vithan end in view of solving problemsand
issues which Were during the initial phase of educational reforms. These
problems were it 'inly infraStructure Of administrative in natur and usually hinder
the development of research for implemeation and evaluation of content and

met hods.

1, 1 it' de re lop10,(711 07 rl ,VS(.(11111 (Win Milli' 11'111/ 110' ei)111e..11 01. 'he'

H'St711 (11 (171(1 de'l1(4)1114'111 1),(leeSS:

This strategy suggested that every country shOuld organize a sySteihatiC plan

of research for implementation and evaluation of content and methods by starting
with baseline data, and fiilliitying it up with in-depth studies through pilot studies.
experimenuitiim. case Studies and p2ssibly, fun c studies which may help in
making the proposed refornis releVkiiit to the. enario of the not too distant future:

I _

2. Comprehensive planning of education(' n:foon:
1.

This strategy Stig'geStS that in the deve opment of ressektrch it will he desirable

to identify knowledge and skillS to he develoPkI in teachers and other educational
personnel for the successful imPlementatiolr and evaluation of reforms. It also
Meant; that in the preparation of these plans, such things as organizatiiiii and
management. infrastructure, as lwell as training and other inputs, costs and
evaltiation should be develiiped in great detail. Over and above these; the strategy
suggests that iniilVement -Of all concerned must be dome: Such .a plan must be
validated not only among experts but among those who will implement them as

well.
In this strategy of identifying, and seeking practical solutions to real

probleMS. the Viii-kSbicip adOckited tlie need to-mount multi-disciplinary research to

determine the nature. extent and aetiology of conflicts and resistance to changes

among teachers: supervisors. and the educational personnel: inclUding

adn-Linistrators, students and parents.
..:.
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Ji /ihlralillr, )11 an utiust; r1 Ice 101,77 care of plunninR; developments,
and It'St 1111 /// con Ica / and no'1110(IS:

hi t in I t ccs. it has hcrn tuliod that researc-h tor implementation of
retUrms envisaged in Vontent and 'nett-rods suffers I) 'cause the different groups

. involved in mentation htrve different view points regarding the strategies and
processes of implementzition: Kesetirch zipproprititely conceived tild.conclucted r in
supply reliztLie :Ind vtliclinformition on many tt.;pects of the products. processes

,alICI target groups in the implementzirion,of programmes undertiken a country.
It is therefore necessary to develop an ipproprinte infrastructure-.of Organization
and management of research which will involve the vahom groups concerned with
implemenuition mid develop mecii:tnism of ptitticipition in research for

,ntation at various levels. 1 his will have the added adv anutge of imiking
research ielevaiit as well incrcqtsing the credibility of educational research.

B. Participatory Strategies
..

strategies in this categorywere proposed in order to tackle the problems and
_iserrs ich ard, likely to he met daring the implementation stage. They range from

' personnel {,u technical problems and the strategies suggested are mainly
participatory - v nature. These strategies are expected to provide directions to
implementors an administrators as well:as facillitating development of research
on the implementa ion and evaluation of content and methods. Specific strategies
in this category or( osed by participants are the following:

i . ParticiJation ar)f .41i/ ana state. and regional teache rs. associations; unions; study
groups. resea rcliST groups volu tart. organizations; re n i rsit les; research
institutor is in !hi' taro level cen»fittees..

Priol- to tind-dinji2, the implementation stage, it will he necessary for various
groups to participate in the planning, development, and evaluation of studies. In
order that work may be done speedily; it will be necessary to coordinnte the
participation of various groups: consequently appropriate communication :ross
groups should he provided for so that research plans, projects and decisions do not-
lead to an impasse which might be created by conflictipg interest groups. Itshould
be possible to resolve differences of opinion and points of view . if participatory
meetings are planned in advance, adequate preparation is made as well as follow-
up action is taken:quickly.

Besides partidNitory research at the macro level: it is desirable to involve
individual schools, parental groups and local education agencies at themicro level
of implementation and evaluation. For this purpose, the school should act as the
coordinating agency to facilitate current and further research. Some participants,
however, felt that unless careful planning and job analysis are carried out. there is
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a danger of overloading teachers with work.

.1L(.10011on r.or limy /jab.; (hTclopmcni (10(1 production:

It is hoped that every Ciiiiiitty will be encouraged to establish an itom bank for
achievement tests, develop evaluation instruments in the affective domain; explore
the use of unobtrusive techniques in evaluation, develop software for use with

computers and investigate other innovative .methods in cOndneting research.
Thriitigh these means it is hoped to solve the lack of materials needed in research.

S001:1' ;t reSC(Irell 110'10(1E1011 leilleV(11 Siell1;

This strategy was proposed as a preparatory step in the creation of a
careftilly designed computer based research information system for Asia and the

Pacific. As an initiaLstep, a study team comprising representatives from selected
-member countries will undertake a feasibility study on the potential place of air
Educational Research Information Clearing House fcir ASia and the Pacific. The
report win. be submitted to the Unesco and it is honed that it Will be useful in
making a decision on the proposed research information system for the region.

C. Anticipatory Strategies
Marty educational problems while not existing now will emerge in the future.

Some ;if the problems encountered today were not anticipated in previous Years. It

is Imp-di-tat-it that problems of the future be anticipated and possible solutions
canvassed. Better Still, actibeihbOld be taken now to avert future cfifficulties.

Specific anticipatory strategies to achieve these ends are as follows:.

1. Expansion of *corconge of area..

It is a common knoWiedge that social and educational change is a reality.

Understanding of this r-C-Atity be vital to the developrpent of research on the
implementation and evaluatiipn of 6-intent and riiethcids': This is coupled with
evidence of a widening political and economic context. These expanding'horizons
have great implications to the development of research. Through this strategy, it is
honed that the member countries will not be caught unprepared for:things to come
in the educatidrial scene. So, research should be expanded to incorporate the
demands of thse changes. ,

In this regard; educational researchers and administrators need to adopt a
broader tision of research: The widespreaci.disVusionment with schbOling in recent
years have brought about doubts on the outcomes of educational systems and While

they have different sources and'Vary in intensity across countries and regios; the
following conspicuous elemynts appear common:
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a There is a prevailing perception that education has aggravated some key
social problems it was supposed to ameliorate such as social inequality.

b There are policies of educational expansion which generate pressures on
the labour market and or advanced levels of education that cannot be
coped with.
There is a feeling that educational reforms have in many instances
amounted to more of the same" or to relatively _insignificant
modifications of the existing systems and thus reduced hopes in the
feasibility genuine reforms.

$

d d There is a widespread perception that educational reforms tend to be the
prothict of an educational establishment. or a powerful lobby representing'
large urban` middle -class interests and values: or foreigno.adlsors that do
little to remedy tht.-situation.

.

2. Developing to a;:lter training a stip ahead of the reforms:

During the course of discussion in the workshop. it was pointed out by many
participants that any programme of implementation of reforms in content and
methods supported b research often meets with resistance from teachers. who
continue to teach in the way they were used to teaching, both in terms of content
as well as of methods. It was, emphasized that melk-e often than not changes in
teacher education are introduced much later than the changes in content and
methods and that this lag is largely responsible for the le,CiTing of impact of the
reforms and, in some cases. even their failure. It is therefore important to develop
both pre service and in-service teacher education programmes appropriate to the
changes in the content and methods envisaged. As a ;matter of fact; reform in
teacher education should precede the reform in content and methods: This requires
a total plan of implementation of reforms, visualizing the changes required in the
entire system, in which, of course, the teachers occupy a key pnsitN. No strategy
of research and implementation can possibly b-pass them.

3. Utilization and dissemination Qf research lnmel«ylge results:

Participants felt that many research results 'ire just gathering dust- in
libraries. Hence, a strategy is to set up a mechanism, through which the results
research will be translated into non technical language, attractively packaged-?and
disseminated to policy-makers; teachers and other clients who may benefit from the
findings: This strategy should he monitored to.see the.'extent of dissemination and



Of

)
It was pointed \out by seine-,participants that it will be desirable to develop

countryTh mechanism outside tff peripheral to:thecentral research ,irganizat ion

institution concernecP-wikimplementation of reforms, to undertake futaillogical
studies. which %vill irldic;ItAlle kind of scenario that might develop in a country, in

I.

the not tilt; 'tlittire. It tin "litivtineed guard" mechanism is set up within the

government agencies accinintable for implementation of reforms; it IS not likely to
succeed in developing suitable research for future scenario. Hence. participants
liellev'ed it may, he a better strategy to develop a research grout) outside or
peripheral to the governmental system. such a group \could not be under .tiiii

pressure produce r-sults.
In a nutshell, all the foregoing strategies are ,expected to help not only the

implefilCntors but the derision makers, tacilititte the develOiment of research into
implementation andcv,alutit ion of content and methods. Tht=st strategies have been

trained recognizing that the research process is a contiuning one and that unless the

futUre is AS well as the present; obsolescence will set in as fast as reforM

is iinpleinented. It is Within tint; that these strategies have been proposed,.
classified and presented.

I). strategies for the Evaluation of Content and Methods
0-..iltiation of content and methods were taken together

in the discussion IliiWeVer, purposes itf emphasis, strategies for
evaluation are nii'w p:-esented separately.

Agreements on evaluation have included the hillowLig:
Evaluation is a continuing.process.

ii SI'Vertil tedinntues mid styles of evaluation should he resorted to iii the

P- evaluation of reform.
(loth traditi mai and wtivs id evaluation should he used by

e\aluators.
iv Vvaluat ion is everybody's concern.
hi the light of these agreements: the following strategies \vere proposed:

:1 het. It in 1 1111011M? hi' in 'hi- Nan far reform:

iii this context: it is felt that the details of the evaluation as regards nature,

ti Fie, f atio Indicators indices sKould be provided in the pkih Well is

outcomes being vtsualitted by the developers:

»i 171 s.c 1$111)/ Inc)? in flee ( Tantalum:

Participants olerved that implementors at all levels often teel evaluation as
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a threat due to the fact that the:: have never been involved in the process. In view
of this; it was felt ritl:ess;;ry to involve implementors at all levels in the entire
process of evaluation:

1'011'151011 hascli (1(11(1 l'a 11111110n:

Participants agreed that when the baseline is not identified, process is difficult
to measure: l;o: baseline data which are valid would be useful -11-1d desirzible.

.

1. lo 1»izt' n at 1 tar I la inst zt inc;rt. for zt itc.vp!m-ril aicas 1 i kr the qtfrctz vc
a nd p.k:VC11,1111,);"(4 (/t nS:

In this connection. participants .felt .a need to e:;plore the unobtrusive means
of evaluation foiQ)oth qualitative and quantitative aspects. Techniques should be
explored and developed whin look into the process of implementation, materials
and methods, evaluation, level of appropriateness of Manpower. learning outcomes
including affectO:e and concommitant learning.

5 Utiliztiticz of A PEID nehowle for erahoz ton ojects on a mgcro

In consonance with recommendations in the past seminars, a group of
consultants is being tapped by Unesco who may be commissioned by member states
or Associated Centres to undertake particular a'ssessments. programme reviews
and project inspections.
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Chapter 11/

Reconimended Actions

The importance of education is recognized by all countries throughout the
region as a means of achieving national aspiration and the social well being of
individuals. The part played by educational research in the process of designing-,
evaluating and implementing appropriate programmes to achieve these ends is also
acknowledged. Yet as the participants have noted in their deliberations there are .

many factors which inhibit the fajl benefits of research being realiied in the
classroom setting. Consequently_ the workshop makes a series of recommendations
to enhance the credibility and -utilization of research as it relates to reform of

/ content and methods of education. The: first series of recommendations relate to the
creation and maintenance of an educational infrastructure, while die second group
concerns the commissioning of appropriate research. The final set of
recommendations attempt to suggest how Unesco itself can serve the region more,
effectively. The relationships among the various recommendations of this
workshop .are shown in Figure 2.

The workshop participants observed that, notwithstanding the frequent
emphasis on the development of appropriate infrastructure to facilitate educational
research activities in Many previous regional meetings; the configuration of
facilities and institutions, (such as the one suggested.at the Unesco Colloquium in
Research and Practice in Education in Bucharest in 1980) has not yet been achieved
in many countries'of the region. While the meeting would recommend Uuesco to
urge member governments to consider seriously the preparation of forward plans

- for ,creating such infrastructure for advancing educational research in their
respective countries,' there are 21 'number of more specific recommendations which
it would like Co make for positive action.

Tratning for Infrastructure'Development t
The participants of the workshop; while discussing the various problems and

in'ssues. whiCh are related to educational research for implementation of reforms in
content arid methods, underlined the need for a systematic development of
programmes of research related to implementation of reforms. They emphasized
the need for greater involvement of the pOlicy-makers, planners, administrators,
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teachers and members of ih comniumty as well :is various groups of researchers
in planning programmes of research for implementation. Considering the fact that
much research effort is wasted from a lack of planning and co-ordination, the
participants expressed the view that t here should be a better co-ordinating
machinery for research. A serious difficulty encountered in many countries of- the
region arises out of a lack (if properly trained personnel for research %vim are close

to be the tield. Also. researchers who have been trained earlier tend to get out of
date and require fresh training to meet the emerging needs of _research for

t{ of reforms. In view of such expressed concerns and felt lie, (d. the

It participants. it is recommended that:
1i at the national level a coordinating machinery should be established in

every count r-°°vfnch will he engaged in the task of developing educational
research for implementation of reforms:
national level training centres should be established for the preparation of
educational researchers for implementation of reforms in content and
methods. where in-service training of -researchers should be undertaken
for ditterent levels of researchers as a part of a well thought out plan of
staff development anC career planning: and
facilities should be developed, through the good offices of 1..nesco-A FELD,
for short -term orientation and training in research for implementation in
some of the countries of the region: where necessary expertise is available-
Stich NIER in Japan, the Korean Educational Development Institute
(I% EDI) in the Republic of Korea, the National Council for Educational
Research and Training (NCERT) in India, the Aiistralian Council for
Educational Research tACER), the New Zealand Council for Educational
Research (NZCER). and the SEAN1 HO Regional Centre for Educational
Innovation and Technology (IN NOTE CID in the Philippines, to name a
feW.

In line with the recommendations made here. it was noted:
that Programme VIII ,)f the Work Plan of U ncNco-APEID r the Third

1'rog iamming P ks'6 included Project 5 on infrastructure for research
and development.

that the Vnesco-NIER Regional Meeting 1972 had already highlighted the
need for promoting national research capabilities,

that Lnesco sponsored the International Colloquium of 1980 in Bucharest on
Research and PracticeinEducatiofi had also inentioned the importance of national
educational research centres.

that similar recommendations were made by two earlier UnescoNIER
reports entitled Educational Research in relation to Educational Reform in Asia
and Oceania (1979) and Educational Research and Training in Asia and the Pacific
111M14

Iii of the above Unesco meetings which had made simil,er
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recommendations on which actions should be taken. it is further recommended that:
-I) the Director of Unesco Regional Office fur Education in Asia and the

Pacific should personally invite the member states to state their views on
the preparation of forward plans for the creation of an infratructure for
advancing educational research in their respective countries,
the Asian Centre of Educational Innovation for Development (ACEID)
should be invited to prepare a comprehensive and detailed document on
the organiz::tional capabilities for research and development of member
states and

6) first, a professional Association for the Advancement of Educational
Research in Asia and the Pacific (AAERAP) be developed in continuation
of the initial steps towards this direction taken at a Unesco-NIER
Regional Meeting of Experts in 1972. Secondly; with a subvention. from
the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Bangkok that the proposed
Associzition be invited to advance the implemetation of the prepared
Guidelines for the Training of Young Educational Researchers proposed
by the Unesco-NIER Regional Seminar on the subject in 1981. Thirdly,
that Unesco should invite the Director of one of the Associated Centres of
APEID to give consideration to the setting up of an Executive Office for
the Association for an initial period of three years.

Teacher Education

Although most of the teachers in many countries have received pre-service
and in-service education in the use of innovative teaching methods and new content,
case studies have shown that they are not fully certain of how to use such teaching
methods as intended by the curriculum writers. This workshop revealed the
preference of teachers for use of the talk and chalk method. Other areas of concern
are the insufficient stress on creative and imaginative teaching and action-research
activities at the micro-level.

There is an urgent need for the systematic planning and development of
teacher education reforms in teacher colleges and universities well in advance of
implementation of school education reforms. It is necessary to start with the review
of the infrastructure needed for teacher education reforms as an integral part of
school education reforms because central to the effective implementation of such
reforms is the teacher himself. Staff development on a long and short-term basis
should include programmes on techniques and designs for utility-focused research
in teacher education and school curriculum development and evaluation.

Areas of research recommended are as follows:
) Effective teaching behaviours.

ii) Micro-teaching,
111) Innovative teaching methods in the context of social and cultural
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background. and
iv ) Development of content and methods to suit learner's characteristics.

Into?-matIon Sharing 'Retrieval

The workshop participants recognized the need for: (a) continuing effort in the
development of quality reseal ch in the region to serve as inputs to systematic policy
changes, and (b) information sharing and dissemination of results of research
conducted in the region. ./-77

In pursuit of these needs, a reorientation of teachers. administrators; policy
makers, researchers and all those involved in the implementation of educational
reforms to the new knowledge gained from research is necessary. In this regard,
member countries should utilize existing mechanisms and educational institutions
in undertaking: (a) a continuing staff Development programme fOr teachers and
research staff, and (b) packaging of research results and exchanging them among
member countries. It is also recommended that an annual convention type of
gathering he organized for the presentatiOn and sharing of selected research papers
prodUced in the region: This initial move may be used as basis for the systematic
review of research done in the rgion and the publication of a research review
should be added to tasks already undertaken by ACEID and delegated to an
Associated Centres of APEID.

It is also recommended that a study group be created through the APEID
network which will he responsible for producing a feasibility report for Unesco
member states on the value of an Educational Information Centre for Asia and the
Pacific (ERICAP). The report of this group should be made available to all member
states during the Third Cycle,(1982-1986) of the APEID programme. This report
should serve as a background document at the proposed meeting intended to
evaluate progress being made through developed training modules and programmes
for research personnel. -'

Jfaterials Development

In order to assist the researcher. particular attention needs to be directed to
the development of specific instructional materials and valid test instrumerls. An
example of material to be developed is computer software to accornp'any
microptocessors or minicomputers which are becoming increasingly accessible to
countries in the region. The affective area also needs special attention in terms of
instruments that should be used for evaluation purposes. There is also a need to
utilize the skills of communications specialists in the development of mass media
software, which would in turn entail the development of speCial research skills for
evaluating learning materials, and patticularly the impact of broadcast, print and
other media. including multi-media packages used in distance learning.

or

Ai
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It is therefore recommended to Unesco-APEID that
1) A survey be undertaken of available computer software to determine the

most useful and compatible data analysis package that needs to be
assembled or developed for distribution among member countries;

9j A regional workshop be conducted with the specific purpose of
developing valid test instruments, especially in the affective domain; and

31 (a) A review of existing educational software, e.g. videotapes,
audiotapes in science; mathematics and English; be carried out; and

(b) a regional workshop of educators and communicators be held not
only to acquaint them with these materials but also to help them
develop the special research skills needed for evaluating these
materials.

Already some aspects of this recommendation are included in the APEID
programme but the workshop participants wished to stress the significance of
considering futures developments and to reinforce the value of the work currently
being done.

It is also recommended that, after the initial impetus from Unesco-APEID,
member countries should seriously follow-up with further development of materials
and diszemination within, as wel! as among, the countries in the region."

B. Research Needs
When disctissing the problems and issues related to educational reforms

several key research issues emerged. These can be classified into two main groups;
namely research focusing on communication and research centering on utilization.

Within tile first category two major projects are recommended:
1) Research into those factors inhibiting the adoption of educational reforms

by teachers, administrators and the general educational community.
2) Investigations into the best methods of communicating the results of

research to the various interest groups: Special attention should be given
to the use of the electronic media.

It is recommended that each member country, with the technical assistance
where' necessary of Unesco-APEID, conduct the research and share their findings
with member nations through ERICAP.

In the second category; eight projects were identified. They encompass policy
input; basic research related to curriculum design, content and methods; and future
directions. The proposed investigations were as follows. Research into: ,

I) the cost-effectiveness of particular teaching methods or learning
strategies in terms of teaching time, time on task and resource
requirements:

2) all forms of disadvantage including, rural and urban students; ethnic
groups, girls and refugees.

3) the identification of future educational problems and the techniques
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whereby they Can be investigated.
4) the skills, content, and attitudes required hi\ teachers to implement

educational rcorm and their relationship to programmes provided
through pre-service and in-service activities.

5) the nature and extent of differences in skills, knowledge, attitudes and
values amore the different groups, in any one country. _Groups studied
41ould include those living in urban and rural settings; and drawn from
different socio-economic, cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

& the different learning strategies adopted by students with different
contextual backgrounds..

7) longitudinal studies which trace the intellectual, physical, ancl social
growth of children as they proceed through the various stages and levels
of schooling.

-1

8) the professional development provisions for educational researchers and,
the identification of their specific needs.

It is recommended that each member country, with the technical assistance
where necessary of Unesco-APEID, conduct research in these areas and share their
findings with member nations through ERICAP.

C. Reinforcing the Role of Unesco
In its deliberations, the workshop took note of a series of activities which r

have been organized jointly by Unesco-APEID/NIER during the last decade
concerning educational research and reform in the Asian and Pacific Region.

After reviewing the findings and recommendations of those meetings and
workshops held in the past, the participants of this workshop observed that many
of the recommendations contained in those reports have not been implemented and
similar recommendations have been made time and again. Participants of this
workshop believe Unesco/APEID has a very important role to play in facilitating
the implementation of such reco mendations. Thus, in recognizing this, the
workshop recommends that:

1) Unesco undertake a thorough review of all recommendations made
concerning educational research in Asia and the PacifiC (during the last
ten years) and prepare a technical paper to delineate areas of importance
and priority for immediate action;

2) Vnesco take the necessary action and prepare appropriate plans to
encourage and support member countries in considering effective
implementation of the recommendations of this workshbp; and

3) Unesco initiate regional activities to assist and support the member
countries in realizing the action plans and recommendations of this
workshop.
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SELECTED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA

Graham J. Whitehead
Australia

Numerous investigations into reforms oi content and methods in the
classroom are being undertaken in Australia. This paper makes no attempt to
review the multiplicity of studies that are currently on-going. Rather it selects a few
Which reflect different assumptions about the nature of research and the strategies
or methodologieS that need to be used. Each study is notable for differ'ent reasons
and can be used to illustrate issues of i terest and concern to researchers. The
presentation of the studies has been lo sely sequenced along a: continuum of
research styles. At olle end of the continuum emphasis is placed upon quantitative
or normative type data while on the other; attention is focused upon field type
studies where participantS are the actual researchers investigating issues of major
concern to themselves. Many Australian research studies emanante from
curriculum and research branches in the six States, the two mainland Territories
and the Commonwealth Ministry of Education. Many are commissioned by
Statutory bodies such as the Commonwealth Schools Commission, the Curriculum
Development Centre, and the Education Research and Development Committee'.
Other research studies are undertaken by staff members of Universities and
Colleges of Advanced Education or by students studying for post-graduate degrees.
The Australian Council for Educational Research, an independent national research
body, continues to maintain a strong research programme which includes
investigations into the Social context of education, teaching and learning; and
educational measurement and evaluation.

The Australian Council for Educational ReSearch (ACER) is involved in
several major studies which adopt a traditional approach to research. One, an
international study, aims to measure the current state of science education across
the world, to investigate curricula and other factors which explain differences in
the outcomes of science progra.nrneS, and to 'make comparisons with the results of
a study conducted in 1970. Known as the Second IE4 Science Study it has been
assisted by a financial grant from the National Institute for Educational
Japan. There will be several agreed international core components to the testing
programme and data analysis. At present, about thirty countries are involved in the
planning stage. In Australia, an analysis of science curricula is being undertaken by
means of a survey of a small number of schools in each State. In addition, a detailed
examination and analysis of changes between 1970 and 1980 in the Year 12 science

Support by the Commonwealth Government for the latter two organizations was
withdrawn in 1981. Both are now defunct.
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curricula is planned. The other related part of the planning has involved the
development of a. range of trial tests. These iit-e being administered to groups of
students in the participating countries in order to provide data to assist the
preparation of the 'mei-national core tests.

A second ACER study i the Classroom Environment St.udy: Teaching for
Lezirning. This is a three-phase experimental project consisting of teacher survey;
Classroom observation. and teacher education componenFs. The project is currently
in its second phase which is fOcused on consicieration of the relationships between
specific teaching practices and student outcomes, both cognitive and affective.

Following development and trials of the instruments during the latter part of
1951, the classroom observations were undertaken early this year: The Principal
and 1 ear a teachers n each of the eighty metropolitan Primary schools that took
part in the teacher survey phase of the study were asked to permit an observer to
record the teachers' instructional and managerial practices during mathematics
lessons. Seventy five teachers spread over thirty nine schools volunteered to take
part in the study.

Each classroom was observed for a minimum of 30 minutes on at least eight
occasions spread across eight to ten weeks. The class grouping arrangements being
used: the participants in each student teacher interaction, and the nature of the
interaction were recorded using a lowcinference method. This aspect of the
obt;ervatton was_ teacher focused. In each classroom, eight students were also
observed to provide a student focus to the observation. The nature of the ,activity
on whii:h each student was intended to be working, whether the student was on
task: and whether the students were interacting with the teacher were recorded for
each of the eight students in five occasions during each lesson. Teacher and student
questiOnnaires were also administered together with pre. and post- tests of
rmithematics

Another study carried.out by ACER is the Australian Studies in Student
Performance (ASSP) project commissioned by the Australian Education Council, a
Council of State and Commonwealth Ministers of Education. This study has caused
considerable controversy. It followed a national ndertakeri in 1973 which
explored the numeracy and literacy standards of sample o and fourteen year
Gild students throughout Australia. The new study ad similar objectives: namely to
develop and to administer criterion referenced tests m reading, writing and
numeration: Four hundred and seventy six schools ok part with 5,473 ten sear
olds and 5,103 fourteen year olds, These figures represented 78% and 73%
respectively of the designed samples. The report of the study detailed national
performance on individual items and sub-tests/ and by sex and school locations:
School or State comparisons were not made. Currently, the Australian Education
Council is considering whether the testing programme should be'continued. Part of
this consideration involves examination of an evaluation report prepared by Power
and others.
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The Power Report, entitled National Assessment in Australia: The
Evaluation of the .Australian Studies in Performance Project was commissioned by
the Education Research and Development C,,nunittee. Its intent was to provide
independent evaluative comment on the ASSP project. Concern had been expressed
about the possible backwash effects of the ASSP testing on the curriculum of
schools. Consequently, Power and his team were asked to seek answers to questions
such as:

What views are held within the community regarding the purpose and
desirability of the programme?
What are the strengths and limitations of the procedures used to assess
standards of literacy and numeracy?
What problems, if any, were encountered in implementing the programme?
What impact (lid the testing programme have, in the short term, on teaching
methods, curriculum: students: teachers and parents in participating schools?
in what ways were the findings interpreted and used by schools, education
systems, policy makers and the media?
How did students, parents, interest groups and the media react to the restilts?
What are the likely long term effects of ASSP on students, schools and
society?
Another cooperative venture is ACAP: the Australian Cooperative

Assessment Program (ACAP). Stipported through the Australian Education Council
by the various State education departments and educational authorities ill the
Territories, this project seeks to provide ways whereby educational officers can
work together to produce materials which assist teachers to evaluate the progress
and the development of their students. So far. the extent of the cooperation has
been slight but IN estern Anstralia and N ewSouth Wales have produced materials
in mathematics, the Australian Capital Territories materials in reading and
Victoria has been working in qral and written language, and social le:timing.

The written language aspect _ of the ACAP project has involved the
development of a theoretical framework which incorporates important factors
contributing to the determination of student.attitudes to writing. "Fhis framework
has been used to develop an 80-item Likert scale, which was field tested with
samples of Year 7 classe. Item and factor anaIN:sis were used to refine the sctile to
a suitable length: An additional aspect of this investigation explores possibilities in
the teaching of writing stories in Year 7 classrooms: The first part of the study is
now underway and is focusing upon students' perceptions of the value in their own
stories. The second part is to focus tin techniques, strategies and materials for the
improvement of the craft aspects of writing.

Several State education departments are undertaking research into the
teaching of handwriting: Fundamental changes in writing style were introduced
into many Australian schools in the 50's and 6()'s. Print script replaced a cursive
hand, wherebY the letters are joined, in the curriculum of junior classes, It was



introduced because of its apparent simplicity and the supposed ease with which it
could be mastered by young children. Modified versions of the cursive hand were
then introduced into the more senior classes of primary schools. These cursive
scripts were designed to utilise the skills developed in earlier classes. Since the
early To's, there has been concern expressed by educators and members of the
community about the inadequacies of the cursive script handwriting: For example;
they suggested cursive script degenerates towards ineligibility under speed, is
unsuitable for children using ball point pens, is not aesthetically appealing and is
not amenable to the development of a personal style.

The:various state project teams drawing upon the experience of overseas
research have developed simple modern cursive styles which are both suitable for
modern implements and which retain legibility at speed. Several research teams are
now investigating matters such as teaching techniques and learning strategies, the
grip of writing implements problems for left handers, embellishment of lettering,
fluency under speed and spacing and scope:

Talk in the Primary Classroom, a project of the Victorian Education
Department, is directing its attention to two basic queStions."Do teachers dominate
the verbal dialogue of the classroom ?" "Would such a practice be to the detriment
of pupil's education?" To answer these' questions classroom dialogue has been
recorded by an observer who notes the exchanges between teachers and their pupils
during normal classroom periods. The recorded dialogue has been analyzed in
terms of three characteristics. First. the extent to which teachers initiate verbal
exchanges with their pupils; that is where there are new thoughts not connected to
preceding utterances; nor parts of a verbal chain. Secondly, the number of words
spoken by teachers and pupils. Thirdly; the extent to which the teachers control the
context of the dialogue: Did they select the theme? Did they set the direction and
suppress stray conversation? Data has been collected from eighteen Victorian
primary schools and has involved the co operation of 43 teachers.

Recently; two studies have been undertaken in Victoria to assess the impact
of new s. is of curriculum publice;ions. One concerned three primary science guides,
the other is a manu designed to assist schools plan and develop a more
appropriate curricula for their students. Neither study was notable for the
so t:histication of'its design nor the statist.c;n rocedures employed. but both sought
;o gather the views of teachers in a systematic way.

"The science survey: Primary _Science: A Formative Evaluation, was an
evaluation of materials in an early stage of development: Teachers were asked to
C ,mnient upon quality, fit and utility of the documents for their situation: All
volunteers. teachers were asked to identify a topic area within the guides, plan how
th_l: would use it and then teach it over a six week peri6d. During this time, a
rest archer visited classrooms and kept anecdotal records of the activities observed.
At the end of this period, the participants were interviewed and a questionnaire was
completed. This information then formed the basis for the revision of the
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documents prior to final Publication.
The investigation of The Primary School Curriculum: A Manual for Victorian

Schools explored the acceptability of the document as published and the strategies
used to, disseminate it t schools: Five separate questionnaires were used to sample
the views of inspectors. consultants. principals. teachers zind members of School
Councils.

Follow-up interviews were conducted in 30 of the 141 schools who responded
to the questionnaire: The intention is that the results of the study will influence the
design if future publications and the strategies used in their dissemination:

More in keeping with the action model of research is the Choice and Diversity
project. It is funded by the Commonwealth Schools Commission. Originally only
two State Education Departments were involved but recently others have joined.

The major aim of the Choice and Diversity project is to explore choice as a
possible means of improving schooling: Choice is seen to range from the situation
where students select from a set of subjects or courses offered by the school to the
situation where individual students and other involved people negotiate with the
school to arrange the most appropriate form of schooling. A negotiated curriculum
is seen as the stronger form of choice in comparison with the selected curriculum.

In Victoria; the project is managed by a committee representative of parents;
teachers. principals and adminiStrators supported by an executive officer. The
project has used several methods of investigating the phenomenon of choice. It has

° worked with schools in a case study approach, collaborated with educational
regions; policy groups and professional iisspciations; has engaged in a literature
review and extensive discussions about the Conceptions of choice; accountability;
zoning of pupils to particular schools- and other associated matters:

Schools involved have directed their attention to a v.Ariety of matters
including assisting and responding to the opinions of parents in a predominantly
multicultural community; facilitating parental involvement in school decision-
making. joining with other local schools to provide alternative courses. developing
alternative school organizational patterns within the school; explo:ing th6 concept
of senior high schools. and extending social and curriculum experiences of children
in small, isolated rural schools.

T0 assist the activities of individual schools or school clusters, money and
advice have been provided for surveys; for data processing, for publications, and for
transport: Now schools are being asked to submit their reports to the managing
committee so that the State report can be prepared for submission to the funding
body. This report is expected to highlight the act)vitiesof the schools, the processes
they used to facilitate the concept of choice-afid the impact their school has had
upon the quality and range of student experiences. To this information, thh
Committee will add its own.zssessment and contribution to the debate.

The Studies in Student tinprovement project has a charter of working closely
with schools in the development, implementation and evaluation of teaching
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strategies: The strategies to be explored were not originally specified in the project
plan but were expected to evolve in response to the needs defined by the
OarticitiantS iii the context of their schools. The project saw the development of
curriculuM and the development of teachers as inseparable factors.,

Three schools have been involved, two at primary and one at the secondary
level: From early discussions with the staff in the secondary school, it was decided
tis focus attention on mathematics at the Year 7 level: At this level, teachers felt

laCk iSf understanding evident in the students work: that the Year 12
orientation of the content selected was out of keeping with the needs of many
students: apa_t.here was a dilemma whether understanding or Year 12 dernandS
should take precedence: The effectiveness of the school's remediation programme
tyas also questioned. Consequently: the teachers set out to develop appropriate
curricula for their students at that level.

The researcher haS diicumented the concerns of the teachers and posed a
series of questions tor discussion. What should be taught? How shcitild it he taught,
and why:' Assistance has been given by the researcher in organizational MatterS,
and advice has been provided on data collection and interpretation. The researcher
has beciithe a critical friend to the teachers participating in the project; a sounding
board for their iiTeas rather than an initiator of actions. At the same time, however;
she has recorded her observations so that team members and iither-S may reflect
upon and learn from the experiences of ttie project.

Anigher teani has adopted an action research approach to investigate issues
alit} patterns in teacher curriculum decision-making, The original proposal for the
tti entitled SiiCial Organisationn of Learning in the Classroom, was extremely

broad. This was deliberate, so as to allow the project to develop in reStionse to a
variety of teacher needs.

A number of potential stances were rejected. The project could have explored
the Wider sociological implications of cl2issroom organisation: or a descriptive
zinalySiS of classroom interaction, or even the physical arrangements of classrooms:
However, to have folluwed any of these directions would have involved the project
in describing what already happens: either in theoretical or praCtiCal tertiiS. WithOLit
necessarily providing outcomes in terms of teacher action. Eventually, the project
Set out tit explore the ways teachers articulate and build upon their own learning,
high theliretical and practical, about children, classroom and content:

Underlying each of the Australian studies briefly described above are
assumptions about the nature of research, the participants in the research process
and the expected outomes of the activity: Each brings with it its own set of
problems WhiCh Sh-ould be acknowledged by the researchers and hopefully; solved.
IrreSpe'ctiVe.df this. each study is making a contribution to the documentation and
shaping of change and the improvement of school practices.
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A REVIEW OF AN ON-GOING PILOT STUDY FOR
MICROPLANNING PRIMARY EDUCATION

.4. Introduction

Md. Azhar All
Bangladesh

The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh is committed to
introducing universal primary education in the country according to the provisions
Of its Constitution. Following this constitutional obligation, the previous
Governments as well as the present one took different decisions in setting up
appropriate strategies for the universalization of primary education (classes Ito V).
The current Five-Year Plan (1980-85) for the development of Bangladesh
incorporates strategies and action programmes aimed at having 90 percent of
primary age group,children in schools by 1985: The objectives of the Five-Year Plan
(1980:85), in respect of primary education, put much emphasis on universalization of
education, on the development of cognitive skills, and on reducing the gaps between
the affluent and the deprived sections of the population. It is assumed that the
emphasis on universal primary education, supplemented by a mass literacy
programme will raise the literacy levels gradually: And it is also assumed that
primary education contributes much more to social benefits than other levels of
education.

The current statistics on enrolment in the primary level indicate that no more
than 15 percent of the primary school age population are attending school.
Achieving the target of universal primary education will require a gigantic
undertaking in terms of constructing primary school- recruiting and preparing an
additional number of pnmary school teachers, suppl:. Eng and producing teaching
materials, providing funds Or salaries and other cost:- and providing appropriate
incentives to the children of the poorer homes in order o attract them to primary
schools. Adequate budgetary provisions will have to be made.

It seems that decentralization of management ( the affairs of primary
educ will expedite the process of universalization )f primary education in
13a adesh. It also seems that the efficiency of the prima 7-y education system will
increase rapidly and its relevance for social development improve if the process
of planning can be reversed. At present, primary educatiu for the entire country
is almost wholly administered under a very strongly centralized system. The
Second Five-Year Plan document proposes that the system should be decentralized
as much as possible. The present Government has already announced a policy of
decentralization of administration and management of primary education. The
Government has set up local education authorities consisting of representatives of
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local communities as well as government officials to run the affairs of primary
schools in each primary school district (currently known as sub-division): It is felt
that these steps toward decentralization will lead to greater democratizati( n of
education and greater participation of communities in the affairs of their L'wn
education, bringing about ultimately a primary system of education much more
relevant, efficient and improved in respect of contents and methods. The national
plan will, therefore, be the result of an amalgamation pf micro-plans from
thoOsands of village communities throughout I3angladesh.

In 1980 the Bangladesh National Commission for UNESCO (BNCU), Ministry
of Education formed a research team to conduct a Pilot Study for Micro-planning
Primary Education in Bangladesh: The study was sponsored by the International'
Institute of Educational Planning (IIEP, Paris). The report of the study is expected
to be published soon.

B: Objcctirc.,: of the Atialy

To explore the possibilities for micro planning primary education for the
whole country: a pilot study was conducted. The specific objectives of the study
were as follows:

a To make a thorough diagnosis of the actual coverage and functioning of
the school system:

b ) To analyze the socio-economic conditions of the communities in the area
as well as their educational potential.

c ; To estimate the school age population at the level of each.village for the
year 1985.

-cl ) To propose a reorganization of the school network allowing universal
access to school, suggest some measures encouraging pupils' participation
and favouring community involvement in thi management of the schools:

see if it is possible to involve comnntities in the discussion and
implementation of the proposal.

f ) To develop a simple methodology which/ can be taught to the local
education officers for applying in their own areas.

C.. Scope of the Stiffly

The area selected for the pilot study consisted of the five unions of Manikganj
Thalia of Dhaka district and five unions of Natore Thana of Rajshahi district. The
particulars of the unions are given below:
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UnionDistrict Thana Area in Acres Population

Dhaka Nlanikganj Garpara 3;955 12;177
Dighi ,. 3,289 8,563

n

Nabagram
Zagir :

4;861 ,
5;162 ;74?

12;319
1/1,104

n Krishnapur 7,566 14,615

Rajshahi S.'atore Kafuria 7,516 9,251
Baraharishpur 10,338 12,618

Baghapotia 7,884 10,761
Lakshmipur 12,102 17,087

P AI Tebaria 4,074 11 ;617

D. Methodology

The study had four phases, namely:
(al Collection of data;
(b) Diagnosis of the existing educational system and community potential;
(c) Projection of enrolment; and
(d) Elaboration of pill%pOsals for the organization of education in the area.
Collection of data. To collect data from the pilot area three separate

questionnaires were framed and administered to the respondents. The first
questionnaire was used to collect information concerning enrolment, attendance of
pupils. repeaters; teachers' qualification and attendance, physical facilities, land
available, cost and financing of schools; origin and distance covered by pupils. The
second questionnaire was used to collect information on the state of relative
wealth, socio-economic conditions, and educational potential of all villages in the
area. The Union Management Council, the village government, the school teacher
and some community members supplied the information to the surveyer who filled
in the questionnaire on their behalf. The third and final questionnaire was
administered to the family heads in the villages to 'obtain information on their
attitudes towards education.

In addition to the three questionnaires, an instrument was administered to the
Thana education officers, superintendents of primary tr-airri-ng institutes,
headmasters of schools in the selected area to gather opinions on the educational
problems evident in the area and to find out their willingness of the members of the
communities in the area to help in the solution of the problems: The collected data
were then carefully analyZed.

Analysis of data. The collected information was tabulated for the selected
unions: Efforts were made to analyze the collected information in such a manner
that a picture of the present system of primary education in the selected area, with
all its strengths and weaknesses, could be visualized:
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Findings and interpretation. Data were analyzed and the following findings
were revealed:

1 . The wastage of promising manpower was very high as the di- erence
between the enrolment and the final products seemeci,t ficantly
high. It was statistically found that out of every seven children who .

started educational career as beginners only one child reached the final
goals of primary, education.

2 . The promotion policy of the schools .of the select Pd area was found
defective. In primary schools 01 students should be :ror.loted to the next -

higher class and no child should repeat his class. But the collected
information 'showed that some children of grades. I to V repeated their

)4 . Drespective classes Without being promoted to the next higher classes.
:3 . tio uniformity in age was found among the children of different classes.

Statistical informatim indicated that the most outstanding cause that
deterred the uniformity in age among the children of same classes was
hat the children could not start schooling at the same age: The policy of

promotion also contribuLd to this problem.
4 In the schools under the selected area, majority of the teachers were

males. However. in terms of educational qualification of the teachers. no
male teacher had nonMatrrculation as his basic educational qualification'
Only among the female teachers were a 'small number found to be
untrained. All male teachers were professional,ly educated.

5 . The schools in the selected area were found to 'suffer from an acute
shortage of land area.

6 : In most of .the schools the teaching staff did not seem to consider the
nurriber of students: As -a consequence; the ratio between the teacher and
the pupils was extremely high. This served as a deterrent to an effective
teaching-learning situation.
A good number of education officers, Thana administration officers,
heads of secondaly schools, advisers to the primary trairiing institutes,

- college teachers; heads and assistant teachers of primary schools and
other local patrons of education extended their opinions supporting their
direct involvement in the local primary education.

8 . The level of difficulty of the reading materials in grades I and II was
found to be a basic weakness of the present primary curriculum. The
absence of a separate board for conducting certificate examinations was
identified as an additional drawback of the primary curriculum.

9 . The vast majority of the respondents of the pilot area identified the
teaching aids available to primary school teachers as inadequate.

10. Almost a the respondents of the two pilot Thanas opined that the local
people sh uld take initiative in sending the children of school:going-age to
schools: in convincing those who are unwilling to come to the school to
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'become interested in school education, and in rendering physical and
intellectual services for the proper development of the schools as well as
the spread and development of primary education as a whole.

11. All the respondents stated with emphasis that illiteracy, poverty, village
politics, and lack of active co-operation of the people were the major
obstacles in developing primary education.

12. The collected opinions of the respondents gave clear indications for
making primary education compulsory, and for making primary
education universal in Bangladesh.

E: Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basks of the findings, it seems that in order to make Bangladesh free
from the curse of illiteracy, there is a need to reorganize primary education.

--However. this may be a gigantic undertaking because seventy percent of the people
are still illiterate. Hence, while the pilot study for Micro-planning Primary
Education in Bangladesh attempted to identify the needs and demands of particular
localities before the introduction of universal primary education gradually all over
Bangladesh. the results of the investigation gave clear indications of the problems,
strengths and weaknesses which need adequate consideration before universal
primary education is introduced. Using the findings as basis, the recommendations
were presented:

1 More local people should be placed to see the effectiveness of the
administration of primary education. This will also increase community
involvement in administration decision making.
More professionally educated female teachers should be placed in

primary schools, as psychologically they are more prepared to teach
young learners.

3 Children should be helped to learn to the maximum according to their
capabilities. Nothing unusual shOuld be imposed on children to make
them unhappy in the classroom environment so that they drop education
early and lapse into illiteracy for the whole life.

4 . Active attention should be given to bring all children to schools at the
same age so that uniformity of age maintained throughout the years in all
classes. This is expected to reduce the drop-out rates because of age
variation among children of the same class.

. Land area for each of the schools should be adequate so that after the
construction of the school building, space is left for organizing outdoui
recreation for children. This will attract children to schools as they will
consider their schools as beautiful substitutes of their homes.

6 . Each of the schools should be provided with adequate number of teachers
so that the ratio between the teacher and The students 1s improved.
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7. Attention should be given to make the curriculum suitable for the
primary school children. Unnecessary burden should be reduced so that
undue fear of the burdensome contents inay be avoided.

8 . To make teachinglearning effective, teaching aids should be made
adequate and suitable.

9 . All possible measures should be adopted to make primary education
compulsory to pave the way for its introduction as a universal measure to
wipe out illiteracy in Bangladesh. Children coming from the deprived
sections of the population should receive opportunity cost from the public
funds of the community as far as practicable;

Finally, the vital necessity for micro- planning primary education in

I3angladesh has been felt by the research team and the various aspects that may
create deterrents in makimg it a success have been idenfitied. It is hoped that the
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh will vary carefully look into
the results of the study to judge the possibilities of micro-planning primary
education in the different regions of Bangladesh so that universal compulsory
primary education may be facilitated.
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Preallible

AN EXPERIMENTAL REFORM OF CHINESE
CHARACTER TEACHING

la Zhang Tianrtio and Li 13,,r
China

_ China has seen many experiments and reforms of educational content and
rnet1t in her primary and secondary schools, which have gained memorable
achievements. Here is a introduction to an experimental reform of Chinese
character teaching in China's primary schools the Concentrated .Approach:

True, Chinese is one of the most advanced and richest languages in the world.
Yet; different from English, French, Russian and some other languages, Chinese
presents a written system of pictographic characters, which, as is well-known, are
difficult to read and write, the pronunciation having no-inexorable attachments to
the construction, the structures of strokes being multiple and varied. That fact sets
special obs Iles in the way of Chinese language education. And without the
solution of haracter acquistion, reading and writing would be out of the question,
and the le- ning of Other subjects would be seriously affected. Thus, the research
for a More effective teaching myttiod for character acquisition has been a haunting
issue in Ch.nese language ed/ation in our primary schools. At present; there are
three ways available: 1. The Concentrated Approach. 2 The Decentralized Method;
and 3. The Eclectic Way.

A Piqorical Review

The Concentrated Approach enable the pupils to acquire knowledge of
chararacters through the reading of texts. It means gathering chunks of characters
in batches for acquisition first, and then, reading is next, That is, the acquisition of
a group of characters is followed by the reading of a group of texts to strengthen
it; and the acquisition of another group of characters is followed by the reading of
another group of texts for consolidation, and so on.

"Character acquisition first, reading second" is one of the traditional
experiences in Chinese language education, which has a history of over a thousand
years. For the convenient acquisition of characters by children, there appeared, in
ancient China, various kinds of rhythmic primers composed of masses of functional
characters. The most well-known of these are the following:

1 . The Thousand Character Classics It came in 540 during the Southern'
Dynasties. It has four characters to a sentence, heterogenous in content
ranging from elementary knowledge of natural science to plain historical
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facts;
. The Surname Book It came in 960 during the Northern Song Dynasty. It
'Ms four characters in a meaningless sentence, composed of Chinese
surname; and
The Three Character Classics This came in about 1200 in the Southern
Song Dynasty. It has three characters in a sentence. It is mainly of plain
historical facts and -ancient legends and fairy. tales. '

Betore the learning course was switched to the reading Of ancient poems and
other classics, the children were taught the Character Classics; to gain 520
characters; then the Surname Book; to command 322 more characters; and then the
Thou and Character Classic's, to grasp 602 more characters. After the learning of
the three, the number of characters acquired amounted to about 1500. The above
three pamphlets may be regarded as primers for concentrated character
acquisition, and they lasted in their use until the end of the (ding Dynasty in about
1910.

From the modern point of view, however, the use of these primers, all written
in classical Chinese and most of the content outworn, is limited. And the children's
intiative was hard to bring into full play as the only goal of teaching was the
acquisition of characters; with the explanation of meanings disregarded and
without the rules of character formation applied in it:

In 1922 however, the new school system in China was implemented and
brought great changes in the h2iracteracquis:tion primers. The vernacular took
the place of classical Chinese': and the tradition of "character acquisition first,
reading second" was replaced by the combination of character acquisition with text
reading (character acquisition through text reading); with which; few characters
were taught in a lesson: In this way; the speed of character acquisition was rather
slow, and the number of characters acquired in a particular period was
comparatively small.

Tht- Establishment of the Concentrated Approach

In 1958, the Concentrated Approach was brought into being- by investigation
and research of the traditional experiences of character teaching and of the
speeded-up character acquisition developed for wiping out illiteracy among adults
in the early days of New China. It gained admiration and support from authorities
concerned; and drew active responses from many teachers and schools; With joint
efforts and tltrough many years of experiments and practice, the Approach is now
on the way to perfection.

At first, the classification by homophone was adopted in teaching, but much
was left to be desired, as there" are many homophone characters, and confusion
resulted from homophonymic conflicts. An investigation showed that the pupils had
a better command of near-homophone-homograph characters; e.g. 7t- (horse)
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nn((ther), :-(a question character), 5 °-(dock; etc:land .s;; (abuse). All these characters
have the same root of ".( detiiitihg the same prtiiiiiiiciattiitt witth different tunes; and

the other components denoting the meanings: woman; 1 1. mouth; ; stone (Docks
are budt of s:ones.): and two mouths. But that did hilt solve the" problem

completely either. Eventually; the skill of "basic-character-lead" was tiled, Which

has pr(Wed to be capable of introducing more characters; e.g.
is the basic character, and T(barnboii pole, the component VTineaning

bamboo). fHthe shaft or arm of something, ;i:rrieaning wood), 3 i(hurry; catch up;
meaning run). and I-1 (stalk; ',meaning standing. grain) are all near-homophone-
homograph characters,,while f'(sweat) and Ci',.(river bank) are compound Characters
WhiCh haye the Sarile part of but are pronounced otherwise, and to which
classification by hom(iphiiiie can do little. Thus, the basic-character-lead is

employed as the main form for concentrated character-acquisition teaching;
complemented with other forms such as pictographic characterS: 11(the sun, the
primitive writing being 01, )j(the moon, the primitive writing being arid i.j<

(water, the primitive writing being:'.); near-homograph characters: Ji(ten
thousand). ij(squtire), )jlarge)--;(ett-ernely, etc.); [1(eye) (self);

associative compound characters: -.1.(small) and )-.(big) ',,(sharp); El(the sun)

and ll(the moon)---(III(bright); -(a stroke meaning put out) and ,k(f ,k(put
hilt a fire. destroy: etc:) and antonyms; etc.. It has shown its effectiVeriei;S

enabling the ptipilS to_A-cquire about to thousand five hundred characters within

two yetu-s, si hiindred in the first terri-i, seven hundred in the second term; and one
thousand and two hundred in the second year. This Way, reading training Imcluding
complementary reading) is moved kip, and the odUcation of Other subjects is
improved too. without the pupils feeling pressed.

In the last few years., the Concentrated Approach has developed with rapid
strides, being applied iii Many pilot classes and schools: though still confronted with

some challenges.

.-1(11yorta,k,res o.t Coro'nfraterl Approach

I. The pritnerS hit CotiCetitrated character-acquisition helps to carry out the

principle of "laying emphtiSiS On characteracqiiisition- in lower grades in primary

schools:
Without the strew; placed on character-acquisition. there would be too many

things to do, and the attention of both the teachers and pupils would be diVerted.

When an ekplicit stress is laid on character-acquisition, the quality of instruction is

greatly improved, no matter what Method employed; But the primers fair
concentrated character-acquisition is especially helpful in implementing the
principle of laying the emphasis on character-acquisiticiii. They enable the'pupils to
go all out to learn characters: Thus; both the teachers and pupil:: are free from
interference. and therefore can focus their attention and energy on the learning
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process. As an ancient Chine saying goes, "The best part of instruction lies in the
concentrtition of mind:" -r he adoption of such primers for character teaching helps
to attain the 'concentration", which bririgS fiirth the Outcome of high efficiency.

2. The gradual program of -character acquisition first, reading second':
conforms better with the law .of cognition and thus is more acceptable to children.
because the difficult points are separated and diminished.

The Concentrated Approach aims at the CultiVatiiiii Of pupils' zibility to read
and write, with the acquisition of character§ as the ffiundation. The procedure of
"Character acquisition first. reading second" divides the teaching into two stages.
each haying- a unitary goal in it. Focusing On charzcter acquisition while learning
them; and fostering reading ability -while reziding,with the acquisition of characters
being consolidated at the same time. Hence, both Chartietet teaching and reading
instructiem are easier and more effective.

In the primers for concentrated character-acquisition, two or three hundred
characters are gathered as a group, so that it becomes easier to classify characters
by appeart-ince; pronunciation and meaning: It also brings the rules of charaCtet-
formation into. full play, thus enabling the pupils to hate ti better command of the
approas'h',

True, if is an uphill job to learn Chinese characters: but the characters have
their formation rules, the proper use of which helps memorization: And that is what
the primers for concentrated character- acquisition has achieved.

: It helps the pupils to keep the initiative in their iiWri hands and bring it into
fuller plaY. It helps arouse the pupils' interest in learning and enable them to
develop intellectually.

In the past, the pupils used to rely on the teacher in learning characters: But
now due to the illustration of the formation rules of Chinese characters gfteri be
these primers: the pupils can grasp and make ust of these miles in learning better
and faster.Bvso doing, they are switched from i passive position to an active one
They can do the previewing by themselves, and. to a certatn extent, learn without
the help of the teacher.

What is more while applying these rules for memorizing the pronunciation,
appearances and meanings of characters, the pupils have to do some
synthesizing and reasoning. which helps promote the intellectual growth of the
pupils.

5. Being relatively simple, the Concentrated Approach can be easily adopted
by teachers in ordinary schools. even those in rural ones:

After twenty years spent on probing into all its phases and accumulating
ex'perrences., the Concentrated Approach has, by and large, taken shape. Its
procedure is plain and easy. Average teachers fiir the junior classes can grasp it
after seeing it demotistrated once and trying it themselves a few times. As a matter
of fact, many junior teachers and many people in villages have mastered it and have
done very well with its use: As for the pupils; they get used to it after a fecN. class
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hours.
ti The Cunientrated Appr();tch .11:inp:01 the late ,)t re:Iding

instruction-, thus providing condition !or the earlier instruction tit writing and

training.
\Vhell the :t,:qt.11Sition of chunk of characters is immediately followed

1)r reading, t \vo ptirposes can he achirved itt tilt' s;tilic time: the acquisIti,,I1 (1

characters is C.()111-;011dZited :Ind re:1(1114Z (dilt \Vitil(lt
obstacles in the way. The pupils can read the tests by themselves zinc) of their own

accrd. It is a frequent occurence that the pupils have read the tuts tied even can
recite them before being taught by the teachers. Such being the case, higher
,--quirements torreading training can be put forward and the tif,ecd quickened. In

addition, due to the acquis.it ton of large number of character4: the pupils cad do lots

of out ,ide reading ahead of time, which in turn hel(isstretwt hen the acquisition of
characters :).-;'d phrases, thus paving the way for e;--her training in %tTiting".

htcts have p:,,ved that the above mentioned advantages of the
Concentrated \ppn)cli helPed lay a solid foundation for the pupil:- to learn other
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4L77

DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH CONCERNING THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF REFORMS

OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT AND METHODS

R. C. Din;
India

:1. Backgn)un,/ ),,////(»r

India has a federal type of Government with 22 states and 9 union territories.
Although education is a subject on which both central turd state governments can
legiSlate Si, far iii IiraCtiee, education is mostly controlled by the state governments:
Each state government and onion territory determines the curriculum and
textbooks for the education at the school level from primary upto senior t;eciiiidary
level. University education is controlled by universities which arc set up under acts
of state legislature or of Parliament.

In each state there is a Sta!(- Institute (it Education (SIE) or State Council of
Educational Research and Training (SCERT) set up by the state government to
advise the government in implementation and evaluation of reforms in school
education. This organization; which has a body of academic officers, prepares from
tiiiie ti) time etiri Ltiltitn for the different levels of school education and develops
textbi(i(kS timed thereon then published by the state government for use
in the schools. It also concycts evalitation and research in content and methods: For
effective implementation it organises various training programmes for the teachers
and other educational personnel.

At the centre. there is a National Council of Educational Research and
iNCERT) _iet up by the Government of India which has been given the

responsibility ()I bringing about improvement in school education throughout the
country J initiating and helping in the implementation of educational reforms.
While it idvk;)s the Government of India in the matters of policy an schOol
editeatirin. it -2ik0 serves implementing agency for the policies accepted by the
(16i6i-in-neat ut India. Since education at the school level is Mainly controlled by the
state governmeMS. the NCERT can implement the reforms only through the state
government through a process of discussion and persuasion as does not have any
administrative power in the control of education. Research is an important part of
the work of the NCERT as it has to convince the state governments on the worth-
WhileiieSS of a reform on the basis of results of research:
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rhi frclic Conduct, d In NCERT

Research in curriculum and methods at the NCERT is mostly of formative
evaluation type. In the followin,; pages some of the important reforms in education
undertaken by NCERT and the research conducted therein are described. These,
can he grouped under the fo-nwing heads:

a. Improvement of Science Teaching
h. Improvement Of School Curriculum
c. Development of Textbooks and their Evaluation
d: Improvement of "reacher Education

rse of Educational Technology.

1. Improvement of Science Teaching
About twenty years ago Science was not being taught at the primary level in

the schools in India. The NCERT developed instructional materials in Science for
the primary level. These were tried out in a few selected schools in the city of Delhi.
The teaching-learning process in these schools, with respect to these units in
Science, was careftilly observed and evaltiated. As a result of this the content and
methodology of teaching Science at the primary level was modified and
experimental editions of Science textbooks for primary school classes were
prepared using the activity approach: Along with this an inexpensive Science kit
was also developed at the NCERT to demonstrate the experiments mentioned in
the hooks. These hooks and Materials were tried out in a large number of rural and
urban schools all over India and were finally revised. The revised versions were
implemented as a pilh project in 50 primary schools and 30 middle schools in each
state in India. This was done after the science teachers in these schools were
trained in the use of these hooks and materials. After an experimental phase of five
years. these hooks 2111(1 111111.erri111-1 Were introduced on 21 Wider scale in a larger
number of schools in each state zinc] in the third phase they.were introduced in all
schools. At each phase there was evaluation of the pupils' response ;ind the
teachers' response to these materials. and they were revised.

2. Improvement of School Curriculum
With the suciess iif t he Inuit uvehh_T! ,1 science curricula. NCERT began to

look at the other subject areas of the curricula. Attempts were made to improve the
content and methods of teaching: Social Sciences; mother-tongue and English. A
Committee of experts was also constituted to look it the total curricula of the
schools. :_,,aceptutil framework of school curricula for the first ten years of school
was (level, as a result of much study and deliberation at the national level. This
Curriculur Framework identified the areas of study at each level, their objectives
and scope: I.e tune to be devoted to each area in the school and methods of
teaching. and evaluation to be ad,qite,1 This Curriculum Framework has been the



basis on which textbooks and teachers' guides were developed by NCERT which
were used by the central schools as models on the basis of which the state
governments revisod their own curricula and textbooks.

3: Development of School Textbooks and their Evaluation
Realizing the importance of the textbook for the implementation of the school

curriculum. the NCERT tried to improve the quality of the school texbooks in all
subjects and in all classes. The preparation of the textbook was done in a scientific
manner by involving the school teachers and subject experts. Trial editions of
textbooks were prepared and tried out in a small number of schools and the
response of pupils and teachers in these schools %vele carefully observed and

evaluated. On the basis of this observation. the contents in the books were revised
and the books mere released for wider use. Even while they 'ere being used widely,
the hooks were also evidu tted using scientific criteria and Were revised from time
to time: In this connection the NCERT developed tools and techniques of evaluation

of textbooks in ktifferent subjects:

.1. Improvement of Teacher Education
The teacher is crucial in any attempt at improving school education. Realizing

this the NCERT tried to improve the professional competence of the teacher both
at the pre-service stage is well as during in-,ervice, Realizing the importitnce of
teaeher education. the Government of India has also constituted a National Council
for Teacher Eclucation INCT1. ) of which the Vnion Education NIinister is the
president and the Director NCERT is the member-secretar. hour regional study
groups were formed which collected data from all the teacher training institutions
in their respective regions both through questionnaire and interview and presented
an analytical view of existing state of teacher education in the country. NCERT
also makes periodical surveys of teacher educ_at ion ins,t it ut inns in the country both

with respect to its quantitative as well as qualitative aspects and publishes reports
of these studies: Based on the deficiencies indicated in such studies. certain
remedial action programmes are designed and implemented. Special in-service
training programmes ire developed and implemented to meet the deficiencies in the
knowledge of teacher eclut,:ators The NCERT has made an extensive study of
teacher behaviour and 'eacher effectiveness and cle'elopedtitls and techniques for
improving them, hhe NCERT experimented for research purposes. a model of
microteaching without using hardware wherein the feed back was given verbally
using certain observzition schedules. This model was found to be effective in
improving the skillS of teachihg. As a result of these researches NCERT has been
trying to implement in all teacher traininit institutions this model of microteaching.

5. Use of Educatitional Technology
lh the NCERT, there is a cont humus effort in preparing material-aids to
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supplement the textbooks. Science kits as well as slides. slide-cum-tape. film strips
and films based on the curriculum topics are regularly being produced and made
available to schools. The effectiveness of these aids is studied from time to time
and they are either modified or new aids are prepared. The Radio is used
extensively throughout India for educational programmes. These ar4rtmdcast
during school hours and are listened to by the pupils of the partictilar class for
Whom they are meant. The NCERT from time to time conducts evaluation of these
programmes and provides the information' to the agencies which make the
programmes. The NCERT has also conducted an experimental project in the
teaching of the mother tongue (I I inch) to primary school children using Radio: The
project was implemented in all the primary schools of three districts in one state
over a period of three years. Preliminary evaluation showed that the children in
these schoOls had higher ability in the language skills than in schools not using the
Radio programmes. The television is also used for educational programmes in the
states where television service is available. The NCERT conducted studies of the
effectiveness of school television programmes of Delhi and the results were made
available to the organizers of these programmes. Necessary corrective action is
being taken on the basis of this study. During 1975 an American Communication
Statellite ATS-6 was placed over the sky in India for a period of one year for an
experiment in television: [sing this Statellite educational TV programmes were
developed and telecast to 2-1(H) villages in six states. The NCERT developedi TV_
programmes for in-service training of primary school teachers in the teaching of
Science, which were telecast through the Statellite. This was preceded by-training
of supervisors, who. in turn, conducted orientation training of the primary school
teachers using the multi- media package: The evaluation studies on the programme
of teacher training indicated significant growth in the professional competence of
the teachers in teaching Science.

6. Education through: Correspondence
During recent years some Boards of Teacher Education and some universities

have offered correspondence courses to enable persons who have discontinued
fornil education roil employed in some jobs to continue their education through
k.-orrespondence. The NCERT helped these Boards of Secondary Education in
training the correspondence lesson writers to write these lessons using the
principles of self-instruction and programmed learning. It has also conducted
research studies to evaluate the effecti% enesstrf these correspondence courses: The
results of such st tidies are 'maw available to the respective agencies for improving
their correspondence education programh,-

(:)ncf rus of .VCERT

Beside conducting research in its different departments, the NCERT also



provides tinancial support to educational research conducted by institutions outside
the NCER-r. For this purpGse it has developed certain guidelines for supporting
research and has specli;d the priority areas of research which it would support.
These priority areas are. Universalization of Elementary Education, Supervision
System. linproving the Effectiveness of the System of School Education;
Ettectiveness of Teachers, Pedagogic and Learning Processes, Curriculum
Analyses and Development. Stratification of Schools, Studies of Innovations,
Relationship of ocationalization to Employment Opportunities, and Studies of
:lhilities ..f Rural; Tribal and Urban Children and Their Relation to Curriculum.

No attempt is made hire to present review.; of specific research studies as
there are a very large number of such studies and it would not he possible to review
them in a short paper. The reviews of such studies have been published in two
volumes entitled 'Survey of Research in Education', and 'Second Survey of
Research in Education' by NI: Pt: Ruch of the University of Baroda: The NCERT
has undertaken to publish further volumes on the review of educational research in
this series. The NCERT also publishes two journals in which the summaries of
research studies are published: thei are, 'Review of Educational Research' and
Journal of Indian Education'. Besides. the NCERT publishes popular journals for
school teachers entitled 'Primary Teiher' and 'School Science' wherein also new
inethOls and techniques of teaching anih'new;_content areas are discussed: In this
Way. the 'UERT. in collaboration with 'state governments and universities
conducts <<search studies regarding the implementation and evaluation of reforms
in i7'ducaflon and disseminates the results of research among the educational
pers.( ,nnel.
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ROLE OF EDUCATION BACKGROUND FOR DEVELOPED
- POSITIVE ATTITUDE IN ENVIRONNENTAL CONSERVATION

Meilus Rival
Indonesia

I. Introduction

Research has been clone in Indonesia to improve and solve many problems in
education and evaluzition. Likewise workshops and seminars in the provincial and
national levels have been conducted. These hav6 been done by the 'Ministry of
Education and Culture in order to have better education methods and system
through the conduct of educational research:

hi the province the organization JP3K (Research Network for Education and
Culture) has been developed under the coordination of BP:3K(nitional level). This
paper is one of the simple education researches conducted bt' this organization.

Background of the project
Idjah Soemarwoto, Otto Soemarwoto and Koesma (1975) state that

Environmental Education is important to be developed in formal education from
the elementary level to the university, in departmental courses and in non-formal
education. This is urgently needed because of the problems of erosion,
contamination of water by rubbish or micro organism, and the protection of certain
animals. Indeed, this concept of environmental conservation has been discussed in
Ecology as a part of Biology but it is rarely discussed in full le`r7gth although it is
of great significance.

I t has been observed that in recreation areas throwing waste. iii aterials freely
and other things are common, and developing student's attitude towards
envrionmental conservation seem futile: To prevent this pVIern. it is necessary to
explain tie them the aims and meanings of environmental consevation. Therefore,,
basic education of ECology is absolutely needed. Biith teachers and students must
have this basic knowledge in order to avoid problem related to environmental
conservation.

On the basis of this problem: it is desirable that their knowledge and
understanding of ecology and environmental conservation and as well as their
attitude towards the problems must be studied. It is hoped that results of such
studies can be inputs to Government Institution for formulation of policies and
decisions in education which will take care of this problem regarding the attitude
of the young generation in general in the development of environmental
conservation and recreation activities in piirticular.
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II. The .4 ims ut Rt.'s:arch

A. Target Aims of the Research
This research aims to know:

1 . Students: knowledge of ecology and environmental conservation.
2i. Students' perception of ecology and environmental conservation.
3 . Studenrs' attitude towards conservation and ecology value:

. The relationship between students' knowledge of ecology and
environmetal conservation with their attitude towards the %.alue of
conservation and ecology.

S . They relationship between students' perception of ecology and
erpriivnmental conservation with their attitude towards the value of
cp,-/),Ker .ation and ecology:

B. ResearhAxpectations.
It is hied that from this reseach, the following data will be generated :

1 . Level of their knowledge of ecology and environmental conservation:
2 s Their understanding on ecology and environmental conservation.

. Their attitude towards conservation and ecology value.

Te,'smrch Results

Based on the data gathered: the following findings were revealed:
Student knowledge in Ecology and Environmental Conservation
Data reveal that:

1 .

.
xi..1% of subjects of ecology and environmental conservation has been
understood on the average.
About the same percent of knowledge between males and females
represented by 55.6% and 55.2% respectively. Senior High. School
students seem to have mastered the subjects more than the Junior High
siihool students with 58.2% and 51.7% respectively. Therefore, it can be
seen that there is only a very little difference of understanding between
the male and female students of Senior High School:
Junior High School students in the cities give higher value in

understanding of subjects of ecology and environmental conservation
compared.with the students studying in residences. This is evidenced by
the average of 55.7% in the cities and 53.8% in residences.
The females got higher scores of understanding than the males: But this
difference is not significant.

B. Students internalization of Ecology and Environmental Conservation
1 . From the data collected. it is evident that the Senior High School stucents

have deeper sense of values of environmental conservation compared to
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the Junior High SChool students. This is show n by the score of 70,7%

sense of the knowledge for the Senior High Schiml students, and 66.0%
for the Junior High School students.

. Junior High School students in urban areas internalize ecology and
environmental conservation more than the students in rural areas as
shown by the values of 67.0% for students in the urban areas and 64.8°i'i
for those in the rural areas.
It is quite evident that Junior High School students in the capital Of
residences internalize ecology and environmental conservation more than
the students in the center of Kecamatan or villages. This may be

attributed to the fact that schools in the capital have more complete
laboratory facilities and teachers are of good quality and quantity.

C. Student attitude to ecology and environmental values
This aspect includes attitude or the way they think and behave about

environmental conservation. Data on this show the following:
I .

Male students of Senior High Schools have better attitude toward
environmental conservation.

. The attitude between Senior and Junior High School students Showed

that the Senior High School students had better attitudes than the Junior
High School students.

3. Junior High School students in urban areas have better attitude to
environmental conservation than the students studying in residences:

ii Conclusilm. and Sduesiiims

Conclusion
From the findings, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1 Senior High School. students' understanding of environmental
conservation is better than those of Junior High School students.

2 . Students living in urban areas have better understanding of Ecology and
Environmental Conservation than the students in rural areas.

. Senior High School students internalize Ecology and environmetal
conservation better than Junior High School students.
The students in urban areas internalize ecology and environmental
conservation better than the students in rural areas.
Senior High School students have better attitude towardes the values of

ecology and environmental conservation than the Junior high School

students.
Students in urban areas have better attitude towards the values of
ecology and environmental conservation than the students in rural areas.
The better their understanding of. ecology and environmental
conservation, the better their attitude towards the ecology and
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environmental conservation.
The better they internalize ecology and environmental conservation; the
better their attitude to the values of ecology and environmental
conservation.
There is no significant difference between the male and female attitude
towards environmental conservation.

B. Suggestions
From these conclusions. the following may be presented:

1 . There should be a continuous increase in the weight of Junior and Senior
High School curricular content in ecology and environmental
conservation.

. There should be coordination in the information between Agricultural
iutl FOrestry Services, with EdUcational Services in developping students'
attitude especially in ecology and environmental conservation:
Further research should be made on the evaluation of ecology and
environmental conservation curriculum.
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STATUS OF DEUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON TEACHING
METHODS AND SYLLABI: DEVELOPMENT IN THE NEW

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS CI1RRICULA

.4. -..;,frnE Ifain Issucs l,I .titudies

));

"TriZ1N)LNara

Japan

Iii 1980 the Ciitii-se of Study for elementary school was revised and has been
enforced. The rie Criiii-Se of Study for lower secondary school and upper secondary
school became effective in 1981 and 1982, respectively.

In teaching the new mathematics and science ciirricula,,as well as the
curricula of other subjects: the following questions are preseVed by teachers in

schools:
a) 11) one is to define the aim and the method of evaluation of the new

curriculum, When each school is setting its syllabus along the new
curriculum independeritlY..

; What aspects of the new curriculum to be evaluated and how to choose

a point of view in each evaluation. in order to evaluate the rie
as a Whole and to set up a better syllabus.

c i How to set up an organization for making the best assessment of the new
curriculum in a sChool and libw to make the planning and evaluation:
Flow to arrange the results of evaluation of the new curriculum, in order
to make use of them in impro\ing teaching in present classrooms and iii
long-range planning in each school:

In spite of sorrie minor differences in studies on teaching in each school, the
aims of these studies can be Shinnied up as follows:

) Well-balanced development of each child as a whble-man.
61 Realization of the educational goals set independentlY at each school.

e:-.7-er- child a not-crammed but fruitful school life.
d ; Good 7..; of classrooni as well as extra-curricula activities in such

. way tha; e:ery Child May participate in them willingly and voluntarily

od could hove a sense of achievement.
:'eadier's proper understanding of c% ildren and of the conimuilitY in which

sir school k located and full use if ttiese l nowledge hi planning of the
s..:;-;o1 sllabiii and of classroom teaching:

f SciMel Organization i-md school administration for planning a
good schril syllaIi :,.. and effective ciassia.om teaching)).



-ind Mathenuittc.s in Schools

I. Provision of Instruction
All the mathematics teachers as well as the science teachers are concerned

with the question of how a teacher is to give proper instruction to each child or
student according to his stage of development. There are various types of
-ciinCePtion of "instruction according to individual stage of development". Some
identify this with "instruction according to individual abilities" and others with
-instruction according to a child's or itudent's proficiency in the given topics and
ways of thinking properly to the topicsY' Although there are such different attitudes
toward this question among the teachers and the schools, methods of instruction
call he roughly divided iiittS two

a instructiii given in individual learning classes to each child or student
according his needs.

h instruction given in group study classes to each child or student =iccording
ti his needs.

Lnder these circumstances. the teachers are concerned \ ii

points:
a It is necessary- to write a guidance plan for an indivickial

ri) help him acquire basic knowledge: skirls in mat1:m:11;
him familiar w-ith vays of thinking along of
matheinatieS.
A teacher should devise a 'etching method sui:ahle to each. !d''i,!ual
child or student to make him motivat-d for learning and to help h-in
understand the lessons better:

c i It is necessary for a teacher to assess his toaching by taking into account
progress of every individual child or sttident in order to make him aware

f the importance of the learning process and thus arouse in him an
;interest in arithmetic and mathematics in order to help him reach the
/targets of the lessons:

2. Needs for Setting Guidance Plan for Evt.y IntliVidtal Student:
In some schools. t, students' state of progress and character as well as the

ideas, aims and methods of guidance. are being studied in order to make guidance
planning for every individuals: This is usually clone by observing and analyzing
students in their daily life in order to grasp the characteristics of his stage Of
development. It is felt that these CliaracteriStiCS:cit the stage of development would
he of '.-eat use in helping him learn. Studies on children's states of development are
undertaken through observation of their readiness to learning activities in the
classroom and in the various activities related to achievement.

Other studies are MM. being undertaken by some earnest teachers who are
interested tii know each Main interests. Sonie Of them have carried out
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v:irian -11110%!-, ih stUdiis ii jIttetit lit learnin)..t.. and their willingness to

!earn. I therS 112i%). olfs:i.rved -carefull childrens responses and activities in

classro:in- preented their studies. it pi otessional meetings.

3. Toward Detailed Studies on the Idea. Aims and MethodS of Guidance
In ordcr it makt the golas if learning and the orocess of the goal clear, flow

charts have been used it drafting teaching plans it. schools. 11) 41)11)1 schools.

the I tut hne for ticho-Ol Tea-tliing Guidance and other references for teaching
published by the Ministry of Fducation and other publishers have 1non used to
define the goal if teaching ot arithmetic and mathematics.

lilt; are also sohiiiils now trying (tilt other researches, such as examination
of basic and iund2iment al topics of the subject and selection of important f upics for

liii 0)1II.SCS. TlIC!=t cttorts have a common characteristic. in that there is an orderly
arrangement ot topics to be taught in the classroom ill the torn) of detailed teaching

plans.

Acquiring Uaie KnOWledg-e and Skills of Mathematics
It is very. important for a teacher to tie his pupils interested in the subject

and let them learb on their own initiat,iVe. Teaeliing through task assignment has
been found very helpful for such purpose. Each task sliQUId he presented to the
student in such 21 manner that they would he interested in the task and start having
thir OW6 ii-tiet;tinS about the task so that they may be motivated to work On the

task: 'I teacher -shhild Watch them very. closely in this stage of understanding the

task
the process of \vorking tin tne task, small group Learning throush

1: as id CiMpl'r,TH1$4) among pupils is hieing tried out At thesame time, new

tLitlttli inaterialS. eqUipiiient and techniques are being developed. Utilization of
educational radio and I\ programs is 2111 example if such a new teaching
technique.

Teaching, through task assignment can he summarized as a series of the

l i t wing processes:
(flaying interests in the task and start asking questions on the topics)

(Participating iii the t.:N.ppreciating the sense of achievement) .

hing through ta:--;k aSSignment could also be applied to teaching according

to individ.aal needs. In this case too, it is very important for a teacher to let each
Sttidetit Understand the given task. Some teichi;rs are making then students guess

the solution (u- set hypothesis in advance:

5. Evaluation of Teaching According to the Development of Individual Student
with Emphasis on Hearing Process.
Planning of teaching by taking into account the stages of (level :)ment of

st tulcrt cinnInon concern among teachcfs. F,ffoltS-eff these teachers in planning



Can he round in the plan ot :.Itaitious teaching. development it

;1111)licatiHri hi l,ruhleills and so on.
There ,ire more teachers litiN who are ti tug to devise better methods ot

;1-se7,sine.it oi students Illteyt'sts in aritnnit I IC tltt ititit ICS ;Ind Mal henlatiCal
ttunkiii in the piocs. of learning. lose teacher::: ;ire eiiitiliasizing that

educational asiis:snint shorild ht an int,gral part lit leaching.

llperittlonal Activities suited to the Development of Sto.tiont and
Educational Ere,ct,
Thule IS all ll1C1c.NSIII:.; 111-1n1ht.1- WinCil any trying to prolliite tIte

educational idea H operational activities and emphasizing. their educational value.
P hoped that bitsecl on the results of these studies.-the operational activities
at eorilift,..i. to student development would he applied more to classroom teaching. It

,11--.o anticipated lilat not onlj.. phys.ical but itient41 or abstract operational
activities i.v,orld be studied closely and tried out in classrooms.

()titer new dYtlopmnts in the fields of and learning include
educational bioadeatiting and the use it Vari(ins educational sock ;IS
(1111' ;ind i dlitcatitinal ifirdia. :thii1101 slit st' factors are expected to be included in
studies iin educational tii.aluarion; the immediate interest among practicing
educators in :lapan today isluice to assess every stuclents state 1St learning \Olen his
teacher fills in to column tor -the state of learnins. in -the record to,- educational
ritclaitce- introduced with the new school cin.riculunt hy the it FdlICilt 11.

Ilti 1.11

-lit -,1,:t N'aHi;i1g. toe hicitiVes art' to 11Coil,agc slit :..4lIdell!S to
learn the stihject on their tacit initiative, to observe their natural surroundings
carottilly. and H love nature so that they find the life. In the teachin.i, of
the iltV: -C1(110' curryirlum. the fiillicvina (west Ions are presented 1-)y teachers in
cch

111 [u irr,alil; 1 \viiidt if sCiellCc LICUlal'it" ihr units ut the
ill rder' Inakt thy -',111(lents learn the subject on their oven

initiative
llow each -"chool (1,,t, ;,mt,-; to be emphasized it each
grade and school it namely I,imentary. seconday and upper
secundam school levek. and til :relate the tetiChing matiii:AIS to the

of thy c(itirse I hen, hale to plail the yearly teaching schedule is also
impOrtant. In tipper secondary schools. the science teachers are working
hard in organizing teaching materials and devising new teaching intthoils
file a new subject, -(IeneriiI :-Ccience- introduced in 1982 tcheii the tipper-
-ccondary school curricula
110.v ti';lihtis maY inctturaIii tleir students to think freely. to ol)serve



nature on their own. to have doubts and formulate questiiinS, on nature by

themselveS iii order tis try to solve them: Then It is necessav to prepare the
situations for such zicti.ities. and :o help students utilize these acti% hies

to make them interested in learning Science.

1. Promotion Of Creati .e and Scientific Methods 1-,O- Ubsersing Objects and

Phenomena in Nature, and Promotion of :scientific Thinking .

In rr,,ny schools. teaCherS are reexamining the targets of learning and then-

organic relations and developing new teaChiiii: iMiterialS by using them in actual
.isroom situations: These efforts are very tiSeftil in helping their students

r ..-ognize nature as an organic unity and in helping them deVelbP ',heir abilities to

understand nature. Arribrig these offorts, local study projects, in which Student§ go

out into the fields near their SehiiiJIS and stud' the nature there; have been a great

success:
The main purposes of these projects are to make the students have deeper

understanding of nature and develop scientitic ways of thinking thrOugh proper
organization of teaching iiiiitS and systematic and developmental teaching. In most

of these projects. a target is Set fiii- each itemized objective; by presupposing
various stages of development of StiidentS' :nderStanding. There were some
criticisms in the past on such teaching that steps of learning arc divided too finely:
SUch criticisms. however, may not be applied to most of theSe projects. This
process is schematically piosen. in Figure 1:

Figure 1

2. Planning a YearlS' Teaching Schedule and Development of Student's
Facilities to Understand Nature.
In Japan: some teachers haVe realized that clearly stating the objectives and

the points of emphasis of teaching Wotild help students not only deepen their
knowledge arid Understanding ,1" nature; but develop their attitiideS and facilities in

order that they may not only study but love nature ,,§ well.

The yearly teaching !;;cliedi.ile Should be planned in such a detaded Va1" that a

saidule for every teaching 1, oii ias its teaching target; teaching items and setting

of situation f,r activities. These detailecl riinteiiis ShOtild be arranged such that
they are iiitikral parts of each unit. study. In otl,;', wt ids, iiiore yearly teaching

scheekili;:; are Mot'iug te -nn-ig schedule with emphaSis on systematic

devekpment".

. Science with 17robli..iii Solving

:-Hence. teachers ,re ,lowing the science teaching which provides
student- with iipportunities motivate them to study nature. It is expected

that such tea.._,iiig th: ,:i;idents to have wonders aril clotibtS On natural

objects and phenomena intentions and try to solve them. This type Of
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teaching has been quite succesSfiii..
Some science teachers direct their attention to the studies on teaching of

social studies, and are crying to ipply teaching methods developed in this field in
the teaching of science. A series of activities in social studies such as collection and
processing of information tux] dra\ying judgement based on the information have
some similar features in the series of activities in science collection of data through
active observation of natural objects and phenomena, comparison of these data,
understanding of mutual relations and regularities in them. Such activities would
help students think scientifically:

Another factor which enriches _science teaching in Japan, is the rapidly
developing educational techi,,lpgy. New types of educational equipment are
spreading rapidly through the count cy and various new educatirnal media including
educational broadcasts are becoming important parts of teaching in the classioom.
These new trends force teachers in school to reorganize classroom situations to
present a variety of such new educational information.

Fulurc Studies on .tic ience and Mathematics Teaching Along the Guidelines nJ
the .Ven Tca,.h,iig Cu rriculum %.""l

7 U
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There are few trends in which studies in science and mathematics teaching in

foll,w.
First. t'ke syllabus will he continuously roexamined in relation to the

objectives of fel:clung and teaching materials Used In th CLISSI-iiums: In science:

teaching materials for it studies \vill he emphasized.:
continuity and possibility for student's further devehliiii-ent

be innire in teaching plans: The yearly teaching plan will he reexamined
as an iio.eg7': pitrt consistent education through elementztry lower secondary
and up: inciaz-y schools. as \veil as a part of the life long education:

is acre \il! be more studies on deeliipinent of students' willingness to

Irani ,1;.d IC;irttITI.r attitudes.
tn..ntioned above: integra0,111 of planning. teaching an('



RECENT NATIONAL POLICY FOR THE SCHOOL
CURRICULUM REFORM AND RESEARCH IN JAPAN

Ikuo Arai
Japan.

(.. nt n1, Fdiecatio n 01 Japan

1. Expansion of Education
Education in Japan has expanded so remarkabl m quantitat terms

recent years. _Approximately 94 per cent of those who have fnusl7- ailsor
education. which comprises veal- elementary. and three year ndary

schools, with enrollments . itig for more than 99:9 percent lren of

six to fifteen years of age. so n to upper secondary schools:, having :t. ,loubled

during the past thirty years. The upper secondary school has virtually become an
echIcational institution which enroll nearly all young people between the ages of 16

ihd 1i. The proportion of tipper secondary school students going on to institutions
,4 higher education accounts for about 37 per cent of the corresponding age group,
having risen nearly four times 'during the last thirty years, although there is a trend
for it to slacken for the past two or three nears. SnectaliA>d schools or -sennion
gakko, instituted in 1976 for the purpose of meeting the people's needs, are also
developing as a new type of post-secondary schools. If these specialized schools are

included, the proportion of upper secondary school graduates going on to

institutions of post-educational institutions, amounts to more than 50 per cent.
Moreover. people are now more convinced of idea that all should study

continuously throughout their lives, even after graduating from school or

university. with a view to impr,. their vocational skills, enhancing their cultural
standards and making their lives richer in order that they may adapt to the rapid
social changes .occurring in recent years. Iii order to satisfy people's growing
aspirations for such life-long learning, steps have been taken to expand and
improve various facilities for non-fOrmal education like citizen's public halls and
for tIn training of educational leaders expected to work in such fields.

The in-service training provided to newly employed workers has also been
pa: tn,g an important role in imparting the basic knowledge and skills needed in

their work.

2. Educational Policy
The rapid -expansion of education. however, has come to present quite a few

71(.1.v qualtit:itiveproblems and those problems require urgent considerzition:
a , Pr); riding zi richer and more flexible education:
h Improving educatunvil i.malance for upper secondary scly;o1 students to
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rooet the increasingly diversified character of the student body due to the
rapid increase in enrollment.
Raising the qualitative standard of higher education and remedying
regional imbalances.

d ) Meeting the educational and training needs of those workers employed in
small enterprises which do not have adequate training facilities or
programmes as well as the desire for more learning of housewives, elderly
people and others.

3: Measures Taken and Recommendations
The following measures have been taken by the central government regzurding

content and methods at elementary and secondary school levels.
Recommendation by the Central Council for Education

In dune 1971, the Central Council for Edcuation, an advisory organ to the
Minister of Education: recommended him to take appropriate measures for
reforming the content and methods of elementary and secondary education and for
promoting research for the reform, in its report on "T Basic Guidelines for the
iie.elopment of an Integrated Educational Syste Stilted for Contemporary
`;ociety-,

invi.:,wof the present, rapid pace of change a d the pressin:f need to improve
the quality of education. a recommendation was n- de for a centre to be set up to
promote and integrate research which pertains to e tional reform, as well as to
carry out a special programme of research and elopment on education. The
following areas of research have 1:een recommended to be conducted:

a i An integrated understanding of the various academic disciplines on child
growth

b ) A comprehensive assessment of individual ability from various viewpoints.
) The development of new educational techniques based upon theories of

the learning process.
d i The improvement of educational environments in schools.
Underlying the above recommendations is the following realization:
The fundamental problems of educttion involve the study of human beings. It

is almost impossible to make proper investigation without an overall coordination
of the relevant fields of study including education. The results of research in the
fields ,r philosophy, sociology. medical science, and engineering are in

development of educational theory and methodology. Nevertheless it is

becwning more and more difficult for the different fields of learning to he co-
rdinated due to the increased specialization of learning.

There are numerous researchers and research institutes in the field of
education. The research which can show the appropriate direction for educational
reforms; however. has not been promoted in a systematic way or with clear
object ives: In addition: neither the organization and conditions for research nor the



treatment of researchers have been sufficient to attract appropriate persons to the
field of educational research. To take measures to improve organization and
t Mancini.; and thus to secure well qualified researchers should be the first step tit be
taken 1 f the quality of education is to be upgraded::

For the achievement ;;1 the gitals of the reforms envisaged in the Report it is
required to make clear the theoretical and practical tasks of research and to

promote integrated research and development through the cooperation of

distinguished researchers in related fields.
Jr o this purpose it is needed tit establish a -Research and Development Center

ft Education". This center would promote qualitative innovation in education and

help its results widely know to persons and institutions Hint:et-tied. It voulti :also

choose subjects of re search for long-term educational born. AOC:he reseatch
funds tat- education. coordinate research actiC;lties. and improve the netW,ork. lif

communication lOr edhclitional research and development among schools. research

institutes and universities in different areas.
1-..4t I tesignation of pilot schools
In Japan cut riculum standards for elementary and secondary schools are

tiroVitled related laws and by the Course of Study issued by the MiniSt: of

Education. The NliniSter of Education decides the Course of Study on the- bask; 61

recommendations submitted by the CM-tic:ilium Council which is composed of
teachers: researchers and other persons of learning and experience.

The School Educathm Law states the overall aims and Objectives for each
-el and type of schools from kindergartens through institutions Of higher learning.

EntorCethent Regulations of the School Education Law provides baSic
anework for tsiiriCtiltirti deVeliphient such as teaching subjects and other

gorieS of educational prOgrarlIlleS tit be included in the CLIrrICUILIIM:lhe Course

t Study further prescribes the aims of each subject to be taught in each grade and
the annual standard school hours to be allocated to each subject ;Ind other

categories of educational programmes:
Schools, In general, must _organize their own curriculum on the bask of the

above mentioned legal provisions_ and he Course of Study, taking into

consideration actual conditions of themselves, Of their local community and of

the development and characteristics of their pupils. Ther is a legal clause.
liOwever, that practices which deviate from the above provisions caii be alltied
when the Minister of Education considers it necessary from the point of
researches for currichliini deVellipiiint and admits that appropriate educational
considerations are paid.

In Nlay I975: the Minister of Educat ton decided. according to this clause, to
request establishing bodies thozu us of education in the case of local public schools)

to designate, iii deniand, pi! ;t scHtitls designed to pioneer in the research and
development or testing of lit; ;;'au or -..ducational prow-mime; without abiding by

the lo-gal provisions stated ih the law and in the C6or!,,... of Study: in order to see
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if it is \iork able an,: t iiii r adufit iull.
The tasks that are expected to perform are given by the Nlinister

ut Fduciu lip 11 ;I:-z

cli."ailup such curriculum that curl straingthen the educational ties
between kindergartens.zind eltimnc-..3r\ schools.

1 I develop such curriculum tha<;; an strengthen the ties between lower
scondary and upper 1-,,t.',GLICI:714"-,Chmuk

u develop such curriculon' that cal'. Direr varied abilities, aptitudes and
Inture career of upper ondary schools in a flexible manner.
To develop such curriculum can improve vt), SIT lona! education in
upper .-;eeundary schools.
ro develop such curriculum that_ can strengthen the ties between
elementary and lower secondary scnuois.

,1),!, wait It ii, 1, Lil;c) flirt

1. Background
"rile present experiment un "\\ urk Experience :\ctivitkti-, IS

the tasks mem ioncd in the precedingsect tun. It will be well to rrneiriber that the
dei,..lupment of respect tur work is legalft stated as one of the hripurtant
educational aims in Japan. And the education for achieving this an is being carried
out through the whole school activities. and more directly: in Industrial Arts and
Ilumemak a required subject in the lower secondary schools. th,riern1 upper
secondary schools are alsu requested to make provisions for students to complete
suit able occupation relat edsribtricts.

ReCeirt IV. however. it he increasingly been recognised that the education for
the achievement of the abuve mentiuned aim should be strengthened due to the
following situations:

ti,]; teii-k In recent years, due to changes
in the social and famil environments, there has been zi significant
reductiun in uppurtunitais for children to participate hi work-related
activities su.di as making things, raising animals and plants, and helping
with Imusewi

L aryrc ;tic red i (Med/ion In the actual practice uf school educat MI"
there is a hi as tuwzirds the men. aquisition Of knoWledge.
.11o'alti)titoi Due to the lengthening of the permd iif s':huoling, children
have icss ,iPPortunititi to think seriously zibuut their own future.

1n1,7C.q /Ind 011.6( no in lea )1 i nb, colon appi r seconder ry scho, d
Minh 1 Part iculzirlv at the upper secondary school lei 1, its
universalizatiun and the resulting diversification of students'
aptitudes, interests and future career, have led to an increase in the
number of sti2dents who have lost their interest zind confidence in



knowledge centered academic learning.
e Imbalance(' diameter development In the case of academically capable

students \vim find pleasure in the aquisition of systematic knowledge, it
has beconn important to provide broad experience in real work-related
activities in order ti, stimulate %vell-balanced; total character
development.

In Japan. however on.th -job training is well developed and
r.iployno and age -based wtiges are generally practiced. Young people are hired

first mill usually fired last. therefore, there is rio serious unemployment problem in
thti case of Voting people. Neverthless, the increase in the number of university
students intentionally delaying graduation and the increase in the number of voting
people who easily change their occupations without scl.tling down have raised
anxiety among persens concerned with education.

4 Outline of "Work Experi.. ,ice Activities"
In order to provide various data to schools so that the \York experience

activities can Ix adopted in an appropriate way throughout the country, natioanl
and local educational administration organs.: as well as various educational
organizations and educational research organizations. are carrying out
exper4iental research. National and local educational administration organs are
providing fund for the promotion of such research.

Airlliag at the diffusion of wqirk experience activities. the Ministry of
Educat i has designated one !;per secondary school (mainly general upper
secei.(ttr, schiiolsi from each prefecture as a pilot school. The research practices
%:hich have been carried out by pilot schools according to their local and school
conditions. can be classified into the follo\N.ing types in terms of content and
method.

a) Setting up of a special teaching subject.
h Environmental beautification activities in and out of scholil
c Production activities.
d ) Voluntary service ttctivities._

Experimential learning based on individual students' interests and desires:

Future Problems
arious attempts have so far been made, it is not yet possible to make

condtisions as to their outcomes. since such activities have been introduced orib,
recently. The opinions of stadents who have participated in the work experie
activities and of teachers who htive been involved in the experiment hac,e positive

views: example, one student answered to the questionnaire: At first, I thought
I 1:.ijuldn't like doing such a thing; but once I got into making and raising things, it

'vas a lot of fun.- There was a student who came to realize that he had to do his
Share in playing some social role. There was also a student who realised the
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importance of responsibility and cooperation. And many teachers support these
evidences. It may not be possible yet to introduce such activities at ordinary schools
since there are still a number of problems that must be solved. In order to solve
these problems, it is necessary to carry out further theoretical and collaborative

-re search.
It inno..ati..-e practices are to he adOpted ftirther research shotild be

made in the following aspects:
I flow to gain understanding of parents and local authorities concerning

their importance and necessity.
flow to increase theundcrstanding and active in' ivement of teachers in
the practice.
IlOw to give students a sufficient understanding of the nature and purpose
tit the practices.

d Improvement of facilities ; 1 equipment.
t. ievehopment a p actical format for evaluating 'he process and

outcome of Ow practices.
How to increase -rdinative relations with various organs in local

111111L1,11t It s.



RESEARCH PROJE(:i--: RELATING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
REFORMS OLYEDUCATIONAL CONTENT AND METHODS IN

TI HE MALAYSIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM

Nik Faizah Mustapha
NIalaysia

In December 1980: the lion. Nlinister of Education of Nlalaysia aiiiiiSiiiiced that

the Ministry of Education will be trying out a new primary schikil
throughout the nation: This try-out will be closely

monitored by pe;i-siiiinel in State Education Department as well as the Curriculum
I )evelopment Centre. NI Mist ry of Education.

The new primary school curriculum will he implemented g,r;idii;illy starting

With Year I iii P.4. Year 2 in 19.1 and so on throughout all the Priinary

The; impleinetitatiiiii be adjusted according to the findings of the
current evaluation of the 3U2 pilot schools. The new curriculum will phase out the
current curriculum and it will achieve its complete six-year cycle in 1988:

11,icke roliti

The current primary school curriculum was developed in the early 1960"s and

subsequent changes in the educatiim system were undertaken in an ad hoc manner:
syllabus committees were set up and change.'s to the sllabtis;eS were made

Witheitit Careful regard to overlapping of content and effectiveness of teaching
With the establishment of the Curriculum Development Centre in

1973, there was a Ciencerted effort to bring about curricular changes in a more

organi-/ed manner.
The Curriculum Development Centre. a Division within the Nlinistry of

Education, has been entrusted with the task of conducting research and evaluation

towards the development curriculum materials as %veil as the preparation and

training of kev in the implementation of new curriculum
igrammes.

17r# 1-1/mary irlum iii .11111iii,

In the ciiiitext Of the New Primary School Curriculum.the Curriculum

Develi3OeeM hid carried out several experimental projects. especially at
the pi! school level. The data and the experiences gained, from these
experime ;nal projects have gone into the development of the new curriculum:

7?
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.\ 1 I Cart It it ,III H.,11 t 1

I, 'II I, \iiti curriculum !i tio ritilary -chools This research
carried ,du :o tli le\ el i ill it'iitiiiii. }tr. a

I I 'tt( I ti ii t it A s;illilili i \

ti I %.:,re chosen accoiditig to the
H (the twtional lam.Riage.:\laii(1,ii in. site :Hid losation

iurhar.. and -chool mem' a). s;iinall)
de'lope'd. prete-:.tetl and revised to test

H H-ldren's achievement in reading, %%A-king and Coinpiitling. The it-eniS
ba-ed on the otlicial object Ilailii ati(.1 the approved textbool:s used

i'er-,orinel trot)) the Curriculum 14,%-elopment (:entre. the State I )'Vf'1()1)IllellIS
,C11,,,1 principals and classroom teachers \cert.' given special training

tri ittlitunt-ternw the test instruments. Personnel from the CDC the diita.
"[hi. tidy :-:11,co...eclth;tt a sul)stantizil number of children do not possess

the d --,ired 1J;i:1( =.1;i1IS Which yCiiitld have enahled them to participate in the
proce.- iii thc classroom. This in turn prevented them from developing

healthy attitu(les towards reading in particular and towards learning in general.
A follo\v-up made use of the slime sample to tletermine the variables

related to c hiklren:s achievement in t ThiS iiiti Y ii Is e-eittri'd uptin \vo main
variables: the school and the children's home. eiwironn,ent. Three sets 01

questionnaire Iv sent out to three groups: scho 1 principals: classroom teachers
and pupil

The stmh. shoCveil that there' Cvas I relationship between the school
(availability of a .chool library, utilization of auclio:visual ;tick and classroom
management to mention only three) and ti." lee ei ()I reading zwhievement.
AehieVement related to the health it the, child and his attendance at school.
There teas a positive correlation between high achievement and positive parental
lit it11(1,'S as hell Sts he'll) anti guidance at home. hert. was a positive correlation
bet %yeeti the ,)ttittitle tow;irdslearning and achievement in the 3t 'k.

l till the (....1)C. %vitt! the. experiences and findings of past experimental
projects incl tilt above-mentioned data, set zthout developing the new primary

-curriculum which is on a trial implementation in schools starting this
year

"Hie triad imph.tnentation in the schools iinitoret1 by the
state Hdtication '.h.partments as well as the (:1)(.. The Bette liaS taken '25 Of the
school under it. ,upervi- ion and momtormg.

The trial implementation is closely monitored to cletermiat the s
the curriculum materials (syllabi. teacher and pupil materiiis), t:ic suitability of the
in-service trail,. , programnle given to school principals ati(I teachers iiittilc'eti iii

,nt' project. and tne capanint. of the present educational structure to handle. the
implementation -=,tratt'w.N



he monitoi Mg is conducted to measure the efft)ctivctiness- 01 Own

limterials through direct observation. interview's with school t.)rt Icipals and
t..achei-s. and paper-pencil tests for pupils. This is to provide information
the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed implementation strategy.

The first hall-nearly report has here compiled even though it is yet to() early
how tar the latkv curriculum has succeeded in helping ptiinfir\-.school children

ai.'llie%e the desired basic skills in the 31:'s. The report has shown that the first t.; ear
ininiis are responsive anti zictive, and the overall classroom atmosphere is very
poiti\e.

The development of the new primary school curriculum in the Malaysian
(ontext wa, not only based on research findings mentioned earlier. The evaluation
of numerous other projects carried out by the CDC in particular and the Ministry
of Education in general has also helped shape the nature of the new curriculum.
Since 197:i, CDC has carried out and evaluated many projects such as the Special
Mathematics Programme for Primary Schools, the Supplementary Readers
Project, the t nit led Language Project and the Integrated CUrriculum Project.
These projects sought to find answers to specific questions relating to classroom
..tanagement, development, organization and utilization of teaching-learning
imuttrials. and the utilizittion of teaching tlids:

The main problems encountttred these projects had always been in the
C onstruct .of the research proposal and subsequent evaluation procedures. There is
a need for micro-level researches especially related to the teaching-learning
processes in the classroom.

0 U
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Educational Resesearch and Reform
in Nepal

Pi :In K. Kasaju
Nepal

The Nepalese educational system comprises five years of primary. tWO years
(if love' secondary and three years of secondary schooling. The formal age fdr
entering school is six and at the end of the tenth grirde; a National School Leaving
(.2rtificate Examination is given. Upon completion of the School Leaving
Certificate Examination. students qualify for admission to higher education:
However; trade schools are provided for students who do not cleinOnStrate
motivation and aptitude for the regular stream of general education.

Adult education and non-formal education programmes which emphasize
literacY and Skill development components are prepared and made available
according to the needs and requirements of various target groups.

Programmes in higher education'are managed by a national unftersAty knead
as Tribhuvan University There are ten teaching institutes within the university
framework. These institutes are in the areas of Humanities and Social Sciences,
BiiSmeSS and Public' Administration. Education. Law; Medicine; Engineering;
Science and TechnOlogy. Forestry. Agriculture, and Sanskrit Studies: Apart from
the teaching institutes there are four research centres within the tibiVetits.. They
are:

Research Centre for Economic Development and Public Adminklration
iCEDA)
Research Centre for Applied Science and Technology (RECAST
Research Centre for Nepal and Asiatic Studies lCNAS)
Research Centre for Educational Innovation and Development (CERID)
The Ministry of Education is responsible for planning and stiperviSiciri Of

eiliiczit lima) programmes birth the school and adult and non-formal education levels.

The Ministry of Education has five field level regional directorates and seventy five
district education offices. At the central level there is a Curriculum: Supervision
and Text-book Development Centre.

The Institute of Education which is part of Tribhuvan Unit ersity indertakeS
pee-service and in-service teacher training programmes. The National Education

ommittee Which is represented by top level decision makers from the Ministry of
Education. the University. Planning Commission and selected educators: is the apex
body for policy formulation and decision making in education. It has its own
secretariat.



III ;i Aatlomtl Educai ion blibioi in was introduced in Nepal. This move was
In recognitioi, 1(111)11r t at IC(' 11( t'(tncatl nn for. detelopni en t and a need for
linking education to the development needs of the Country. an output of this reform
was if comprehensive educational plan covcbring, all levels of education which was
drawn up and implemented 111 197H. The new educational sc helm- called for
ii .ilii, iii the old system of education t Hirt: it formulated plans and strategies.
It was at, this time that the provision b.: ai National Education Committee was
made to give policy leadership to undertake and monitor programmes of the
implementation of the new educational scheme. Although educational research has
already taken initial momentum prior to bthe introduction of the new education
sChemt . It gained or added impetus with particular emphasis on policy research and
evaluative ribse;irch after 1970. In the meantime. Nepal's efforts at education
reform and innovation had a happy coincidence with the birth of APEID. Nepal has
participated very actively in the development and implementation of APEID. In
recognition of the crucial importance educational research for educational
rtbi()1.111 and 11111()Vatl.1. the ( entre for Educational Research. Innovation and
Development ilTRIlfl was established as part Ole National Education
Committee. Later in Ill:- Clb:RID functioned as one of the research centres of
Tribhuvan 'in% er-ity:

There are a number of a).;c11;:it'S which undertake educational research in
Nepal: The major agencies involved in educational research are briefly described in
Ile following section:

Ministry of Education Ministry of Education is the top organization
responsible for the miplementa!,,i and supervision of educational programmes
based on educatioal policies of the government. Within the NImist ry of Education
there is a planning. programming and statistics division. The Nlinistry is at present
implementing two large pilot projects: One is in the area of education for rural
devellipinent which will be implemented in five districts of the Par-Western
Development R. ion, the most difficult and underdeveloped area in the Country:
The project focuses on areas such as universalization of education in .the rural
areas: development of appropriate teaching materials and improvement of physical
facilities: development of educational programmes for disadvantaged groups and
fin coon, :l adult and non-formal education programmes: It has its own core staff.
Research and t'yailltHII component iii the form of baseline studies and continuous
evaluation for feedback and teedforward are conducted as part of the project
implementation itself.

S
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t--in ous 1,, alio:. anti -.uhiect %%cit visited ,fol-

.,rograill.10. anti teachers other related personnel

ci before tmal analvsis :is pre; ,area. The National
eta at Committee anti the :ilea:ion utilized the

findings of the stud in inal;ing Hum; in the vocati,,lial education
progi :mine,

,ilw( I, ,-, ,,.., ,1 tr.:(rte,.,/:n,n !,, It ,,n In Nepal a special scheme for
limning women teachers fiir rut :ire:e; was undertaken. CEI:II)
undertook a study to examiilt, .teas ot curriculum. training pia.
;Ind procedures. ;ind impact o vaimen teachers trained Linde.
the scheme. A report was led and on the basis of results;
ithdifications were mule ;u . plans \vere prepared.
/,, ;in n, ,..:,, or h !wall' i: 1 ht. 1111n)thiClinil of lilt' nati()iliti

iit'Int of ! ;k7 lull iil 1`.-4-N1, piZtk.ti i:.,' firS1 it"...ci td educat ion as the

firs titre,. :.f.ars of sch,ding. The objectives for this level of
inc,ition was set tis the ichievinent le.,-el in the three R's-, including

litH-acj.. -::ill [he rat iiiMIlle 1.6i- (Bola }; this was to provide at least a
minimum level ot edircation ea:-;iIV accessible to a maximum number
,,I children in the country. In 1.980, a study was undertaken to assess
the level of achieven,:it of a :-.,mule 1 primary school pupils in the
Kingdom. The Nzit ion,ii 1.:dticat ion Committee ,is %% eh Is the NI Mist r-
,1 Editcation utilized the fiudings-of this Andy to review the primary
d,cation status 1)1 the counti:. :sitbsequenily. ,t series of changes

have been made in the primary school prorarnmes inclliding the
h-;inc4i in pr111i,f1 Y edilCati(111 11'.11Ch is now ff, !,e,irs' durai 41.

Eda,-atioiial I:esearch and Planning
1 .11 -in.,,, P...ducn;rnini/ .\-,,, (I. iii I-iwio..,.- l'i'otrli' withozel rir/i ithii

, . A research seminar was organized for the purpose. The
s, inar ',%- s attended by high level tpilicy makers from the 11,..ii,iiiig
committee: the Naii,,nal Edtri.ation Cc,Jmittee and the Niimstry of
li.:0.11c;tti:o.1 .

Rnt frij:,' :.7z.,.,rtit ; , '; . J :.)/s ciati)i.,: 67),,I J.:Mow/ion: A survey was
:ii 12,'t,:. !,, ,,,,,! ;,a:-,,:.t4. ... iews and opinion , ill !hi' elnlitnt X I

met 10(1:-, (il C(h:: atlUll Iii::".C;11,ti: 1(' in the rural areas. Findings of II
:-ruo-iA. are it ..v available.: research seminar was ,,rganized to re.
the fildin. I thy study:
7), .,, ,,,::;;,,. ,...4 E,h(c,iii,,na/ pa-rii,. -,,iin? ht jeurai -.\:,-.1),//. This is

tv.o-year re, 1
-Indy condticted by CER1D. The study design was

bit -..ii , :., Inuit] :nate analysis of fact, such as proximity of school:
parental education, househOld condition and quality of schOol

:acilitis: This study in .,les intensive analysis of elaborate data in
._!').o r) lioli-ehold- sarillik front seven districts of Nepal. An interim



thi, -111(h. the Hitt i.f It is

t...,.pectt.d that tIn of tins ic,earcii «will 11;p. significant
implications tpl impl-s-niein and refurin 4 education in the priniar

11;,p1s rural
Nerriiati:e 1e:-;-earch

Iii Pil's a stud, ;1 and 1)eaeptu;11

(!weep )I 4 a scli.cted 'group 4 Iron; seini-urban
\l'(11 inr:z1 ;II of Np;11. Thy '.-tticly was liniitt-(1 to a series 4 tasks.
The ia.search kvas (list ributecl tor tit ilitatipii iii

cur cl,\-eipunint and teacher the inoniciit: Cl:1:11) is
;ley: tin, 1,d:114! .-Itkly (le \'elppnierit for ages

Inch \;,. 11;.,' sf.'inticant imp]; ii.. for clirrieulunl de\lpprnnt
r,1 uck. i 111,. .icycHpirwilt

:t is e:peci, ",; illahle 1) y the ini(!;:lle 4 198:',.

11 . ( 1 pt :111(: 'II(' 1111 port a 111

I c 111C a 1;11 , :Ind . 1111;1 i .11 I or t'I1( iniplinritatipii 4
it Hi. ti Ine-e trends anti issues in

4 resCatali for Illy iiiidru\(;;.ent rif
11:11 thcre ;t ne(' to a\pi(, 1()CLIS,

:11tc'.;1 :It f,1".`i t..-11i)S.

;171, 11;i1 ".1 Cunt priCctiti. It IllAy iii 11,)tt'd thtit 110 Sillgit

It . Mild . Zi(1(IrCSS all -1:-.11c.'CIS

C,111pryll,T, nal pragranitne..1.1itis there is ;( t,i

c;

--;(inires t: ;Intl

,;;Iclies \\Mile approacil needs to be cn11)1uccl iii

( t.:11.C11. rt.11:,.111c*Iliti"..; ;Hid ,,1 the (11..;tinetiv,
yin; ilia iii t..thit:atiunal ryse;irch must he a(lecitizitel

car,.
H -Her tH, and the possible contril)ut cditc;.itipnal

' e(itica,,ion;i1 tlic-c is a need to pro>;i/Cit.! continuous
;n1(1 edticati(w;i1 i)efspniicl al)ui the

edncati41;ii research ;ind 1-itiv it contribute"; t()(_.(Itica.iw;il
ieturin

not I.; all problems and ,lefiiricies of zi larger
kles('aFch dot, it invial (..;tsy suluti Hi cornplex t)r(1l)lenls.

1:indings . i. pit be riseful only \chci. ..Here is readiness and
;icaliting- the ;ipplical)ility of ;dings fur ref rill and

there L it need for e(lric;itiori;i1
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ass. %yell :tdiniiii-tratot md )flhiC y iiiiIr Iii C,in.v1117;iilt

I

Tilt.r, I 111:1(1v(111;itt.' t'1111)11:1S1'; )11 tilt.' trainiit g. of research personnel
,.nn,kisp- on cducatitnal DA, c()ntent ;um mt..tlimds.

nntk i anini .linpleinentors such as teachers arid supervisors
extremelv important in the inipletviernatioit 1 tlt'xl)rinlui t al and

action iir proiects. ddiii s. there is a ill. d ttt equh, these personnel in
ivi. till.t1i1S and MI -data compilation. ol)servat

nimnit.oring and asses:Anent of mitcomes.
;. Important to involve policy nnil:ers and acluniiii,...trators in various

ill tie% elopmeni reach that there is a lull ,clerstaricling

ailli appreciation o: the irnplicati,,tis and iniportaric (. iduclitional
r-,(;irch rt,h)rm.

ii ri ihHii of the importance of kItecti\-c, Ittilizaticii 1 h iindin .)1

H11:11 it ) .71(it.1tt.(1 thu 1011,)%Villg.

1;1V,1I iii 1 administrators s and policy inakeis stiCli a nihers
ionii! ..\:,itiori;i1 Education mirinlitt(2e and

,. '.411.1c,ition in consr.ilt:tti\-e and i.tdvisory panels from tiu very
tarly of. research planning. IX,' have -ind that this netingl
3.i.li,H1 Of the project rationale tad nlethmis

,:-.:ktiny ti teeilhack and support in tli,2 implenleittimn Of

seminars when a I)1"()it is coinpleted usually
;,:trt Hipat io,1 f hkh " n'N( ttin !-elat,c1 ncies. We have

tflund tins ,pr.th,,d .,) ipful in analysis md
research 1)efore publication n and fur

idt..inent at ion
\\Hdi ,,t tinclin:ts 1 research in a l -,.act aid :-;1.1111111;11"\'

;:111S it h,.ing tind,.1 taken which are addr,--sed Tm dif terent tarv,et

0



ILLusTRATivE RESEARCH PROJECI'S INFLUENCING THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND EV.ALUATIoN 01: REFORMS IN

EIWC.-TION \.L CONTENT AND METHODS

lin h.:. kViitsun

N( ;1.c..11;111(1

en in a -Si 11:11.! 1/1.1)1);1111y itt

iiiiIi Pr"i0-_IS ;Tm,...nainnl(-.- are tincler%N.ay it inv YtI1 tinue, it nm,

choose in nor drogratnines that illustrate differing patterns a t

niarianierit itid itiipzict.Tht three exatriple.s ti ilb;i are intended to liring mut the
j1titt ng miitcmnies which may orirmati, from comprehensive research

amine- coniniandin:.; pul)lic and professional atten1 it;11. In (..;tell c:ise the
directei mt the research I aitutuit mtlined has also alrea(I. aellieved

i1JtMad. Iii rote ource mt the research iillotrhittion they
<uh: ut 'tHu c;;-.i; has !wen ,.:;)ifS in tin first instance. te;ic;lers in second

'11 the tin lint it Ii Ii

1. Learning in Scicnse Project; I niver!-.;:... of Waikato': (1)irti.1"1-s.ii1..1< .1.

rne and I'nitessOt S F ),;; lroject ()ffct.r. R.
unt. t,hnturc, ut L eral recent prmjects Ne\v

been the ;m' "' identity the remtions mi learnel.1 hi tit teaclung

. are heHg it 'rmo;" dbd lLdihi t. b. jhfhiEh 1,)r.

arhu, iearning u culties. and Sit iii 'Ishis vu vt initiated in 197,i

arid ht'ed ;it ersit;... has arotied a -.2; eat de,d inter H ainon;
ii* it; oh lon. and else\vhere Quito ilelii'r:utL i ;.:Rs into

account many thin;...;s u have learned m% ii thi LS( deeli(10 in responding IA)

C '.0.1`t 11 :natty practisin iha teel toward IhiL, .Hihil

in the first pl;!( H)ject directed. nEitiaged zinc] iinplen:,nted I l

qualitied and experienced :-cienct.; !iers. I )r. ()shorn(' is a university
l'rm!essor Freyberg iC an at the Schoc.1 a FILic;itimti in the

I ni',o cc And 7`.11- Ta-;:ei. sell: condary tea her. th, m: time inarUWei-.

I hIt jo,,,,i(.Ct III.:1111,tiiit'd it :-.tc;t(1'. 0.1ItiJV." I i.t '.vorling piwers tI
teachers intere!,ted pzirties the it i,r research 1)iper.-. wdnionni.r.raphs Ii i

t,) woe:mu. Iii ii papers ine luck. R. l'isker. Scielice
(2mni It ti 0 K I it in. t Apprmach and NIethod. P.aper Cmnference

Be\ :-;tead ancl I:mger t)sl)mrile: "Txplmilg Science lents Cmi-Ccepts mf

Light P:t;t.r hi N z.\ 1979
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tr,,(1 ;III rt'`,1)1,11:-,t' HP. .(111C;;11,,ii

id till' t \\.t. t ,gra(Inal expansion (d"
1,(1,,,,:ivs and 111;tt(.rials i ;11ready al-)otit

. tin !)((pil school management. ;Hid (-unit-nullity
).;;ti lulls ha... mulatecl lic%); f((rnis i((t) 1)(..t.veen the

ti r(.syarc.11 :;;Iniz.at rt-.),((qtal autli()ritivs.
tcachrs in setting, iii Arran'gennrits for annual

pr((gryss mclucl in(re \.)..a.s ill

-,111);),(t-t. ;11, (1((v((1,(1)nlent. ()t ..:!)((..1;t1 1()t. evaluation,
r.(r th(' ((titconis in 11,(tional :)olicic's. In acklition.

(11,(-(.te in tin. r(.):,trlar s A rang, of pol',..:();1,1;1,

:tr:RiorniC 7-Cht:ilir:, ;I' t,,s(.arcit
(. (,.er trill (0 v:irs

I . o '21 111:O.' 5I cirt ill

CI.Irt-t,:t111.1111 C,Hlt.tIlt and teaci;ing methods. It ,.()111(.1 hi 1)(.)....-.)11)1(. to
k.,,thr illt)Strati,(11,.--) i)r((it'it.. in N( Zealand \cllich arc likely t()

.:tr;a1:( impact on (,thyr curricula nitt)ietnetecl hj scliools. Se.-eral,
\ Nil ((t :11;1,01(11-t at ics) Ilay(.. originated

'nil ;I ;,Ct":1,117- (:).(rrictikt ot11(.r stit:11 H ,( r iif

tticlits art -chil(1)..(,n at risk ()I fAilLit'r ett.:-; t :

cleveioi(Inent (,r 1-raricli(:aps. still to nin1;e iiipact.
II t )(. ;(1111 ,(-)(" (); this ;(;)per Ij t()
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H.1 ! fland tq t Lion is 11111V vl It erilig Upon ;I 14' r

1. 11i .11 1 tinpii'ot cliamti. in content tticl method 11-ill shRver than that
the HiSt 211 years. ;Ind of a sonii.).vhat ilitforent character..

under.% iiirshadiiws on teaching and
%%II! thtiir significantly tram the tacuirs precipitated

in the past r.t, thic;ttles
hhat ,lemograpitic change s. restrained budgets modiliet1 social policies.

and atinistments in edlit.-;t::,,nal objectives %vill increase the concern for
:iccoutitaliiiir, and more -;eitiatiL- evaluation lit results, in the ycars
inintediatti1i.

H tit in the past. ancl ;i1s,, in the foreseeable In: the role (if research
monnoting ill tier shims in t:tirricula reform is more marginal than

a;suniti in 111(.t C()1111triCS. It \V;1S tlic Clramat lc achievement of
just 2) years age that triggered off the most igourous pet iod

of retort:1 : frit:tilt:In content %ye line yet experienced. Iii Yew Zealand: its
levels of the curriculum v:erti:-

:. -lira' that school curricula '.very responsive to a \,vorld dominated by
and technology and the social (-flanges arisIng trom technological

teview school t.-tirrictila :it ;dl lvels from junior primar: to the senior
ondary level sit that appropriate and cumulative setitiences in learning

age..grutip.
...fie particular attention to the transition from primary to secitiicIid

schooling and curricula for the early years of adolescence.
.I Hugh tile 2:3i% ears period: Yee:: thorough revisions have been achieved for

and science at all Ifivels for social studies. rind very nearly also for
1:t r;',1;1;,: ',Milli reL:entl\- the tittynt on given to stick aioas its health ur
physicai education, art music and technical subjects has not been as consisteint fir

ulifita yhensiv,, a-. those of the basics. In brief. all -comer f areas at HI levels have
11,4 been *tbjeciefi'fo equally rigourous revision. It is t)\-icle.tt however, that for
Most iif this period the architecture' of school currictibi in N%v ZeaLtnd has been
taken bir grantt.EI and the task if reform has been viewed as orderly revisions of

Challenges to these a:--itimptions have not so far been rt_volutionary.
Moreover, the del, ii ' 11 confined mainl iii the professional constituenc-
associate(' with cairn ...1 reform in particular areas. The must impressive feature
iif reform in content and methods in Ne%v fealanth inthc most 21) years has in fzict

its eitdr-iviSsly consultative style. Practising teacliors ha \v taken a very
prominent part in tormulating objectives. revising content, trialing forniats,
and designing Weill' materials. In short, they }rave reptiticlecl genertnisl- th0
leadership which has been given by an c)nterpri5ing Curriculum DeveliTment Unit
dint established in 19iiri by Department of Education. Pn. as in other :)arts oI
fIt .Aorld. the impetus of this era of reform has become ire r(.sit;iiii(.(1 in recent
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tact tiir OVIe of curriculum developir.,ni !mwed t;ir ;fin is now virtually ;ft
ut t1(1 may he a distAct ;1(1v:image in dealbig \vith the leartinig needs of such

studfAlt- It .saiggsts that the f.iferies of teachers. spcialist staff. research
f),rsonnel and other re!:ources intiN now ht Uctillttit'd III Sull1(.` to\vard
grfiter attention to the Ie.:truing re,juirmnts of children it differing attainments
tintlicitctinistaices. 'The, shift therefore in our rescaich fleve,lopment and evaluative:
\\,,y1-; is likely to MM.(' fruit the te;iChitig of content t.1)\Vard prOhleniS
It :iiiiin f:xperif:nceel lit ehildreqi an() studeiits tit all levels the yoJing and the not

young in an exti 0,,Telinary diversity of learning environnil'Ill
:-.11111111). Ili ..\;t'V.' 7.1';11;111(1Illt.it Lt-; a gro\ving conyicit ion that we at coming

to the end of cycle of curriculum development \vhich has laste.d '.!;') years and
\vluch has introduced important clifirfges in school curricula find teaching mictlitiels.
Phis phase iif dvlopment individual subjects in the school 'progrfunine,

P\ Heel them. and sought to de\ elop them sequentially over 1)I. p';11" perii)(1
SCIli)011!11.4. Wt' t() have curriculum development in this model. but \Ve

11(..,\A 6,111)1 \vhcthcr it wilt he the characreristic development of the The focus
is already shutttir trom subjects to thecurriculum as a whole: The sorts
tit issues that :trt. )1._ tfic. are no\v. tinder consideration
for inc-lusin in school curricula typicallv raise elLiestions that cross subject
boundaries. They call tor a reconsideration of our curricula emphases. The focus
hits shifted tot . to children who in various \VaV.` are at risk of failure and 1vho have
to he helped h, ,-,ucceeel in essential aspects of their learning :Intl development: Our
coticorn for rlorins in educational cobtent and method theretore no\v relate more
to the' success with which children learn. than to the shaping, tf the teacher's
prscript ions. it is ;in important tacos.,

9r.



THE PRIMARY EDUCATION PROJECT IN PAKISTAN

1:aeeLi Alm-Led Khan LK: Davis
1'ttkistau

1: PriTaiy Education in lakistun :1 Rctlioc:

of primary education has,been a fundameht, objective of
th-,; Government tilmost since P ikist in wets founded. In NoVembN.. 19.17 a

conference of leading educationistS Was convened in Karachi -to surve the
ex itqing and fotnre opportunities inthe cc! llllllllllll field- and sh'ortly afterwards the
Government accepted that it was responsible for providing 5 years free universal
zinc! compulsory education. In some provinceti it 1.t."Iti suggested that education

become uniersali within a decade, atld for the remainder universality was
envisaged within two decades.

As the time progressed it became increasingly clear that these targets had
been unrealistic. :According to of ficittijigure. the 1970 enrolment rate was only 47.

ot the to 10 year zige group year a new policy aimed to achieve
universal education by 1980. Only 3 Year.) later. however, the new Government
revised the targets. In its policy documents the stated objective was toachleVe
universal irrale enrolment by 1979 but the goal for female would be J984. Yet these
objectives were Nititi short lived; for only four yezals later; the male tint/ female
targets Were e-e,.,,=,-ett 1983 told 1987 Finallj , the most recent statement produced in
1979 lias advanced the d;ites yet ftirrher CO 1986 -87 and 1992.

The official' picture of the growth Of Primary Education is shown in the
following:Fable -I

./

Tabli I: G-reni'th at Primary Education in Polasian. 19.17- .18 to 1979-80:
1 car Pi imiiry Total Entiihnent rein iii Enrolment Teachers'

Schools rum twin 1'0001

1'J47 8.:113 77) 110 17,8

199 00
1

17,901 1,890 370 11.8

1969 70 11,290 3.910 1,030 92.0

1971 -75 51,7111 1,980 1;130 125.5

197; 78 .53;853 0;050 1,661 135.3

1978 79 54.51.4 6.570 1,730 _137.3

1979-80 55,233 7090 1800 '439.3:
Sources: Ministry of Education. Pakistan Filliath1:1 .S1alistic 11947- 1979), Islamabad,
1980. pp.-,'2.- 4; GOVernment of Pakistan 1 .,;s-itan Statistical war hook 11180 Statistics
Division, Karachi, 1981; pp. 153-5.

lys apparent that tile education Sstem has expanded dramatically since 1947;
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1.,1 11111111 -411,11)1I,11,1, ht'I1VCt'll 1 I 19"'Al. and that the

I Ili, Her , s pt es,pantlet1 an iiver:ig
Lite ,a tai-e th. wi,.1 ein oilman tabu iron;

;icce-s, ".111(1 region, litc:Is iif
reil,.i.te(1 in their loky initial enrolment in

pi sch,,ols i I. ntyer tirolli. and I r rural 1)c't,i)11.* 1).' the [Unite('
,1! ,C11,,)1111:.; .111 ll1.;11 attcte.(1 thesystern of separate

boys and wils' school- outside most 1111/.,n \A.111C11 (..111111.11)1.111.!- to nntq.11.1A.--.4.--

--C1100.1 (11.11'-11%. H1111,11.011111l." 111.1 '-'1.1101114 101 I,ii 11111;111'S. (11.151tY, 1111.

11H1.1'11Cl. 111 '.11111 .11111 11:11t11'11H1111 N r11/11t11 ut 111:11t. (1111S11Y IOU the

11:111,,I1 \\111It'. It N 111V W4,111;11 111a1VIS.1,11

. tinh.ilanced distrThin ion or,te.i,lita s: showing, sin plus of female teiicheis Ill
t-as ;Ind shortages in Ill .1',',111), i'ur;ti s.chf),

I !H 1;i -1 I11.1\ a' prigla'SSIN.a.,11111iiaVC1111.'llt tit

pr,;),ft11,11;t1; '111illlt.111 rates, but in absolute terms there are more primar
childrral than tAaa- hefort. The Ill, l census reaiiled the total
ij,r,pulati.in donkled in the pre% ions 21) c.;tr!: II) rt.itch a tiCil nt ;;:i.s

,tilt) the annual compound .groN.i.th rate (if shows no sign of slovving,
Quite apart irom the pope- ipt grov..th factor the causes of l'al;istan's failure

to meet either the (1h:imitative or qualitative targois for primary edth:iit ion are
C omplex. inyokt multiple social ;Ind educational factors vchich are

errela et!,
E(11-it'atit.11;IIIV. ,latit'ai c'lltidliltlit and high dropout is the poor

ot instruction ;111(.1 resul, t loN.Y learning ;II lilt High rates of teacher
absenteeism, a reflection of supervision, (..ontrilitito to indifference among
students. .l'eachers tend to b(k inefftctivt in cmering the c.tiiric.tiltim because they
lac.1: proper training and they hive insufficient and inappropriate instructional

-materials Studies in other Asian countries point to av-ailal)flit of good teaching
material.-- as a crucial dtcrminant of learning at. 'nevernent. ult tin per cent it till

primary schools in the country have not met the iminnunn accommocli,tion
requirements, Thtrt are many schools hich di not haN..e any ia_commodat ion at all

lrl tilv.tion in 'open air'. These schtols continue to move from one location to
another in search (if shelter against severe heat, cold and rain: Frinale teachers are
in short supply in rural areas. apclteacher absenteeism is reported to be rampant.
In iniinN cases. teachers, particularly %vomen, remain on the pa,roll of rural schools
without ever going there. Mairy female teachers do not stay in rural arei ls becaust.-
of the feeling (If it securit caused b the lack of covered acconunoclAtion for the

Thus, there are imin schools %vhich remain without teachers and exist ()illy
in the offiCial Tile aclibinktratie machinery, though fully aware (if the
situation in area. d()t.'S 'not adopt any corrective measures. The supervisory
arrangements are 'not at all geared to offering any assistance- or guidance to



her-- ii lii 641;li tirtuyt lir-tead. the ,-(tiper.visiun sctiir i lawancl
uri(lited and is enerally carid at in respunse ii cal cumplanits. liecause

p()(,r means ut c'unimunicat tun. al),4(.11ce reasunable tacilit les it travetling ancl ,

pre(ccupat tun ..(lipervir--(ury statt '.kith .-uch administrative respunsil)ilitie, ;is
u 'Ill i il HilpirviHilti Httttt I ti xist and ii(. tic

it 1111,0 it thy schuul-

The Primary F(littiun Pruiect ,111

(hit il-111 tilt (tverconliii, the Illtijur Ii lilt pi iii echic(ition
ontlined ah«ve. It is intended I ii iii uut I Till it t t iiil sunnitztti.e evziluition
pruj_ect_ implemer At i tic)] ity.+.111(-11 tac-turs, lii Iiiiidti I t;ict(); s

Ite iduced must etteLltvelv di a national scale. It is hupe(-.1 also thztt tire
may incli-catt \vital lti(It!i.fll I(i il facturs hit rie\v

factur,-( nut includt;(1 in the pruject design may also he curisiclerecl
experilucrirdtHi and incurpuratimi into the national system. Fite prujo.ct, thereture,
cuir-.4itytes a first plt,r.e. namely experanerratturtannl t() t:1(.termitie tlte

ettect ive in.mh1(111:: cducatitm. it is
nriiyd flu pursue Hair rnajur cdhjectives,

li!1 11,1 1(1 II) primar\ schuuls. especially fur girls and IF rural
pit\ ty gruups: this sutwht Pt tit pr(Ividin.j school iticilities iiith,,t -rjrils;-
tiit prot idimz inure temale eachers: and tan enhanced ii- rvktdii
titimudld it utihict ciidpuIdic ulatiuus

indif ference enr()Irnent:
r, ; principally 1),;. reducing (:Irop(.nt and ri-aot lir) thrujigJI
itnpr(Ived facilities. materials and instruction. and supervision to 1.'dtico
teacher ahsenteyisml. and by Yorliii( Anil parents mill cilminunity
1,(;ider; id avert druputit:

C iid I ilzlIK iiIc/i.; ii Wain and in a laJ-Liag pupil
mt';e! thruugh lit recurrent in-service teacher trai(tin:Q i turtliuds

it teaching classri)uat management, de;;igned t() j)etter use of
-(1ud t and i(jc:(1, :nun frecRient

d P dir(.(,/ PR by RdiiHi.d .t..:(stage inherent in dropout, intr)ducing lu\ver
cust tettcher. and nu )Ving larger class and sc11(1()1 sizes.

Th( pr«iect has ,i1«tate(1 a limited tl)proacli to these ol)jectives: coverage is
etmlIgll I i\ Id I it i il illVeS1 Merit in 11111)1"IiVcid IppI II It Iii. H yet. Ii

_till, 'Ugh i ide statistically significant experimentatiun and research. The
In.n.iect lusters the develuprnent it 1(cal research capability by extensive
Inv/dvernent ut local staff as pruject rt'i-leill"Cilt`I'S in the experimentation and

altiatiun aspects of the project. Special training is provided fur this purpuse:
I ml sLiff of universities ;Ind Institutes it FAlucatiom.il I:esearch thus :gain
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expertise and expehonce to enable them to Implement subsequent phases of any

long -term improvement programme.
TO attain its objectives. the project provide,: assistainie to the centrid and

provincial governments in four components tie
improve the quality of the 'eacher service.
expand supery isioi..

instructional materials. and
provide physical facilities.

Over ill, this first p :-.axe project includes more then -1:000 schools. ne:u-ly 10,000
.teachers; and over ,:o8,000 presently enrolled students and 'about 11000 children

who, are not now enrolled. of whom over 70"0 are females. Flt unnect is limited
rea)))dy tie toritl areas: it covers 7 8()ii of the nation'sprimary schools, teachers and

enrolled children.
1 he project as outlined above is designed to permit experimentation

attempting to answer the following five questions:
a Whether io Provision of femaleteachvr residences, and (ii) ostablishment

f assistant teachers can aid recruitment 01 female teachers;
b WhetkCi- increased training of teachers results in improved pupil

achievement;
c) whether improved supervision reduces teacher absenteeism.

d ) whether increased contact between parents and teachers results in greater
entitlement and less dropout (especially of girls): and

0 i Whether per student costs can he reduced through use of teacher assistants
and rritiVeinent toward larger class and school sizes.

Measurements to answer these questions can be divided into five categories:

a ) data on population, enrollment, pupil and teacher attendance, dropouts
mid repetitions secured_from schools through manageinetit Channels and

school mapping capability;
b benchtriark teSts Of pupil achievement and attitude, and tests of teacher

knowledge and competence;
c ) measures of perceptions and attitudes of parents and community members

on education and schools:
) cost data (national; provincial and by district and school); and

e Qualitative studies concerned with process rather than product evaluation.

The PrinunT Education Proyct: ltslmfilOntentdtion

One may diSetiss the implementation of each of the inputs 'of the Primary
questionEducation Pr-eject from two points of view. The first-is a uestion of how much of

the planned input is in place, and what are the prospects for' the remainder. The
second is coricerned with the degree to which the imp-rrientationpf the input has
afforded important opportunities to observe the inputs potential in terms of a
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prescriptive oot action ;.,roposal.
The expitnoico' Amervision that the project is trying to provide is one of its

most' distirctive fo,Ito., es. It consists of the introduction of one of two additional
supervisory positior o .11 is to increase the frequency of Visits from at best
one i ear to as no :ear.

Because of oviltive nature of this component (and with a view,
no, doubt: to its h;..o'h recut rent costs). a wide range of supervisor 'school
ratio- wiu. H. the project flesign, Opportunities have been created for
evaluating and o_ompat mg a numher of different supervisory models, as clescrilieti'-1

One of the schools in each cluster is designated as its -center school." It serves-.
a; the disssemination and collection point for information to and from the teachers:
and as the distribution point for pay: In connection with the latter function. the
Learning CoordinittorA hold monthly meetings of all of the teachers in their
critsters. To house these meetings, one of the new classrooms located to Punjab
, was built at each of the center schools, and furnished with table.. and chairs.

AlthotIgh implementation has taken place at the appointment revel, the failure
to implement the projbct proposals-for providing transport to all supervisors and
learning co-ordinators (jeeps, motor-cycles and bicycles) makes it difficult at the
moment to evaluate the potentital ctintributmn which such unproved supervision
can make towards the achievment of project objectives. However, the vehicles and
motor cycles have recently arrived in Pakistan and should be delivered to the
project implementation units very soon: There may still be time therefore: before
being required to make prescriptive proposals in June, 1983, to assess what a folly
mobile for mobilized) team of supervisors and learning coordinators can achieve to
improve the qu'Ality of`primarv'educatir7 in 'Pakistan. Taey May even be able to
help (Inc to identify .the- parameters by which such improved quality can be

. -

measured:
Before closiig this-sectiv of project Implementation two important points

should pirh op he mitcie. The first 'Concerns the recognitio of the fact that all'
implementation in an experimenpl project such 'as this is partial only. It is

moreover partial in two senses. The first; andless important is as a descriptor of
scope. Experimental- programmes almost alwaS.1-; are implemented on a modest
sample of the total population: Becliuse the Purpose.,,js only to create opportunities
for studying dvnalnics that may or may not point to practical solutions, it is prudent .

to limit .the investment to the kinds and i Imbers of observations that are necessary
to produce the information required. The second,. and absolutely crucial, is partial
in fidelity. No matter how thoughtful a supervisory model is implementd. the
result will not be a full and fair representation of the concept of say "expanded
sup-Ctvision." but only one of dozens or scores at possible variations. No matter how
many precautions are taken, mishaps and slip-ups that degrke the input can not be
avoided in the startup stages of a new program. "Phi! inputs that are made under
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the banner of expanded super-vision- will he a %vealt approximation of the inputs
that would be made by a fully developed, second-or third-generation articulate ,n of
this concept, and weak results must be expected An evaluation that ignores this
reality, and downgrades the concept because its first, crude representation is
disappointing misses the basic point of assessing a concept.

The second point concerned the recognition that one of the major weaknesses
of the project as it was designed initially was that the ,input components were
considered as discrete rather than as interconnected and mutually reinforcing.

lit. Era/foil/0H

Charles D. fli;pkins in -Educational Research A structure for Inquiry"
distinguishes between research procedures, evaluation procedures and development
procedures on the grounds that they are prompted respectively by the need to know.
the need to choose anclthe need to clo. At the ow set it was probably not sufficiently

'recognised that the Primary Education Project was concerned primarily With
evaluation Timd development, the need to choose and the need to do: As a result
attention during the first cycle of evaluation was focused upon classical research
methodology and experimental design whereby a straightforward relationship
Could he demonstrated between inputs (physical facilities, supervisinn, training and
learning materials) and Outputs tenrnlment. drop-out. quality improvement and low-
cost ). Three types of quantitative data were generated in the expectation that such
relationships could be estahlisited: demographic data, pupil achievement data. and

_attitudinal ,data. That such expectations were unlikely to be realised was
"anticipate as etirl as December 1978 when a team of Consultants to the intended
pro; ct wrote along the following lines.

The proposed "Primary Education Project- IS essentially an action rescarch
project involving a whole series of complex innovations at different systemilevels
operated by different personnel on different timetables. The problems of act'ion.n
evaluation procedures are very well known. Unlike classiciil expertmental research,
in evaluation situations the selection and definition of the eva)uationAask is not
under the reskarcher's control; precise hypotheses can rarely b/generated or tested:.
the study. can seldom be replicated; data collection is dependent ,upon practical
feasibility and upon the continuing cooperation of mari.._ people- other than the
researcher; variables can rarely be controlled either by randonnsatIon or by the use
of control groups:

All of these constraints operate in the Primary Education Project evaluati'on
Context: moreover the country's educational research capacity is weak: It follows
that, even given considerable expatriate assistance, the design should not be over-
elaborate or over-sophisticated to be realistic and feasible. The design should be
kept as process-oriented and flexible as possible. A second reason for this relates
tii the feasibility of the objectives One can demonstrate clearly and accurately the
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length and complexit% of the intern tile: causal chain from project inputs to
"utlintS. -it tit he unlikely that .any meastit*le inipact on pupil achiuement
scores Will result from tins process. hut it is iziporfant to treil.t this view as
111'()ble111:111(.' :111(1 11111s to tr' to measure :my such changes particularly in terms of
pupil achievement tests. However. it Would make no sense to place too much
emphasis on this aspect of product evaluation by spending a disproprortionate
amount of the research budget on the development of achievement tests: third

is that in projects like the Primary dycation Project elaborate product
eV:111.1;1111M deSIglIS ftet111(Taly produce findings Which aru trlvt;il or uninterpretable
and. theretor,...unusahle.

s.zrtater emphasis. theretore. should he placed upon process evaluation
nether than product evaluat in. Evaluation. therefore. shocklo he viewed as a matrix
',vith each major project ci;mponent inalysed in term::: of four dimensions: context.
input. process :irid product (Y u/. ''ttifflebeam. 1) et al. 1971. Edticational Evaluation
and i)ecision

As is .1ugust. 19.1' revivw Mission front the \Vorld Bank Npressed the
view that major and fairly rapid changes were necessary in both the
conceptualisation and the implementation of the evaluation component of the
project. otherwise the state tasked with the responsibility to write acompf.ehensive
proposal document might .%vell discover that the great quantities of data collected
related to- demographic. attitudinal and achievement question-s in fact contained

J-47

little practical information u hich could he used to help then1 in their task.
It is fortunat. therefore. that the Federal Implement:1d, :1 Unit: in

constiltation %vith the'.Provincial Implementation Units had already decided in
\larch 1!1',2 to introduce a number of supplementary evaluaiom studies of
qualitative process-oriented type -iind to reduce somewhat ti:" ri '...tti'ation upon
quantitative product oriented research Included among si.1 qualitative
studies as subjects of inquiry are:

1 . Learning coorclinators and stipervisors
"hIte school in its socio economic context

drop-out
School Mapping
The project training programme
.; model triining
I lie P.1. as an 111S1 it Lll 1111

Parent and t4 4cher. perception, of the Primary Education Project.
The project's physical facilities and learning materials.

1 The concept 4it a resource centre
II The concept of a centre SC 11(n /1:
ThIS ti) imply that the quantitative evalution undertaken with a

cii;suleralile sense (,t industry by the Pit :.'s has been id any sense time wasted.
Certainly it has been the major force which has generated momentsum in the project
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;in(I a iii...:kairiented cohesion liet\veen the and the It has developed
a:aTire of research oriented i.itticers in research procedures.Additionally,
Sul lle of the data available certainly yield interesting and \vorth\vhile
information when it is possible to compare the_ 1981 cycle of t.i%ktluiit ion with the
19,-;'.2 cycle inIkicember of this The quantitative evaluation ;done limvever

not and Cannot provide those iinS\vtiti:i to the questions posed 1)y the projii.cti

\vIlich it is essential to find it the project is successfully to achieve its ol)Jectives,
I:or this reason -all the qualitative research studies. identified above are scheduled
to ht. completed in time to make their contribution to the, prescriptive proposals to

'be SLIbIniti'd to the \Vorld 1i:ink in July 19S:3:



E)ITATIONAL REFORM IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA
THE SECONILS,ItY

CONINIUNITY 1.:XTENSION PROJECI.

Stanley I<ila
Papua New ;tiiiiL-a

I.V77i(11)1.(17(1.\,"

A theme of critical importance in understanding educational change in third
world countries has been the kinds of economic, organizational and psycholOgical
concepts and structures that have served to legitimize and maintain Western
educational superiority and dominance in these countries. 'Western education,
Western concepts of the purposes and nature of national developement. and
Western technology and bureaucracy are so tightly bound together (both
conceptually and in the 'operational' sphere) that an understanding of the
relationships between them is becoming an urgent task for third world educators.

'Die principal difficulty is that demands for education are always many and
varied, and increasingly' have to do with the establishement of educational priorities
both national and international. This process points, then, to the dominance of some
groups over others, wh ?se demands are respectively met and unmet. A genuine
concern to take into account the remands in education would need to look beyond
governmental and inter-governmental policy regarding the aspirations of all kind's
of minority groups, which cast 'a new perspective on the 'classic' development
dilemma of whether to provide mass or elite education.

Emerging 'typical' governmental modes of promoting development and
institutional approaches are now reflected in the work of international
organizations including; (i) a tendency to apply technical solutions to all problems,
both technical and non technical; reliance on Western patterns of organization;
Western technology, and Western aid; (iii) the adoption of formal systems and
structures as the principal frames of reference for development work and education
prevision; (iv) a general belief that most existing social structures and .

organizations are intrinsically sound; in need of only relatively minor adjustments
tc; make them more 'efficient'; and (v) a reliance on bureaucratic delive-ry systems
and infrastructures.

It is in this context that the National Development Strategy of Papua New
Guinea has been developed. Some objectives in this National Strategy find
relevance to the reforms nOw being undertaken in relation to the secondary school
programme; These objectives include the following:

; The National Development Strategy calls for a high proportion of the
nation's resources to be directed to rural areas. (p. 17)
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li The !4I1-,11 to reduce the present tine\ en disiriltrit ion of incomes Iii
et torts to generate income earning opportunities in ;ill rural ;treas. (p. 1 71

rho main object i \a. of the st rategy to develop rural areas will ht. to ensure
that' pejole; have a chance to improve their well-heing through their ow('
ettorts, and in their o\vit ;treas. tit:
Strong 'inks are requireel to allow sk ilk aitniretl iii school to he applied
trIrCitIV t() V.111;Igc situatums. (1).
l';illiC111;11" rntphasis twill he placed on effecter education and training tor
the most important skills rt2.quired for rural development.- (p. '291

In the recent past. Papua New (.tuinea's l)epartement tr f fiats

.;(lid _instituted a number of curi'ictilinn innovation projects \vithin the
parameters of 'comintmity; Imsee education.

One; such attempt is the recently launched (19, ti ) -Secowlary Schools
cfonuntinity Extension Project- (hereafter, SSCF.P) currently being tried out in five
s,etcitittlav funded under th, N;ttion:11 Public Expenditure Plan (NEEP).

The SSEE pro,Jranwle aim, to provide :t scries of learning situations which.
art. iii ierited to the development of ski //s pertinent (a) to the needs of its learning
clientele Sttiele.pts. an(I (I)) to the process of rur;d and educationat development
through an inic,ip(:!,(/ practIcal ;hill ac:identic Inquiry approach.

phis integrated approach seeks to pro \;ide; both icchnica/ and Init./it'd/err/ shills
derived from existing core subject syllabi and school devisitd practical projects leg.
coffee, fishing, gardening, trade store: nutrition. and the like) As such. SSCEP aims
to mitke secondary education relevant to the needs of Pripua New Guinea students.
the programme serves to cater- to main types of students: (a) the student who Will
continue to further formakeducation, and (b) the student who will return tiff his her
local community:

tVit hitt this brand fratnewotk Currin (.1980) has classified the aims of SSCEP
into four main cittegoritts:_

a act,' : SSCEP t;eeks to maintain,-if nottoimprove, the present level'

of academic performance.; in its pilot schools.
b I r/5cat0ont7f : SSCEP seeks to introduce students to practical skills WhiCh

are useful in village development (although it does not-attempt to produce

high levels of voc:itional
c ; -c(tinfrnwirty inraremenl : SSCEP seeks to reltrte education to community

development by stressiug the application of learning to situations which
involve students 10 their communities.
Writudina/ : SSCEP seeks to provide learning situations which encourage
the de \;elopment of leadership, initiative and willingness to apply in

solving practical problems.

I ft I
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THE 1.11PLEME.V Ti( ).\;"

The implementation strategy Of Stit...1 I is succintly stunt-min:A.(1 by

Cummings as follows:
The implementation of a curricular innovation such a SSCEP is a comPlex
and multificetod process.-tiSCEP: in particular: has had a far from simple
impleriktivation process because it has set itself a multiplicity of goals. In
general, these include developing new curricular activities, such as outstations
and community involvement experiences, altering existing school activities
and projects: and integrating subject and project teaching.
A general strategy for a programme to implement these changes was

deVeloped within the Department of Education between 1976 and 1978 When the
central .implementation team was appointed and began its work, additions and
modifications w4ere made to the original implementation strategy. These changes
resulted mainly from the particular view of curriculum development held by the
members of the central staff and the practicabilities of implementing this type of
innovation in provincial high schools in Papua New Guinea.

The resultant implementation strategy had three major elements:
a Stepwise approach using pilot schools and intensive school-based teacher

in -service training.
' A centralized curriculum development plan to be implemented by a small

team of highly skilled experts.
"s

c. ) School- based experimental curriculum development.
This strategy is only one of a numlr of possible alternatives. A critical study

of this strategy in comparison with the possible: alternatives has not been carried
out: However; Vulliamy (1980; 1981a: 1981b) and Stanton (1980a) have commented
in retrospect oii the strategy. By looking it the points raised by these Jiuthors;
Within each of the major elements given above, we may answer some of qUestions
about the appiiipriiiteneSS of the SSCEP implementatioif strategy.

Erurstraiuts Probfrms

Some constraints have been identified ii: the operational sphere of the SSCEP
programme. They Bove also been identified as factors affecting standards in
provincial high' schools. Niurray's (191:l0) analysis confirms this short list but gbegk..
further and adds other factors. These include: (i) shortage of teachers, (ii) lack Of
experience; (iii) rate of turnover find transfer of teachers. (iv) imbalance of subject

(v) long hours of work. (vi) lack of commitment; (vii) attractions of other
jobs, 0.n) effect of school environment, (ix) grade 8 selection, (x) administration;
(xi) teachig materials and care of them, and (xii) the teaching model.

Apart from the other operational constraints described above three niain
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i)r )blein areas need immediate examination iCtuninings.

Problem Area 1: Teaching Skills & Curriculum Development
1'Itc main area of concern is the ability of school staff members to develop and

implement the integrated cui.ictilum of SSCEP: -..mthimgh all schools 'lave
successfully implemented certain portions iif SSCEP. 1111 school has satisfactorily
operated the total SSCEP programme fora full school year. The main constraints

to bo.
kick in school. staff of the necessary skills to develop and implement an

integrated curriculum and community inv..sdventent exercises.
itiCk among school Stti f of both an adequate commitment to the concept
SSCEP and the motivat 'own) work hard at it. due to their formalistic

told syllabus oriented to ocher training exposure and experience, and the
reinforcement of this style of teaching by the inspectorate.
The inexperience and lack of proper training and orientation of SSCEP
shift penibers. This htis been pitrticulttrly apparent in the school
coordinators position. which is generally copsidered the key SSCEP
pfsititin in schmil.

Problem Area 2: Assessment
The scho(ds desperately need tissistance in the area of assessment. The

required guidelines for integrating subject aiid project assessments are not
mailable and some schools are hardly doing this at all. They also need help in
developing procedures for assessing project skill acquisition and personal
development. At prtri:ent, some schools do this informally in subjective observtition
of project groups. Individual students are often assigned marks }wised on their rank
in the group. This subjective procedure doesn't allow for valid comparison between
groups, let alone betWeell SSCEP and n ii SSCEP schools.

Problem Area 3: Proknimmes
in order to complete the curriculum development procc for in SSCEP

:ind thus give continuity and durability to the programme in each school: the yearly
SSCEP programme and all project programmes must be detailed in written form:
Without these. the school and project programmes will continue to be reinvented at
least partially each year. particularly in years when staff turnover is high. The
written :Ind revision process is severely handi,capped when written programmes ire
not available. The schools vary in the number of their vritten programmes but no
school has a full set of thffe programmes.
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of Papua New.Guinea is currently engaged in a two rear e- altiation programme
(1982 83) which is intended to determine the liMits -at issibilities of operating
SSCEP on a wider scale. ,

In this connection three main questions May be considered:
a) Ilows the evaluation organized?
b \\That do we know' and
c ) What more is needed?
tl The Evaluation is organized under nine tilibproject:;:

Review of Research IN18 81)
Academic Standards
Attitudes of Teachers. Students. and Community
Operational Problems
Effects on Teachers
tlraduate Follow -up_
Non SSCE1) Examples
Student Learning s;

Final Report

The identificatiiiii of the prOblefiiS encountered iii the SSCEP learning model
(and indeed in any educational innovation cle?;ign) ought to illuminate support
structures or corrective measures necessar, for the effective operationalization of

a learning programme aiming to identify alternativt approaches toward improving
the quality of education.

The key feature in the success et the curriculum change seems to be the
support teachers will need as they leaVe Lae securitt Of the traditional roles and
adopt an experimental and open stance.

Given thc\ complexities propounded in nature of an innovation design, what
kind of teacher keparation is needed both in the area of pre-service and in- service
teacher edtiation?\What kind of further support L-A needed from the innovation
designers? X6d wYat kindS of strategies iieed to be employed to create an
understanding for the inspectorate to foster such change?

The est'ablishmek of curriculum innovation is itselfa source of continuousre-
definition of roles. The changes that pent in the teacher's roles point to a number
of important MieStintis on the ftiture policies for teacher education-and utilization.,,-

The teacher's role is seen as increasingly upgraded even with an eddcation
c',%.system relying heavily on technicaPaids. The teathet's r e remain that of the

nvmanager of the learning eironment. The renewed aWare -S of the school's
responsibility to foster development of the young people demands_a new level of
preparation and performace from the teacher. The attitudes and behaviour of the
teather must continuously -change to foster high student perfiirmance. Further; the
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teachers will need a wide repertoire of teaching learning strategies.and autonomy
of decision over the creation of an itlequate educationalvvironment for the pupils
to be able to discover their pathways.
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DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH CONCERNING THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF REFORMS

ON EDUCATIONAL CONTENT. AND METHODS

Juanita S. Guerrero
Philippines

The Philippine Educational SYstem is entering a period of extreme
alternatives: in this stage of development characterized by scientific and
technological advancement an enormous tangle of issues seem to emerge due to
more determined national goals, changing aspirations and emerging values of
individuals and the community at large. Such changes tlave brought about
concommitant problems which have political; social and psYchological implications._
All these factors intertwine in challenging education to respond courageously to
these changes by preparing all sectors for such needs that the country faces.

At this stage of national develcipthent, it is felt that the Philippine educational
system must exert concerted effort to mobilize the academic community to pursue
common goals in both public and private sectors as well as those from other
agencies and sectors of the government, including industry and non-government
entities. It seems that at this stage, it is no longer logically appropriate for the
system to cope with all these changes by mere intuition, suppositions or
extravagant whims and notions: Rather; a more systematic step in the right
direction IS bdth necessary and imperative. However, while the system may not be
adequately prepared to cope with these fcizrnidable challenges and complexities in
the immediate horizon, it is undoubtedly necessary to prepare for the-future by
undertaking reforms on the basis of empirical data. This is in recognition of the
fact that 'the educational system is moving towards a direction where there should
be minimal or no room for mistakes. As a group, we cannot afford to contribute
urther to the mounting problems and.complexities that beset the system by being

unsystematic and unmethodical in planning out reforms and innovations. Rather, it
is. envisioned that we should be able to exert influence or control the educational
changes in the future.

This emerging concern is apparent in the following developments in the
hilippine educational sstem:

First, baseline data on different levels and aspects of education are being
.

generated in recognition Of the need for a scientific basis for reforms or innovations
which will be introduced in the system. Findings in these surveys serve to pinpoint q.

areas whieh will need change or improvement.
Second; feasibility; applicability and acceptability of reforms envisioned are

being pilot tested and evaluated accordingly before they are implemented on a
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national scale. Experiences in the past have pointed to this need,-and in view of
eiiiiipeting demands or scarce resources, it is no longer desirable to intriieltice
reforms whicli are not eiiipirically 15.iised and validated as to feasibility and
acceptability- be; the clients. So, '11-e11 refiiiiii!; are introduced, it is understood that
these arealreacly tested.

Third. every reform innovation is evaluated, and on the basis of such
evaluation. iel:oriiiiienclatiiihS are made- for or against the. reform.'innovations.
Policies are then formulated regarding tke innovations referred. to.

"lhese are inclicat Ors of zi systemz-itized direction ln.the.mtroduction of reforms
ih Philippine education: It is hoped that this direction will pave the ii ay for old
problems to be viewed in a different light and thus new ways and new thivek-17--\
a-,out solutions to old probleMS will be eXpliited, examined, studied, dgvel ped and

implemented,

Flashback
The need for proper implementation and evaluation of reforms of educational

consent and methods has been a continuing concern of the Philippine educational
system. Evidences of such concern are depicted in studies conducted in the past, all
of theSe done in an effort to evaluate reforms of educational content and methods.

Such studies vary in' extent and coverage, but the most comprehensive ever to be

executed was the one conducted in the primary level in 1975 known as the, "Survey
of Outcomes of Elementary Education" in the Philippines and more popularly
referred to by its acronym SOUTELE. It was an attempt to etnpirically ascertain
the nature and extent to which the system has succeeded or failed in its efforts to
provide elementary education to the greatest number. Phase 1 of the study Was
concerned with the assessment of learning in the sixth grade while Phase 2 dealt
with the measurement of learning outcomes in the fourth grade.

ThiS Study looked further into the inputs of the system which included the
physical and human resources and in the process highlighted the outputs in terms
of scholastic achievements and student attitudeS.

Findings of this study revealed.the following:
1. While the sixth grades consistently scored higher than the fifth graders in

scholastic achievement tests. the .diffeiences in scores were not

statistically significant.
2. The subject areas which the sixth grades across the nation seem to have

Achieved least ate those which have traditionally been referred to as the
three R's Reading, Mathematics and Language.

:3. An analysis of responSeS- to attitudinal indicators shows that the pupil's
experience of school is independent of their attitudes towards their
teacher.

In the light of these findings recommendations related to or with implications
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to Content and'methods were pesented. Such findings and recommendations served
as springboard iii exploring ceays and means of introducing reforms for the
improvement of content and methods in the elementary sector.

In response to these finding and recommendations, the liuteau of Elementary
Education initiated the development of the Elementary Learning Continuum (ELC)
I4h is a listing of skills tind objectives to be undertaken by elementtiry grades

pupils from kindergarten to sixth grade. At the end of each grade, key behaviour
incliCators (NW) were identified to serve as a guide to teachers in the evaluation of
performance of their pupils.

tcdil measure undertaken by the Btireim of Elementary Educzithon was the
development of a curriciiliiiii that is respiin ive to the findings of SOUTELE and
relevant to present day needs of pupilS, 80% of whom come from low income
families: The result of this effort was a, programme known as the Experimental
Elementary Education Programme (EEEP) launched in 1979-1981 on an
experimental basis in 12 divisions throughout the country. Its main objective was
to determine whether a curriculum with fewer subjects and shorter time for actual
teaching and learning in the classroom will produce better results than the present
school programme.:

Findings of the study clearly revealed that there was a significarit'increase in
mean scores from pre-test to the post -test in the three subject areas, namely:
Communication Arts (English); Communication Arts (Pilipino) and Elementary
:Mathematics, Results also revealed that the experimental classes got consistently
higher achievement results in all the subject areas tested from Grade II to VI. A
factor which might have contributed to the higher achievement of the experimental
groups was the decongested curriculum and the provision of adequate instructional
materials in the form of textbooks for pupils and accompanying instructional
guides in. -the new subject areas in Grades I and IL

Findings further revealed -that teachers and school officials believe that
adequacy of instructional materials could help improve achievement levels.

However; this must be accompanied by appropriate teaching strategies.
Such a systematic attempt stimulated A study involving a sectoral analysis of

7

elementary educatibn. ThiS was conducted ii-i197.9"and results brought out the need
for every citizen to be provided with at least an elementary education as a
government effort towards achieving productivity and employment objectives. It
also underscored the necessity for basic education which should be measurable both
in quality- and coverage. However, attempts to measure both showed inefficiencies
which were reflected in the low student performance on standard achievement tests
and similarly low participation and survival rates for the first elementary cycle of
education:

Thus, in order that 'better support to development strategy may be attained;
improvements in the quality of basic education were sought. In view of this;
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programmes addressed to these ;n have been launched. Some of these
include textbook production, a programme for equitable allocation and distribution
of school facilities, tryout of a New Elementary School Curriculum and Survey of
Outcomes of Elementary Education. Technical Assistance and Research. )...4irse are
now embodied in a prografnme known as Programme for Decentralized
Educational Development PRODEDi which is now being implemented with funding
from the World Bank.

Focus : o n Going Proiceis on Implement-talon and Eahealion at Rcforms on
blurational C;m1,ni and .11,1hods

Backdrop
The eighties nikly well be considered as a real breakthrough in the

implementation and evaluation cif reforms of educational content and methods in
elementary education. At Ito time in the :history of elementary education has there
been an attempt to pursue in a comprehensive manner such evaluation of reforms
of educational content and methocIs as it is now: This is so because as early as 1970:".',
the government began to view basic education as a rectuirement in the achievement
of productivity and employment objectives. Viewed in this light, basic education
now becamq a vital tool of transferring literacy skills such as communication,
which includes speaking, reading, writing and listening, and com?utation skills; to
the entire population.Inspite of these thrusts certain gaps were observed because
the introduction of the reforms were only on selected components, and other
components were neglected. As a result; when the analysis of the elementary sector
was done in 1919: disparities were noted between and among regions in student
participation, achievement level and survival rates.

These findings were used as basis in the preparation Of a development
programme designed to rAcIress disparities and to improve overall quality and
efficiency in elementary education: The Government't sector programme known as
Programme for Decentralized Educational Development (PRODED) was submitted
to the World Bank for funding and was approved as a sector loan in the amount of
8100 million, in Nlay. 1981 but became effective only in November, 1981. Thk
assistance "ill he for for years only (1982-85) out of a ten-year (1981-1990)
investment programme: Programme components include (1) civil works; (2) staff
de,:elopmexit, (3) curriculum and instructional materials development, (4) facilities
and equipment, (5) technical assistance, (6) evaluation and special studies/research.
The programme has been launched. Implementation of the various components is
now in full swing:

On Thing _Researches
In priiparation for the evaluation of PRODED, and in order to achieve better
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understanding of the factors responsible for the problf ins being addresseil three
niajOr interrelated research studies are now being conducted to foian as all'
evaluative matrix tor its impact on the elementary education system. In this
context of enhancement of learner achievement and participation in reductiwi of
disparities within ;ind ainotig regions, it is hoped that at the end of the researches.
the lit I :dilemma, ulture arid Sports will have available:

systematic basis for evaitnif ing yaTluus s.gnifIcant outcomes of

testing methodologies. instruimults and techniques systematic data
for resource allocation._ curriculum amd materials development for
further activities related to the objectives of PRODED;

The following are the ongoing researches primarily addressed to the

ev;ilwit ion of educational content, techniques and me.thods:
1. 11,)//,,heill Si.110;)1 .11-00-11-ng :siVrto.-(1.1S11S): This study is a response to the

findings revealed in the Survey of the_ Outcomes of Elementary Education
ISOUTELE .conductecl in 1975, The findings of the study revealed diSplitity iii

educatkEml achievement among regions. This disparity \vas traced' to causes
outside the school system and to in- school factors mainly related to the availability

of quality resources at school level.
This study is now being conducted to idel'itify factors nccessary for estimating

the impact of the investment; to identify the effect of ouVof-school lir hotiSehilld
le,,e1 characteristics of the environment of the learnerfipon the purposes f)-f the
investment so 'hat the effect of the investment may he recognized: It is hoped that
the study may be able to develop a model of the process vhereby schooling:
household and community interict as factors in the learning process and eVerittiallY
factor~ -hie ti affect learner achievement will hopefully suriiice. It also hopes to
isotlate the independent effects of schooling inputs upon ;ichievement level. With

relevant baseline data, a picture of the current levels of performance and the extent
to which schooling and non-schooling factors explain achievement, may be

tieNqoped. In shom the baseline data will provide direction in the analysis of the
impact of PRODED on the elementary school system:

2. ,9)TELE 111. This study is designed to measure outcomes such as
student achievement. knowledge, competencies, aptitude for ftitiire learning, values
Personality: interpersonal relations and other behaviours that are likely til be
influenced by the programme. In brief: the impact of the programme expressed in
terms of the aChievement levels of the learner will be measured by this research
study. In the con.tAt of PRODED students are to be assessed at the same time they
enter the programme in 1982 and-again at some subsequent point in tune in 1985
following exposure to the programme: The principal goal here is to assess the
impact of PRO )ED in terms of changes in the student that are shown by comparing
his input and ol_tput performances. ,.,,,......i.
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3. Thi '-choof Cur)7cult?») PRODED necessitated a
new elemynay school curriculum which is responsive to the demands of the
national goals. aiid to the functions of elementary education as identified by a
Delphi study conducted for the purpose. This stydy identified the provision of basic
ediicatiOn 4its the Main function of elementary education and focused on the
de% elooment of a sense of nationhood orFilipansm and a sense of humanism its
vitlues which should start being deYeloped in the elementary grades.

_ This Grade 1 curriculum is being tried od this scclool'ear 1982=1983. The try
.

out of the other Grzides will be done in a sUiggerd mcufner. ith Grade i I to tried
iiit iii 1983, Grade III in 1981, and so forth. Implementation however will' start iif

1983 of Grade I curriculum. Grade II in 1984, Grade III in 1985 and si) on. The
process of tryout. validation; revision and implementatinn and evaluation of the
materials be observed: Meanwhile: data gathering on the content and methods

. be a continuous process. All these studies plus the supervision-monitoring-
evaluation iSME.) mechanism of PRODED are expected to provide the research
data on the intplementat ion and evaluation of reforms on i.ducationai content and
method in elementary education.

Research Agenda: A Proposal
if one were to extrapolate using what have alreack been undertaken in the

past as anchor points While using the studies which are being conducted in PRODED

and the global focal points. it Mould seem that the research directions
are quite visible and clear.

The research agenda to be rel4ponsive to the needs of the times include specific
researches on:

Curriculum Development
Self- learning materials
Secondary curriculUM
Teacher education curriculum redirection
Curriculum for the gifted and the disadvantaged

Learn:ng Oriented Studies
Learning for cultural identity_
Approaches to nationhood Filipinism approaches to reduction of
human gap _or humanism
Indigeneous learning styles of Filipino learners
Learnink process gap between challenges and effort
Dynamics of the teaching-learning situations

In -depth Studies on the Household School and Community Factors
affecting Learning Achievement
Teacher Development Studies

Curriculum redirection for ore-service of teachers for disadvantaged

I S
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Epilogue

groups
In-service ethic aim activitieS
Continuing education wt Ii the use of technology

7 Nontraditional approaches to teacher development
Teacher performance and factors affecting- it

Evaluation Studies
Self evaluation
Accreditation equivalency tests and placement
SchtiO and nOnschool factors affecting learning achievement
Evaluation instruments of the affective domain

1

The progre4 being undertaken now in elementary education in the

Philippines are chlir indicators of a bright future. There are many positive trendS

visible in the horiAon that reflects this scenario.
The growing concern now being taken with great seriousness are evidences

that all sectors of government are searching for solutions to global issues which
before were a, concern of only a few: Now. it is no-longer an isolated issue. Rather,

they seem to unit: all ;;ectorS tow-ards a common goal: improvement of content and

methods in education.
The new complexities have increased the role of 6.Xp s, of scientific wizards

and of Specialized research studies: The are considere necessary. however, this
is no longer a ,n-ionopoly of experts. but gradually, participation of all is becoming

evident. It is felt that undertaking of this nature may well be the real workshop of
new ideas: Researches may well be the Springboard for this action. The key demand
is not only to generate ideas, but to propel one toaction. It is earnestly hoped that
continuous effort will keep the search for better content and clear methods. It is
best to keep thiS Search open. Research should- be _given priority attention in

education..

L
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THE ELEMENTARI=MIDDLE SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT:
AN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FOR EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN
KOREA

In Jae Inn
Republic of Korea

The devastation caused by the Korean War in 1950 and the almost disruption
of the edcational process during the period placed the development of a new
educational system which is relevant to Korea's needs, a national priority of the
highest order: Extensive and intensive efforts were made in the years following the
war. to build new schools, to create new teacher training institutions; to prepare
new and additional teachers with higher qualification. and to develop new
textbooks and other teaching learning materials.

Due to the effect of compulsory education at the elementary scliool level, by
the end of 1960's, more than 95 per cent of all children of elementary school age
were enrolled and were attending schools. Enrollments at the middle and high
schOol levels increased:to the point that large number of children wishing to go
beyond the elementary schOol were unable to do so because of unavailability of
sufficient places: At the university level, a similar critical situtaion was observed
with many thousands of qualified applicants unable to gain admission simply
because facilities and resources were insufficient to meet the demand and the need.

While the period of educational expansion and development was occurring;
Korea's economic and industrial development was skyrocketing. It has been
generally recognized that Korea was rapidly achieving a new and important status
in the world of business and industry. However, with this change came the need for
improved education and increased educational opportunity in order to meet the
requirements .)f a new and effective work force. Leaders in government and
education clearly saw the need for editcational reform that would enhance the
process of national development.

II. The Estahli., iment of a Rcwarch Institute fi». Educalional Reform

A Long-range Educational Planning Committee, appointed by the government
to study educational needs and to make appropriate recommendations for the
improvemqt of education; urged the undertaking of a commprehensive educational
reform and at the same time suggested the creation of a national research and
development institute to deal with educational reform projects and programmes. At

1 2t)
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the. request of the Korean government. a study team from the Florida State
1..niversitv conducted a systems analysis on Korean education and subsequently
recommended the development of a new educational system for the prIfIlary and
middle :sicht,oki of the nation. This recommendation was followed by the granting ot
a development loan from the 1.nited States Agency for International Development
for the establishment of the new research and development institute which was to
undertake the task ot developing the new education system. field testing the system
through a programme of experimentation and demonstration. and diffusing the
system throughout Korea.

0101 -filly 1972; the Minister of Education formally approved the inauguration
ot the Korean E4uctitiontd Development Institute (KED!). The establishment of
NEDI signified. tirst of all. the recognition of the importance of roles to be played
by the educational research institute in implementing a new educattonal reform.
Before the establishment of KEDI; it is not too much to say that the educational
researcher.; were mainly utilized to defend and rationalize educational policies:

The Elementary-NIiddle School Development (E-M) Project has been the
major task of KED! since KEDI's establishment in 197 ?. Since the Elementary-
Nliddle School Development Project can he seen as a typical example of the close
interplay of educational research and educational reform, this will he described in
detail as a major content of this paper:

771, Elcolcntitiy-.111(1(11c .5c11001 l'roicct

A. Goals and Objectives
In November 1971. the Ministry of Education authorized the KEDI to develop

a plain for t he Element ary-NIiddle School Development Project: The specific goals
and objectives of the KM project can lie Summarized as follows:.

1 . To develop a new curriceilum that better reflects: a ) Korean national
ideals and needs: b ) a balance. in terms of cognitive. moral and affective
learning outcomes: and c modern knowledge and technological
development and applications.
To raise the achievement level of children in the higher learning thought
processes.
To raise the current achievement level of all children.

reduce the regional gaps in achievement by equalizing the
eductitional opportunities of both urban and rural children.
TO provide edticational opportunities for more children; especially in the
middle schoid years.
To improve the cost effectiveness of the educational system.
To improve the accountability and credibility of the educational system
to the general public in order to obtain more support for the new
educational system.
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These iials have become the -out-put gmils- of the E-NI project and the bases
for the instructional designs and evaluation of the project.

B. implementation Plan
The overriding goal of the E-NI Project is to develop, test, revise and

implement (I relevant, modern educational system for the elementary and middle
schools iif Korea. The general implementation plan to accomplish the set of goals
consisted of the following components:

. Analysis and evaluation of current curricu1a slid instructional practices.
Design and development of new curricular ;and instructional system.

. Development and construction of adequate measurement devices.

. Development of instructional progrimmes, materials, and aids
5 . Validation of learning programmes and new instructional system.
6 . Training for the teachers, administrators, research and

personnel.
. I)evelopment and installation of ITV system.
. Priiductiiin Of developed ITV and other programmed materials and aids:

9 . Public relations work and preparation for the nationwide
implementation.

"Ihe intent of the plan was to focus on a total reconceptualization and
restructuring of the existing system: not a series of patchwork and discontinued
ictiYitie.s. It aS geiletilly recognized that the present Korean educational system:

especkilly at the -eleriientziit and middle school levels, is characterized by an
inefficient instructional process, outdated school curriculum with an overriding
emphasis being placed on rote memorization of classically academic subjects.

C. The Development of the E-M Project
One Of the first tasks iif KEDI was to examine the current curriculum goals

for each of the siihject areas taught by elementary and middle schools and to
develop the specific objectives for each grade level for each curriceilLini. TO
accomplish this: nine teams representing each 9 subject areas were establiShed
within the E-NI Project with each team being composed of a subject matter scholar

part time research associate with an academic appointment at one of the
colleges or universities), a senior researcher (Usually a content specialist with 0-10
years of teaching experience and possessing some management skills), and several
content writers (again persons with some teaching experience and an interest in
deVellipment). These teams with the assistance of a few scholars emplOyed as

ziMilVzed each curriculum and the textbooks approved by the Ministry
of Educzition. As a result of this analysis, course syllabi and lists of curriculum
objectives for each content area by grade level have been identified for
incorporation into later revisions.

In order to develop appropriate learning materials to meet the needs of
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children and teachers: EEDI has ttlso developc'd zt general instructional system
model similar to other instructional system models found throughout sworld.

The KEPI which is designed to take tato considerationjthe
academic progress if individual students but does not overload the teaclijq--/with

management problems has five stages: (if planning. (hi diagnosis. Obi teaching:
learning: tivt extended learning and (y) evaluation. Based on the general
instructional model thus devoloped. KEI)1 has also developed nine specific
instructionzil models which prescribe the terichingleT.irning strategies for each of
the cOluent areas. These nine sub-models differ in format:

Because the new instructional system requires a variety of instructional
procedures. within a particular classroom and. iii case Of ITV use across several
classrooms: it has-been necessary for KEDI to design a school management system
to facilitate these chTinges. According to the new instructional system. REDI has
also developed such as student workbooks, teacher guides,
television programmes. radio programmes and evaluation instruments.

Since it is important to undertake teacher training in order to implement the
new instructional system effectively: KEDI developed teacher traiiiiit programmes
trr lzi,e'iiSed by the E:)-,1 Project staff for training teachers both for the small scale

the cirnitireheriSiYe trYittitS. Thot4. materials incThide a teacher training
textbook or manual, a slide presentatirrir Specifying the ti.irpo:e of KEDI and the 11-

Q1 Prrnject. the instructional system, the school management system. the teaching-
learning materials: the sub-models for the nine subject rireos, two television
programmes for teacher training procedures and a newsletter (F ield Research).

In order to prepare for and carry out the massive planned change for
educational reform. KEDI tit Undertake a wide variety of researches as
well as the material development activities. Some Of the typical researches done for
the implementation were studies of educational goals and curriculum. explorations
in the goals or Korean education; and studies of current educational strategics.

I). Field Testing and Outcomes
A significant aspect of the clt-wi'lritinierit Plan for the E-NI project is the plan

by KEDI for small scale tryouts and large scale demonstrations of the new
educational system: These tryouts were designed to test and verify tire

effectiveness Of the total sys.tern as well as that of each of the components of,-system. The tour small scr.de tryouts involved either r.1 single gram' or, at most two
grades. for a limited period of time. The emphasiS during the small scale tryouts
was to test the feasibility-of the teacher guides. strident workbooks. programmed
materials, instructional TV and radio programmes. student assessment
inStriitlientS, and to a limited degree the school management system and the
cvaluat ton design.

The four large scale or comprehnesive demonstrations were also designed to
test the effectiveness of the programme in a large nuniber of schools which included
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in representative schools throughout the counntry. 'I1his sampling of schools were
drawn trim schools representing large clues...J:1;i Her rifles. and rural communities.
In addition to continuing the test. the feasibility of the new instructional system,
and the supporting materials; the comprehensive demonstrations. would serve as a
test for the teacher training procedures and the total school management system:
Data from these &ministrations were utilized as part 'if the: data needed for "the

. /-
pay- ott evaluation plan'' for the E-NI Project.

E: External Evaluation on the E-M Project
In \lay 1978. the Korean government appointed a National Commission to

conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the F.lementary.Nliddle School f.)evelopmeut
Project and the new edUcational system proposed. The tasks assigned 'to the
Commission were: it to review the effects and outcomes of the new educational
system its implemented in the E-M Project; and fib to provide the Ministry of
Education with the basic data required for decisions relative to the national
implementation of the new educational system.\

The members of this Commission mclutlade d the following individuals: eight
professors from higher educatioir institutions; six officers from the Ministry of
Education. five school principals; three directors of educational research institutes
of regional boards of education, and six researchers from KEDI.

The areas on which the evaluation studies were focused included: (1) the new
educational system model (instructional system and school management system);
liil insructional materials; and (iii) effects and outcomes of the new system as
reflected in the demonstration and - co-operating schools. The period of the
evaluation study covered five months. May through September 197: Eighteen
demonstration schools were directly involved in the study.

At the conclusion of the study, the Commission made the following
recommendations:

1 The new educational system developed by KEDI should be implemented
nationwide on a gradual basis following a carefully planned time
schi chile.
The Elementary-Middle Schhol Project should become an integral part of
the long term educational plan for educational reform by the Ministry of
Education.
The Ministry of Education should have the lsponsibility for the
implementation and diffusion of the new educational system and KEDI
should assuiiie the task of follow-up studies aimed at revision and
improvement.
KEDI should develop effective programmes for pre-service and in-service
training of teachers relative to the new educational system and to the
improvement of teaching in general: These programrn.eS should be
reflected in the curricula of teacher training institutions.
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The "opts nationwide implementation of the new educational system
should be assumed by the national government: However: alternative
methods of financMg should he studied.

t . linprovements in the new edLicational system should incldde guidance
programmes. programmes for slow learners, and sthool management
guides.:

7 . The Ministry of Education should provide KEDI with appropriate
administrative support for its added role in the national implementation
of the new educational system.

F. National Implementation of the E-M Project
KEDI has developed a tentative plan for the national implementation of the

ElementaryNliddle School Development Project. The basic elements of the
proposed plan include the following:

1 . The implementation will occur on a gradual basis in the elementary
schools of the nation probably over a period Of several years.
First priority in the national implementation will be given to schools in
remote and isolated areas of the nation, with other regions being added on
a planned basis over a period of years.

3 . Initially. KEDI teaching-learning materials will be used concurrently with
the present textbooks until .1983 when new textbooks will be available.

4 The new elementary textbooks will incorporate present KEDI teaching-
learning materials as integral part of the textbooks:
KEDI will develop and administer a training programme for resource
persons who at as in-service teacher trainers for teachers in the
local areas prior to and during the implementation phase.

6 ''KEDI will develop pre-service training materials foi- the use of Teachers
Colleges hi the training of new teachers.

KEDI has been implementing the new educational system as a reform for
Korean education according to the above plan at the national level since 1979.
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RESEARCH ON THE IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION''
OF REFORMS OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT AND METHODS IN
SINGAPORE

Sim tiVong Kooi
Singapore

IntrOdutiOn

Typically, research in Singapore is characterized by the twin strategies; of
what miser be termed" as "policy-oriented pragmatism" arid "enlightened
opportunism". Thus; besides researches which.provide empirically-based inputs to
Polity decision - making, less pressured, and possibly more rigorous, investigations
are carried out by gearing research opportunities towards what seems at the time
to be a crucial problem. While policy-oriented research is frequently ad hoc and
subject to rather limited time constraints, p'olicies are seldom made 60 the baSiS O
research findings alone. "Research opportunities" could arise in many ways, such
AS, 16i- example, participation in a postgraduate course which requires the conduct
of supervised research, the availability of external funds in specified fields which
prompt academics to make a bid for these funds, or the presence Of an expert who
is invited to undertake a Special Study in his/her area of specialization.

Although the terms of reference for preparing. this paper stipulates that it
ShOtild focus on major ongoing research projects, references to recently completed
research Will need to be made from time to tune in order to highlight the current
thrusts or shifts in direction that are occurring especially at the Institute of
Education (1E); which has a two-fold function of conducting pre:Sei-Vite and in-
service teacher education at all levels and promoting research in educatiiin.

Besides the Institute of Education (1E); several other organizations also
tbfidtitt research. In particular, the Research =Westing Division (RTD) of the
Ministry of Education (MOE) was established in June 1981 by amalgamating the
Central Testing Section of the Educational Services Division and the Research and
Monitoring Branch of the Planning and Review Division, and the SEAMEO
Regional Language Centre (RELC); which conducts a variety of courses that require
Participants to undertake research projects as part of the requireinents for the
various awards.

Some Research Concerns of MOE )
"t1 The bulk of MOE research has been conducted by RTD, whose major concern

is with the conduct and monitoring of public examinations. Hence; besides
monitoring the performance of pupils in various examinations, RTD analyses the
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results in terms of certain policies. For example. arising from the recommendations
the ;oh Repoi t. children are channelled itth) v;lrioLIS stre:uns after Prim:try

and PrimarN. t; in order to ;t1low them to develop their different abilities at different
paces. With possibilities of lateral transfers in the case of Wrong streaming or late
do% (dopers! Thus. RTI is looking systematically into not only streaming practices.
hut also lateral transfer patterns and attrition rates at different levels.

:\notherexampde of a policy-associated concern is that of bilinguzdism. Apart
from monitoring prtormance in the first and second languages, several specific
studies have been carried out to ascertain factors %vhich are associated %vith
language learning and performance. In one study,''' (or instance, the effect of peer
pressure on language learning was investigated by a series of discussion sessioirs
with a panel of popular pupils :111(1 pupil leaders who were identified by means of

suciometric test. It was evident from the study that pupils generally confOrmed
to the language-speaking environment of the school.

In the primary schools. the weitkest pupils are channelled to the monolingual
stream. NvItre the% concentrate on one language only and generallY have a lighter
academic load spread over a longer period of time. Since, there are possible
underachievers among them and early diagnosis of learning problems is essential:
RTD has also been deyelNitig and validating special tegts. such as the General

TeSt. Ina crOss-validation study of the (.ieneril Test"', some case
studies of childn-n performed above the 75th percentile of this test but performed
poorly in the school examination were carried (ad. The one overriding factor was
low 1111)tivation which was related t..) such environmental situations as broken
homes. competition for time and energS;zis :1 result of helping out in family business
or livelihood, poor sibling examples. and living with relatives rather than parents.

RD has also been concerned with conducting surveys of pupil practices
which are likely t'be related to pupils' academic performance. Examples of such
research are the 'Survey of Nutrition. Television Viewing ancl Sleeping 1 Iztbits of
Schhol Clinch-en iii Prinn.ry Schools- and the Survey of Homework .

The other Divisions of MOE have been less intimately concerned with
research per se.. although many of their efforts at solving ongoing proNefiris could
be classified as ...Action Research": htir example: the Curriculum Development
Institute of Singapore_ (CMS) which is restiivsible for the development' of
instructional materials fi;1- a rapidIN- increasing number of curriculum subjects, is
always involved with formative evaluation through tryout of these materiab; in
pilot schools and inviting external consultants, usually from reputed institutions

Gob Keng Swce et at.. H, p,».1 nu tib .11inis1 ry ot Education. 1978.
Liiii Tick 17fr Et:/:*/ it 1'i'; ore ,in 1.Crir11111g, RTC). 1982.

1 anu Re Cnen and Mini Pheck taboo.. -1 .titudy it a Grnewl Ability Test in
Primary 1 (.4.1.-; Voirs (11(15, It1), 1981
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overseas, to adVise, inter alia. on the curriculum plans and instructional materials
being developed by the respective project teams.

1"

A sl 4Tht ly different. but noteworthy. project oftDIS involves the development
ofot materials and methods for remedial teaching in three primary schools, tVhile the
project has a longitudinal perspective in following several cohorts of academically
weak pupils over a period of 4-6 years. interim results have been impressive anr1
encouraging and' serve to illustrate that when the teachers care enough: soon
enough, even the %veakest -pupils can be helped to improve and to succeed in their
studies progressively""

Sonic h'csca twit Cmt cc rns of IFLC

Bearing in mind that RELC is concerned basically with English Language in
the couqtries which contribute SEANIk:0, it is nevertheless most impressive that
between 1968 and 1981. there have been 192 studies conducted in Singapore. mostly
by participants enrolled in its various courses. The studies range from language
testing and error analysis:to problems of inter-language transfers and Singapore
English.

It is obviously not feasible to summarize each of these studies: But:
fortunately. RELC has published abstracts of these studies as well as those
conducted by participants, lecturers and Visiting schOlars to RELCI3'. The research
topics are probably dependent to a large extent upon the kind of expertise available
among the -staff. for certain topics appear more frequently during certain years-
than others. A particularly striking example is the occurrence of as ninny as 1)
studies involving interaction analysis, alkof which were conducted in 1981.

Soon,' Rt'.'earCit C)31(V3 31S of IE

While past research efforts at IL have tended to he sporadic and kicking in
follow-up actions, intempts 1-ikve been made recently to consolidate efforts in

. ensuring that research is utility-oriented. Thus, the major thrusts of recent iind
ongoing research at IE tend to he along the following main directions:

a ) Curriculum (Development and) Evaluation, including curriculum materials
and methods for academically weak pupils:

h ) Pre-service iind In-service Tezicher Education.
C ) Promotion of Research aiid Dissemination of Research Findings.

(.1) Yeoh Padline Ong. Norio-11a/ .11a thr matics Tcacintw by' .-PE:11S (. ,pcc fed
Proicct nrt Etiglish. Mathondlics (-A; Science): CMS. 1982.
RELU Rcscat ch in La uguaA,,e Education. /,16' PAtil SHANIE0 Regional Language
Centre. 1982.
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.A'n interesting partnership ex ists 1)(4t.\:(cen 1E and Cf)IS. for the ittiterials
devel4c1 by the hitter are expected to be subjected to summative evaluation by IF.:
So far, materials and methodS for the following -1 projects have been evaluated:"

a : CLIPS (Chinese Language Instructional Nlaterials hir Primary SchoolS).
.1) )

SELP-B (Supplementary English Lzinguage Project for Specittl Assistance
Plan Schools)
SCLP (SiiPpliiientar Chinese Language Programme),

d CUE (Correct Use of English).

Other projects. such as Primary Science Project and Primary Mathematics
Project. are currently being evaluated. While differences in specific instruments
And types of data to be collected exist among the different projects, eValtiatibit
iiiitmally comprises the four components. namely.

a ) hitritiSic evaluation of materials (and methods)
b ) Classroom observations
c , Survey of teacher opinions

_ .
d , Survey of pupil reactions performance.

An off Shoot of the recommendations of a Report of the Committee to Review

the CurrietildM for NIonolingual Classes' "' is perhaps more interesting and
challenging. For the first time. IE would be involved not only in the summative
evaluation of curriculum materials and their use in pre-Sei-Vie& and in-service
teacher education: but also in actually developing revised currictilditi materials for
hibriiilitik-tial classes. including materials for teacher education and pilot testing Of

all materials.
t;nlike other curriculum projects, this one involves the tie.elOptijerit and

ealuation of a variety of subjects for five years of primary schooling fdt pupils
Whii are mostly slow learners. "I'hus there will .die an attempt to de-emphasize
acadeMit: content and emphasis will he a functions or practical activities, including
the introduction Of Pre.vocational orientation during the last two years: Several
sub-studies arc the'refore being conceptualized to test different approaches.

Since streaming also takes place at the start of secondary SchiiiiIiiig, Siiiiilat-
__

fitiihleMS cif weak pupils exist: A pilot study is currently under vay tt) examine the
feaSibility (51 adapting Benjamin Bloom's mastery learning (ML) model to the needs

of pupils in seciiiidary schools, in an attempt to find alternative ways of helping
weaker pupils to reach prescribed levels of mastery in the basic Subjects. Given the
constraints in the local school setting (e.g.- standards set by naticitial examinations,
large classes, arid high teacher workload); it will be necessary to adapt the ML
model to suit ltiCtil conditions.

TWO recent sets of studies seem to lend support that the mastery learning

,riJ Sim \Cong Ko.)i et al. hr p(»I qt the Commillee lo R Teen' i1' Curriculum for
(.7(1:;,; 1982
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strategy is perhaps appropriate. In the earlier stuch.. Ilii e-t ail. interviewed a
sample of pupils whose performance in English Language in i.he Primary School
Leaving I.:\ aminat tPSI,Fi was poor in comparison with their performance in
other subjects. Their findings pointed cic;irly I() the hick of home support in nglish
language learning. A follow-up study was accordingly carried out with a sample,
of pupils who.performed Well in Fnglish Language m the PSLE as well as in other
subjects. inur cc ho were carefully matched with the ezrrlier sample on selected home
background characteristics.

The main finding's of the up study were that this second sample of

children were highly motivated and sti.flious. had an .ippetite for reading. had an
elder brother or sister to turn to and recalled having had;g!..md teachers. In an
introductory not, '. Sim related the findings to the 5 variaTiliS'in JOhn Carroll's
'Model it LArniny,-. namely. Aptitude. Nlotivation, Opportunity. Quality of
Instruction anti ;\ hility to I.nderstand Instruction: Leavim,-_,, aside the first and last
variables. hc, pointed out that the rhmining .1 were crucial in that they are Within
the Cttntr,)I of teachers.

IF has always bt.Ai concernN with children with Raring difficiillie The
Reading l'int <tnd (luidarict I.nit have had weli ()Yet- :Wu cases referred to them. In
a recent report on 10 of these cases''"' it is apparent that. even though not many
children went on to secondary school-, the attrition rate \vasrelatively low and that
an interdisciplinary approach involving psychologists. social workers and reading
specialists is most effective.

That reading is recognized as the bugbeir of children who experience itMA.1111g
difficulties is tiVubab11' the reason wily a number of studies on readinghave been
carried ouc..af 1E: Through classroom observations: semi--structured interviews with

. a sample of luS children and various standardized tests, Ng' discovered that
Singaporean "children in lower primary clases were reading Slightly below the
British norms and. in some cases. they were merely -barking at print' in reading.
not haying been able to comprehend whaf they read. She then followed this study
by developing an informal method of reading assessment using running records."'

Ii %vial K;int it a], cd, .";11011, ,,T ,,t m,,,nec in En111;h

1.aividA,,, in th, R.,' In Conip(1,1.,,n. Icith iii it -R ii,lrnuin sir (Eli r'

11() \Vali Ram ct al, :1 1,,170/4 up Pupil, tr,11 in
En p1:41 Languni,,, ire 7 /r, 1982.

'9, Sim Vong Kooi Introductory Note to thc ahoc
Quah Nlay Ling et al. Int. hii;I:'11,1-inaliv -...1pInwilt in 11, (ping reit!'
I., ?truing IF Research Monograph 2. 1982.
\g Sbk Tin li',.(1,110A,, in . in .,inA.,,(,pel,, IF Occasional
Paper No 5. 1950

'12) Ag Scok 0/ Ii n , ()Ccasitinal l'aper
19;;Ii
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Staff in IF also 'been involved with other curriculum projects. For
example, tt team led by Eng.'" has nit only been involved with syllabus review in
)161-al ducatiiiii. but it has Ciiiiditeted surveys of teachers' perceptions regarding
t\o ilternative moral eductir.ion curricula. it is interesting that the less traditional
approach (Being and Ilecoming), cc filch uses values clarification predominantly and
does not have textbooks for pupils. evokes either strongly positk.:e or strongly
negative responses among teachers. whereas the more traditional approach (Good

izensi did not arouse strong feelings for or against it.
I il recently; research on teacher education had not been taken too seriously

iii tei-in:.; of titiolk-ahility of findings. Even the Survey on Teacher Education
objectives " tended to be treated as an academic exercise, notwithstanding the

owerful implications for the curriculum in teacher educat um. For example; the
first survey found substantial commonality between IE lecturers and principals
with regard to their exf/ectations of the initial training programme for graduate
tetiehet. The -core object tk:es' identified (e.g.Motirt.itiny pupils and questioning)
were thike direetly related tO Classroom teaching. A number of -supportive
objectives- le.g. setting tind marking exercises and classroom supervision) were
found enhance the core objectives directly. while some other objectives were
regarded as peripheral objectives" (e.g: drills and routine duties) in that they refer
tO Whtit tetiChes might heed (ml}. occasionally. Interestingly. use of AVA was
hiclia&d in the IttSt egi ity. If indeed this skill is taccorded low priority; the current
emplatijAis at IF as well as the t-iclimik in the greater use of AA equipment needs
to be reexamined, or else the priority of this object:Ye revised.

The followup stirt:eY iif the perceptions of Diploma in Education st4ents has
also produced results with important implications. For instance, in comparison with
both lecturers and principals: the students ranked the following objectives higher:

ti Knowledge ,,r the ittti(inzii examination system,
li Skill in 6iiii4ttictihg and using tests for evaluating pupils' progress;
c t_onfidence as a personal quality.

On the other hand, they ranked the following objectives lower by comparison
with lecturers and principals: .

a Knowledge of philosophicpolitical basis of educational practice,-
b Skill in setting objectives for a lesson:

t_onscientiousness as it personal quality.
The apparent mismatches i perceptions suggest the need fOr the meeting of

Ent.-! Soo Peck et al: .titti!le, th, Good Citizcn and [king and Becoming Moral
hoioamm,..:. 1b.;;.!,

14 Nlosbergen et al. .tizot,v T tait, r Education Uhl tiros. (a) The Views 6f
luttiiir C011ege 'e1.-Ondtiri: "chool Principals and 1E Lecturers. 1980, Oil The Views
of Full-Time Diploma in Education Students in IF 1981
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the minds to thrash out differences.
Recently. tour different teams- were formed in order to conduct research on

some perennial problems which beset the practice of teacher education at IE. The
four project,: are etititIod:

Ittlrnaiive Selection Instruments (ASI)
h Inno.ative 11'aching Nlethods (ITN')
c The Assessment of Teacher-Trainees: Its Validity. Reliablitv and

d Follow-up Studies of Former IE Students (FSSI
Current selection procedures (lOpend very heivily upon academic iichievement

measures and an interview. In Project AS!, additional .alternative instruments like
the NITA'. the 1t PF. verbal abilitN- scores. iiid test of open-mindedness would be
tried out. However: various questions regarding teacher effectiveness wouldreed
to be answered first When these rice teauttiyely resolved the administration of the
other instruments would have to befolhtwed by comparing the various criteria with
subsequent processional grades and possibly even school performance.

Staff at IE have been trying out various new or non-traditionai pedagogical
teChniques in their various courses; such as the use of computer assisted instruction.
field studies: different micro-teaching irrangernents. arrri self instructional modules.
Project INI is therefore seen as an attempt initially to document these pedagogical

4Ipproackes, icli'llOfying their strengths and weaknesses. and deliberately trying out
yet more innovative approaches and obtaining evaluative feedback.

IE's participation in the Inn_otech NTR (Non-traditional Role of Teacher
Education) project has resulted the development of 24 =elfinstructional modules.
especially, for tea(4Thers of slow learners. These modules are currently being
subjected toevalua(jve stibst,uclies such as a teacher survey. a panel assessment and
classroom observations.

It is 'hoped that, arising from these substudies, the better modules would be
selected and revised so that besidA being more relevant. they would also he more
attractive and readable.

Different modes of assessment have been applied in the various courses at IE,
but no attempt has been made to ascertain or improve their validity. reliablity and
usability. Of particular concern has been the teaching practice assessment. where a
number of variables. such as: ti) lecturerisupervisor; (ii) curriculm subject: (iii) level .

class,:pupils: liv) topic taught; and (v) school resources,:constramts. can affect the
grade given by a particular lecturer to a particular teacher trainee on a particular
occasion. Hence, Pcoject ATI' attempts to study how sources of inter-rater and
intra-rater inValiclity and unreliability can be reduced, such as by moderation
workshops in which videotaped episodes are viewed; assessed and discussed.

A serious :weakness of IE's pre-service programme is that its relevance is not
gauged in terms of how the graduates perform later on in school and how relevant
are different aspects of the courses. Project FSS would in the first instance attempt
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to conduct I fltow up studies el former stucints wito graduated in the last years,
and als,1 to carry out case stodies of a small sample 01 these recent graduates: It
is. of course. c:..ifycted that iftrcptions during the first year of service are likely to

C,ittcrolt from those in ',subsequent
the foregoing projects on pre-service teacher education, a number of

research projects ar,. current ly being planned to tie in vith IE's involvement with
in-service teacher odaeation. In particular, a perennial problem in in-service
education has been IF:: inability to reach .the mass'es of teachers who require
specitic tour ts in an partucular year and to enSiii-t that what the participants

usually no more than -10 at a time haVi.; letiritt ctiii be applied and perhaps
shared with others. !fence. at present a search for a more imaginative. yet realistic.
approach that the present practice is being made, such ft!: in a current project
inv,iling the develf fitment of an infrastructure for capitalizing upon the multiplier
effects

,,P /04/ if )7(/ 1)155,.//2///t/Iii)// 1)1 RC5(7/147 FindingS

Because iff ,11.;'s close linkage with other agencies: such .;u-; the various
Divisions of NIOF. :ind the schools, icy unptrative th-tit results 9fresearch are
'readily accessible to all parties concerned. Oftentimes. :iccessibility implies that the
st udy is properly documented and couched in meaningful language. Ihenect, a major
preoccup:ition h:is been to try to present research reports to poficy-imit.ers
sold consumers alike in an interesting and read able fashion:

A recent effi)rt in trying to share the rindings of research with teachers, who
uncferstandably abhor technical jargiiii, WriS the pribliCatiiiii Of REACT (Research
and Evaluation Abstracts for Classroom Teachers) through the use of simplcf
language and cartoon: The information on the main findings and procedures of
research :ire conveyed to tezichers togeti.:.r with suggestive implications.

It is hoped that teachers would not onl become more interested to find out
about what research has to say regarding classroom practice. belt ills() be

sufficiently concerned to learn some of the techniques of conducting simple
research studies. As part of a long-term strategy. some action research studies are
being incorporated zis part fit the assignments for sonic preservice courses. Perhaps
in a not too distant future, teachers would he able to join MOE officers ancl IE
lecturers in joint research Projects on the implement to ion and evaluation of reforms
of educational content and methods in Singapore.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND REFORM IN SRI LANKA

\V. Steriiig Perera
Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka has had several reforms of curriculum and school structure during
the past two decades. A major reform involving the entire school curriculum was
bekrun in 1972 and carried through to 1977 together with a structure change from
one of 5:3:2:2 to 5:4:2. Among the notable features of this curriculum reform were:
(a) the introduction of a new primary curriculum based on an integrated thematic
approach: lb) the introduction of a new common curriculum for all the grades 6 to
9, with the new subjects such as integrated science, social studies and pre
vocational studies. Up to that time only the better schools taught science and

mzithematics to grades 6 10 pupils selected to go to the Science stream. Science was
taught as Physics; Chemistry and Biology: (c) the introduction of a reformed
curricuim to grades 10 and 1 t with a set of common core subjects
including communit-setting and activity-oriented project work. During the same
time population education content was introduced into the grades 6 to 9 curriculum
utilizing an infusion approach by enriching the content in science. social studies,
language, mathematics and health- science subjects. The curriculum reforms; were
done by the Curriculum Development Contre which was strengthened for this
purpose. A t ru cture chru4:e to 6:5:2 was made in 1978 together with some change
of content in grades 6 i ) 12.

Currently the Ministry of Education is engaged in the preliminz r activities
connected with the latest reforms proposed by the White Paper on Education in
1981: This is the most ambitious reform attempted in view of its scope: the entire
education system from prrnary to iertiafy staves, overhaul of the organizational
set -up, improvement Of tit-cr. service conditions of the education personnel and their
training, and reform or content zrnd teaching methcidolog.

It will be observed that curriculum upgrading and reform has been attempted
in a system which has a long way to go in the provision of equality of opportunity:
Although Sri Lanka has made considerable headw:iy during the last fifty years to
increase the genera: literacy from 69% in 19E3 to 86.5% in 1981 and in school
enrolment from 1.4 million ill 1950 to 3.4 million 1982. the delivery system is far
from adequate to sPtisfy the need for the provision of equality of opportunity.
Therefore the att.r , i ; at reform have to be justified more in terms of improving

. the egalitarian aspect t' -,in in terms of content enrichment and methodological
improvement. For example the introduction of a common curriculum for grades 6
-9 in 1972 meant mat subjects such as science had to be taught in about 5,000
schools instead of iii ;06. This meant several fold increase in the number of teachers
required. Therefore all the energies of the Curriculm Development Centre had to be
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diVerted t,1 ni.-ke the reiorms effective in terms of coverage. Thus the innovations
hat were introduced like the use of a network of master teachers for the vastly

expanded in service training system with the required coverage needed to satisfy
the more important egalitarian aspect._

An attempt was made by the Lurriculum Development Centre to evaluate the
progress of the reform of the content by setting up an Evaluation Unit. The
emphasis of the evaluation exercise was on the aspects concerning the objectives.
'rho major feedback regarding effectivity of the methodologies came from the in
service education activities because these are managed mainly by the Curriculum
reyclnpment Centre and the responses are easily received. however. the research

had some difficulties in gauging the pupil's; response directiy due to the over
whelming pressure of the coverage of the reforms.

When the 1\linistry organization was overhauled in 1980 the need for a separate
far Research was recognized and an Educational Research and Planning

Branch was set up. An activity which was initiated at the Curriculum Development
Centre which was the management of the Field Studies Centres was brought under
the wing of this new Branch as a research activity. A matter which was significant
and of interest to the seminar is the new development. when the subject of the
White Paper reforms was assigned to this same branch. As they branch instituted
research activities such as the identification of threshold values pupils and
teachers. advanced level examination had to be undertaken. However when the
preparation of the White Paper and its implementation had to be given priority, the
Research Branch concerned itself mainly with the two research-oriented activities

the Field Studies Centre Programme and the setting and monitoring of Pilot
Chisters as pre implementation aspects of the White Paper reforms. This branch
has been renamed as the Policy Co ordination Branch.

The praposills for reforms in education included in the Whife Paper consist Of
three distinct segments:

a The School System:
1; The Universty System;
c The Non University Professional. Technical, Non formal Adult Education

System. (This segment has been designated the 'Tertiary Education
st ern.).

The School System
.'-;choo/ truct ter,.

The tree span of schooling will he one of llyears as at present, with primary
education of years and secondary levt;1 of 6 years. The age of admission to school
will remain as at present. The griqles 12 and 13 collegiate level span will replace
the present (1.C.E. (A.L) grades 11 and 12: A new examination at grade 8 has been
introduced in order to provide certificate for the large numbers who leave school
without completing the entire free access span of schooling. A parallel Vocational
General Certificate of Education course will be available for those who wish to
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leave the school system at grade S.
lit 7l17011

The curriculum in the primiiry ,Trades will remain unchanged. (';rides 6 -8 and
9 11 curricula trill in similar to those exiSting :a present. the major, change being
the introduction of a subject called 'Life Skills' in place of the present technical
subjects in grades 6 to S. Technical subjects will continue to be taught in grades 9

11: :At the collegiate level: pupils will be required to stuck 3 subjects in place
of the present 4. Out of these also, only two need to he from the particular stream
such as Science. A compulsory core curriculum consisting of First Ltnguage,
English, Cultural Heritage and Socio economic Environmt..nt of Sri Lanka and
Project Work, has been added.

nI Schtw! or; anizeilion
One of the major proposals in the White Paper is to reform the i;chool

organization: At present, about 9,500 schools are achninistered is separat units
regardless of their size and state of development. Of the 9,500 government schools,
tibout 600 have less than 50 pupils, while 1,300 have enrolments between 51 and IOU.
On the other hand, there are 78 schools having 2,000 or more pupik, and of these,
several have pupil enrolments exceeding 4,000. Regarding provision of teachers and
physical iticilitres, the disparities are very wide. Attempts at rationalizing the
school system have not seicceeded because of the intense competition that exists
among schoOlS to grab state and community resources for their individual
development as independent entiti`es. regardless of the need for such resources.

trcler the reflrius, it is proposed to gr?iup schools into clusters. Under this proposil
the smallest unit. for the purpose of administration and planning the school system,
will be a school cliister. A Itirge school in the cluster will be designated as a core
school. The head in the core school who will be called the Cluster Principal will he
the chief executive of the cluster.

iv Examination...;
Centrally ticnims'ered xaminations have been reduced to the necessary

minimum. Sufficient recognition will be given to continuous assessment throughout
a child's school career, and measures are proposed to enable assessment of pupil
performance based on long term and continuous assessment.

Universities.
The major role of the universities as centres of learning and research has been

recognized in order to foster better standards of learning at the universities: Post
graduate schools IA ill be developed.
Tertiary Education

Most of the proposals which will lead to the setting up of new institutions come
under this sector: In order to develop: guide: support and co-ordinate all non
university higher educqt ion turd technical and voctit Iona! education, Tertiary
Edticin ion Commission (f..E.C.4 is proposed lobeesttiblished. The .E.C. will take %-

under its wing professional education, technical education and non formal and



adult fiticat ion
The need f,,r i,)11;11 c msenstis as well as independent and long term policies

',Vith regard to educittiomil de.veliipment is recognized. and it National Educittion'
;ind high level personnel appointed h the President:

will he ,iiipointed to keep the policies oi the various ministries did agencies under
re% %vhilc seeking to rationalize and co ordinate their clitties in the conteXt iif
employment and inatipow.r needs. A special committee has been appointed to
rev it Lit).;c1Itil. tilt' salaries and iItlii incentives tor teachers and tither rducatin al a 1

I .

721 PIM/ 1
in Vi t the kick of experience and 1:n(1er-taking in this kind of reform Pilot
on school clusters %vas begun in September 191. A fLbv: observational studies

ere made Ii IIl February 191 to June 19S'-2 during the time the \Vhite Paper \vas
heing drafted It Wii that clustering \vits much different friitn school
n1;ippin,,,; tor which cdticational Planners havLb been trained. Because thL concept
in \olved fundamental changLbs both organizational aiirl interpersonal, visavis the
traditional educational supervision stiiff..tfit pilot %vork %vas in itself a complex
iiiidertiking needing a intiltiprom-Jed July 1982 the School Cluster
'nit ot the Policy io ordination Branch had 19 pilot clusters in operation

some (,t the clustel-s have shown progress far 1)eyoncl expect at iolls tal; ing into
acc,itit. the c,,listraints under *hick the programme is operating. The major factors

hit ii; at this stage: appear to correlate \..ith success are :
l lit' leadership the cluster principal: I I o \vever leadership qualities alone
h;ive not been. enough. The ;jt t it title of the princip;d towards innovations
and his belief in the far reziclimg benefits of the cluster scheme hticc been
the major factors which have conibined With the leadership qualities in pro-
moting the success of the Pilot Programme.
Close monitoring of the pilot projects by the Ministr rnit Staff.

;11 ommittd leadership of the Regional borities.
The chan,...,,es,whiC.h hive already taken Place :ire:

Rationalizations with regard to small grade wise pupil number tinits were
done on the suggestions made h'' the committees of Principals. The
Principals were ;ible to perceive the need for such ratinnalization. This
pet-eel-AH[1 shift was one of the major plusses of clustering. Such a
painleSrathinalilation could not have been accomplished under the
present scheme, where removal of the upper grades is perceived as a
downgrading of the principal's stattiS.
More effective teacher utilization. Schools in SH Lanka have a perennial
teacher shortage problem. The problem is aggravated by the lack of
ratI of gr:ides and stre:ims. The clusters have solved part of
the probleih ratiiiiiiilizatron. Informal teacher plaements within the
clusters according hi priority needs have been made possible by
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clustering:
iii) The requests for new buildings, renovations, water and toilet facilities

furniture, etc. are now being done on the basis of the actual needs.
iv The leadership as re t ards improvement of the educational programme of

the member schools does not rest with the.' core school only. N,TariAs
member schools undertake the development in terms of subject.

While the pilot stage will be expanded to include about 30 clusters during 1983;
evaivative and action research activities will be undertaken. Already case studies
have be.en made with regard to two of the clusters. Another notable feature is the
operational and ongoing training of regional administrator which has been
informally going on as the pilot work proceeds. Therefore, as regards this aspect
of the reforms ri pre-researched and evaluated information asw-ell as experienced
supervisory pers(mm.-I will be available.' by the time implementation is effected.

Eit./(1 Centri,s
The Field Studies Centres Project managed by the Research Unit of thy Policy

Co ordination Branch was begun in 1979 as a curriculum development activity.
There are seVerl Field Studies Centres in operation now: This functions as an
educational resOurce as well as a curriculum development centre by:

Provision of facilities for the study of the natural environment on a first-
hand basis.
Supplementing and complementing the teaching-learning units on and
about environment by providing facilities such as:
1: Reference material
9'i Field actrvitymanuals
:n Preserved 'living specimens

lierbarium data
5) Experimental kits
6) Audio visual material
7) Lecture.-disossion opportunities, etc.
Orgzinization of study ciimps for students and teachers along with
educators, research workers, scientists, experts, etc.
Provision of opportunities for the youth to take a leadership role in the
conservation of the natural environment and for its utilization as an
educational resource.

The necessary features a Centre has are:
) An interesting natural resource such as a forest, a lagoon or a river bank

to provide the environmental base. The resource should be complex and
big enough, to be challenging as well as to pi-vide a continuing fertile
source for a number of studies.

) A physical resource base with reasonably equipped science laboratories,
and residential facilities.

iii) An organizational base which can bring together on a permanent basis
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science teachers and. professional scientists: .

The Field Sttidies Cente Project is listed as a major innovative contribution
to APEID by Sri Lanka. The Se Centres are also being utilized for pioneering work
in xposing pupils to energy concerns and to emerging alternative energy uses such
as the use of photo voltaic calls for electrical energy generation', develiiPineiit of
Si din- energy devices such as distillers and cookers This work has been documented
at a UNESCO APEID sponsored national workshop on alternative energy uses.
These CentreS also functiiin as scienpe teacher in service centres especially for the
introduction of new content. The work done as studies at camps in theSe centres
without being constrained by a specified syllabus; later became operatiOnallY tested
syllabus mati--ial. Currently the Field ' ntre Programme has been awarded 'two
-c6fithict:;------ ili ley UNESCO, Parts, fo _ttehe de' elopment of a multimedia package
for environinental edtiCatibri, (ii) by UNESCO, Bangkok. for the develoment of
environmental aspects of the curriculum with a view to utilizing the Centres; as a
teaching-learning 'resource on a wider scale.

This Programme which is now hsndled is i.i research project. remains to be
evaltnited and diiCtiiiierited. Nevertheless. it has been a sounding hoard for trying
oat new concepts even i.vhen they currently appear remote from the school syllabus;
This is a feature which has to be preservd if the school curriculum is to tOtitiiii.i0
to he enriched with new concepts and methodologies. The Field CeiitreS can
fun-et iiiii as iiii ti-tivtince guard at the van of the curriculum and content development
enterprise. It is ilow seen in retrospect, that the neglect -of research aspects by the
Curriculum Ilevelopment Centre is due to the necessary emphasis on

iniplementation. On the other hand, the contribution of organizations far removed
from the education scene has been negligible. Therefore it appearS that an
institutional arrangement which is operational yet not geared to immediate
impleMeiititiOn imperatives, is necessary in conducting educational research for
the introductiiiii Of iieW content. The Field. Centre Programme provides such a
mechanism.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION
AND EVALUATION OF THE THAI NEW CURWCULA

Kowit Pravalpruk
Thailand

The implementation of the new Elementary School Curriculum and the new
Lower Secondary School Curriculum in Thailand began in 1978 with a one grade
per year incremental scheme led by two years of tryout. Three.years later; in 1981
the new UppeF Secondary School Curriculum followed in the same manner: The
system of 6.3-3 years of _schooling will be completed in 1983. At the very last year
of the first cycle (May 1983 to March 1984) the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction Development plans to conduct a comprehensive evaluation covering all
aspects of curriculum development with the view of wak :71g some improvement in
the second cycle. This comprilhensive evaluation project iii:ends to be a summative
evaluation of a six-year effort in addition to the yearly evaluation activities
conducted by both the Curriculum Development Centre and the Office of
Educational Research and Planning.

To serve the purpose of this particular workshop, some of the significant
findings from these evaluative research will be subsequently reported; But before
the discussion goes)hto those research activities: it will be necessary to describe
some important aspects of the new content and methods. 7..inally. two major
research-development projects will be discussed to present efforts that are
currently made.

Content and Methods
One of the common reactions made by teachers and educator'S at the

beginning of the promulgation of the new curriculum was that there was nothing
new. It was just a reorganization of old content. However. these reactions are being
replaced by the complaint by teachers that they do not know how to teach
appropriately; and by parents' comment that they can not teach their children any
longer:

It is fair to say that there are new emphases in the new curriculum. Moral
education in terms of character .development and career education in terms of

or Oriente experience are given time and interest. Education is meant to bring
about happiness and well-being rather than learning about facts and figures in the
text, The elementary education aims at the coring human qualities and learning
outcomes;

a 1 basic knowledge and skills,
h ) good member of community and nation.
c ) desirable qualities, and
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d ) peaceful life.
Similarly. the sectitidary t;diicatioii aims at the development Of self-identity in

terms of ability. aptitude and interest. :Moral conduct and occupational interest are
desirable outcomes. It is very important to ;allow the youngsters to know
themselves and choose their occupations acc.-ordi4.,), to their strengths:

For the new methods. the new curriculum tilts to incorporate the Th);Ii.
socialization proces hit() educational practice. For more than 50 'years our
education has been strongly influenced by Western views. So, the new methods of
education most be humanized rather than industrialized. TFle)-,)process of learning is
more important th;tai the fact ';ind product of learning: It is the opinion of most of
the leading educators that to inculcate patience, the learners must go through sortie
emotional arousing experience. One can not_ acquire ilia it.i.nce by just learning -what
patience how to be patient and why we have,..to be patient. It is the process of
becoming that should he emphasized.

Formative Evaluation
In 1979. the Curriculum Development Centre and the Office of Edticitibrial

Research and Planning conducted small scale evaluations simultaneously. While the
Office of Educational Research ;Ind Planning was using a systematic investigation\through questionnaire- and class-room observation; the Curriculun _De eloPment
Centre informally investigated using interview and documentary )a ysis. The
studies allowed all personnel who were involved in curricultim development t.C4-Lake
part at least in terms of expressing opinions. The outcomes of the two sniffles .

Indicated that;
g

a ,teachers were still teaching as they used to do (lee ; tiring 75°i; of teaching
tune). and

li ) teachers did not know how to teach moral education and career education.
They teach only content not process._

Even though intensiNe training of the teachers had been beld prior to the
implementation. it seemed that the impact was nil. Hence, there was a need to
change tezichers. teaching behaviour so that the implemeniation could be successful:

The Department of: Curriculum amid Instruction Development felt this urgent
lieed. Subsequently. t \ \ -ii projects were created and later implemented in order to
i_courage the use of the new methods by the teachers. The first project was "A
SttidY in Thai :Morality" to find a new effective teaching method in moral
education and the secound was "Leader School" to demonstrate what ought to he
according to the new curricula: It was hoped that these two projects would -

influence teachers to improve their teaching behaviours..

:t Study on Thai Morality
The attempt to promote moral education began in January 1980.. The

Department of Curriculum and Instruction Development organized a seminar on
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prOblerits and issues in moral education. Several issue;, were discussed.
Ob Sei-VatiofiS' and suggestions were recorded 'for later refer- ence. Finally, it was
agreed among all leading moral educators at this meeting that some basic moral
values shou'ld be given more attention. They are:

a ) Faith in the Absolute Truth
b ) Scientific Approach to Solving Problem
c ) Kindliness
d ) Conscientiousness
e ) Alertness
f ) Honesty
g) Diligence, and
h ) Feeling Shame and Guilty for immoral Conducts.

After the seminar, a working group was formed to define in terms of moral conduct
these eight bzisic values. It WaS decFried that a researchdevelopment project to
tackle ways and means of facilitating moral conduct should he formulated. Hence,
the DCID appointed-a research Committee to make a Study on Thai &I-6rality. The

activities covered three major tasks:
a) development of measurement instrument.
b ) establishment of norms, and
c ) development of teaching models.

The experiment on teaching models began in June 1981 and continued up Until
AiigiiSt 1981. At this time two teachpg models. behaviour modification and attitude
£acllitatwn, Were Under iiiiieStigation. Subjects were students in third grade and
'seventh grade in randorfily Selected elmentary and secondary schools in Bangkok:
Three criterion variables were used to compare the effectiveness of the teaching
models with traditional classes. The three variables were moral development scale,
teacher's rating and classroom observation. -rhe findings indicated that these two
teaching models Were more effective than traditional teaching- on all three criterion

measures.
At the end of 1981, it was clear that some new teaching methods could be

adopted, All necessary materkls such as teacher's manual and learning modules

were ready for use: next problem was how topve these materials to teachers
and haVe them used Correctly. It was decided that regular training was not effective
and should be used AS the last alternative. The research committee; then; decided

to use research as a means.- for disseminatiok of the previous findings:
The Offices of Regional Education in 13 regions were contacted in January

1982 to find out if they were willing to participate in a research project on moral
education. Some minimal funds were provided but they were first requested to
make their judgement on iiivolvethent. The training of teachers was conducted by

the Department. Some tethnical assistance was 'arranOd but taking care of the
experiment was the responsibility of.' regional offices. Si)s, regional offices
participated in the programme and some 60 teacIlairs were appropriately trained. At
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the m_oment, the data are being analyzed.
Next year (19831981). all 13 regional offices will participate in the study.

Some 130 teachers will be trained and the teaching models will expand to cover
more approaches like values clarification and modeling. It is expected that the
miultimodel will be used by most of the existing teachers:

Leader School
This'project was initiated in 1980 by the Curriculum Development Centre. The '`1

activities started with the setting up of some criteria for schools according to
requirements of the new curriculum: Several officers were involved in the
programme as evaluators. Workshops were held in various parts of the, country to
tram selected evalUators. More than one thousand teachers. educators and
educational officers were trained and. later on, they conducted an evaluation of
schools to make judgements on .f,iiether 'or not they should be leaders the
implementation of the new curriculum: If an affirmative decision was made; the
selected school was to have some more assistance from the These leader
schools served as an example in some aspects of the implementation. Teachers
from other schools nearby used these leader schools as a place to visit and learn
from real examples. It is expected that by setting these leader schools the question
about vc hat the school should be.like will be clearly answered;

School duster is another organizational structure that has a very significant
role in the leader school Programme. Nowadays, there are 414 leader schools. The
Department expects that the number will reach 1,800 schools in four years.

Conclusion
The success of the implementation of the new curricula, including new content

and methods, depends upon the changing of teaching behaviour of all existing
teachers. As long as the teachers still teach the way they used to. and not the way
they ought to do: the desirable outcomes will not be achieved. Therefore, research
efforts should be put to find an effective way to change the behaviour of existing
teachers. In-service training programmes are ineffective and costly: Prirticipation
in ongoing research development pygrammes is another alternative that can bring
abOut more durable changed behavqours.
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A PROPOSED EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR AN
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME

Yung Dug Lee and Do Soon Park
Republic of Korea /

.An evaluation framework is presented here in the hope that individual%
researchers and R D centres in the region will make use of it in furthering their
thinking on implementing and evaluating educational reforms.

IL, Basic Components .for trte Prognzmnze Evaluation

A logical first step in planning any evaluation framesork is to outline the
basic components that will he involved. The proposed framework for programme
evaluation described here consists of the following basic seven components.

1. Programme purpose
Present level of achievement of the programme purpose (need assessment)

3. Programme goals
4: Programme rationale
5. Programme plan
6. Implementation_ of the programme plan
7. Summative evaluation (Outcome)
These basic components provide the scope and the framework of the

educational programme evaluation. It is assumed that the seven components can be
used to identify those specific steps that must be of concern in educational
programme evaluation. That is, the basic components will serve to identify the
evaluation activities in a comprehensive outline of the process of evaluation and
will indicate essential guidelines that should be performed in thee;i'aluation process.

L Programme Purpose
Any educational programme that is being evaluated exists to serve certain

purposes. These purposes can change or can be modified from time to time; but
these purposes should be available to provide overall direction for programme and
activities and to provide ultimate criteria for judging the effectiveness of a
programme. These purposes are sometimes described as a statement of the
philosophy- of the programme. They usually consist of broad and general statements
of why the programme exists. However, once a statement of the programme
purpose has been obtained and has been' evaluated. this statement becomes the
important set of criteria for evaluating later statements of goals or intended
outcomes for the programme.

= In using the purposes of alprogramme as basis for evaluation three major
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questions are of concern:
.

1 ) Does a programme have a clearly stated set of basic programme purposeS?
2 1 To whom are these purposes important?
3) Do these purposes give a direction toward the achievement of important

outcomes that are not presently being achieved at a satisfactory level?

2. Present -Level of Achievement of Programme Purposes
Any educational programme that is l?eing evaluated is designed to be more

effective in achieving its basic purposesithan some possible alternatives. This
suggests that the evidences should be obtained concerning which purposes are being
achieved by the current programme and Which are not and at what level or to'what
degree are the purposes currently being met. This is an effort to answer this
question, "1,Vhat important programme purposes are not being achieved effectively
by our current programme?" (Lindvall;.1982. Chapter 2, p. 12). This ingredient may
Involve a careful assessment of the extent to which the programme purposes are
prsently being achieved.

In using t.he present level of achievement of programme purposes as a basis
for e.valuation ilajor questions are of concern:

1 ) Are the pt. poses; as expressed, appropriate in terms of the level of
achiev t of each purpose?

9 ) How Well i, he programme doing in achieving its programme purposes?
3 ) Do.the purposes represent later statements of goals?

3. Programme Goals
Any educational programme that is being evaluated is 'designed to achieve

certain outcomes. These desired outcomes are usually referred to as goals. The
A.term goal adopted here can be defineid as statements of the desired outcomes. The

gwils are the basic ingredients in educational programmes. A goal may be stated at
several levels of generality 'or specificity. The distinction betWeen purpose and goal
is made by the level of generality of each kind of statement. Purposes are concerned
with ultimate outcomes and are usually phrased in general terms. Goals are
narrower and usually a specific type of purpose: As in the first ingredient; the
'purposes are typic.ally broad statements describing the very general outcomes that
a given programme is intended to produce. It is nocessary, therefore. to translate
each purpose into one or more statements of measurable (or at least describable)
outcomes when we wish to determine how well a programme is doing in achieving
its basic purposes. This more limited and -specifie type of statement is referred to
as a goal.

These goats provide the major criteria for determining the! success of a
programme. The programme goals come from the assessment of present level of
achievement of the programme purposes, These goals are actually related to all
steps of evaluation even though the goals appear as the third ingredient in the
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proposed evaluation model:
In using the programine gl)als as a basis for evaluation four major questions

are of concern:
1 ) Does a programme have a clearly stated set of programme goals?

Are the goals feasible to achieve and if so, over what period of time?
3 ) Do these goals clearly specify the programme purposes?
4 ) To whom are these goals important?

4. Programme Rationale
The programme rationale as one of basic ingredients of the proposed

evaluation model "will represent a bringing together of what is known about the
given area, what principles appear relevant. what programmes have been tried by
others and what have been the results of such trials, and what research results have
meaning for what is being. proposed" (Liridvall, 1982, Chapter 6, p. 3). Consequently,
the strength and weakness of the programme rationale could also be an important
part of a total evaluation of a programme.

When the goals have been established it is necessary to consider a general
plan or strategy which the proposed programme will use to achieve these goals. The
rationale, representing a part o'f the planning Of the programme, are the assumptions,
the general Plans, the general procedures or principles that will be incorporated into
their instructional systems. The rationale will be based on judgement as to hod the
types of goals can best be achieved. A good rationale will have much in common
with a carefully structured review of related research prepared in conjunction with
a given research study. It will describe what has been learned through research and
through evaluation studies. The rationale, the theoretical framework, are an
important aspect of early. evaluation for any educational programme.

In. using the programme rationale as ty- basis for evaluation three major
questions are of concern: i

1 ) Does the rationale exist in a written form?
)

9 ) To what extent is the rationale consistent with relevant research findings?
3 ) Is the rationale consistent with the programme goals?

a. Programme Plan
When programme goals have been clarified and a general rationale explaining

how they can best be achieved has been evaluated, the programMe plan identifies
the basic components of the programme goals and describes how thecoMponents
sill .fcnctitnl together o provide an effective operating system. The principal

reason for'or Identifying the specification of a prograMme plan as a seperate step in
the proposed evaluation model is to provide a definite point at which the thinking
concerning the nature of the programme can be identified and examined in order to
carry out effective summative evaluation.

The programme plan as an ingredient of the proposed evaluation model is
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anutlier miortant for the t:viiltiat ion. The evaluatiun of the prugramine plan
provides assistance In determining \vliether or nut the plait is \yortfly iif

iy11)1CMcnt;it fur V;i111;11 iilt! Ii) 01111)aI
p1:111 1 :I of element.; which might he

appropriate fur I:irg Currictikir pro;;Tatittite.
In tisinc the proiir.annie plan IN a IT evaluation lour timitir tiliestiuns

of concern:
there iiiHrtitati.tn litt\v the components tugethei ;is

int e...i.rat etl

1,4 the plait lirected ti,v. d the ;whit. \-einent H the sta.citied
progranime goals?
Is die plan.liased on the rat

I the plan complete'

6. I m pletnen t zit ion

The in of the implementat tun i,I the pliai will he t.uticetned with what

i involved in the actual operation of the pro.ixranim and %vitt] evaluation
procedure- that may he used in :,tittlying the unplementattun ,if everything-that \vas
planned. The programme actually implemented mav differ trom the one described
in the 1,-innal

l'artat ions in the implementation efforts are a result ut niam.- different
factors. ;is: I lack of the nthilsiast lc participation .0 those \vlio ate to carry
utit the ;irt ,,ranune, inacletiti.-ite delivery systern iif matert:t1- iHtdid fur the
prugramin-. .',. Ii it (.11c:ugh understanding about the programme itself, It

inStiffiCic1.11 pre service training for all participants idlid are actually
re,:prinsil)le for op-rat Mg- the programme. lack of sup;a-visiwy activities, Id, lack
01 persunnel tilt operattny,-, the programme, Hill inappruprizite time schedule fur
uperat inc the prugrailltil(.

the prtrgramme implementatiun :is a for evaluation. four itbijor
question, are of concern:

I \\That components should contribute tit the pt-ogr;tutme
k the instructional process. including tulle schtdnie: tea, ht and st ty(ent

function. etc.. ini-,-dernentd ;is planned?
Art' '.he matthgentent Puc'e(1111-t's intPlentented as Planned?
Is each phinni.d cumpt,nent fully implemented?

7. :-+unimative Evaluation
"l he mum aspect of :-,tinimativ ovaloution is determining and reporting the

t if tititconit.,:, that the progrlinrylc Iff()(11.1C0S. "this Will include pro.--icling rather
detailed infurniation concerning the extent to which the programme achieves its
intended ,goals. Since the intended guals were already formulated in 'the

nrugramine ial the tt ai eh, Mild he measured by using apprupriate measures such
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as tests. inter% it",,vs: (ple,4ionti;iireF,; :111(1 ()h-serv:iti()ns. lAin concern (0.

utnnuitivc ev:ilti;it ion is un;inticip;ite(I outcl)nles.Tliese ;ire out conies \.vhicli lit
pr(,(11.1(..(i_ t pr(,),_Irainine unintentionally. The slillinlatIVe

1111Y1111:0 t lly h left( tti Which proz-rainihe
certain unzint icip:itecl result:. In order to iTientify mid report t11n

unantiiipzitd otitcoines. rile unant icip;ited ttntconies -',11orilcl cullectccl
reported I)' ;Ippl,,I)11;ity !lief 11( :-11('11 ay, 1)1-)CeSS 4,1)SerV;it inn and survey (0-
p;(rt icip:tnts "pinion.

The siiiimiNt ive on H tilt ni,)st import:nit ingredient lit the 1)r( )1)(4Seci
ev:111.1;iti,)111111,(lei HeCati-e if mill Ite uSeci miliCmite-', the prgr:ininle.
Th;it is. rr;ill ni;11; al)ont tilt im-nty,y;frii.,1c H ustuilly rlat('d t() the

the 1)rmvr:iiiinit. evaltrat i()n.
u-it, 1, )11 :is :t 1)asis 11,r tile pr()p()sed evaltriti()n

4.1 nut ,r quest i()ns ;ire lit cf,nccrn:
1 eNtyllt ;IC11 111()Z1-;1111111y ;();11. "lCilleVY(1 in tl-111-- of

muto dues ;ir pi( iciticeti in the pro.o;r,inime
lin Heftier

(-I:i1it% ;1', I iilit,ieti, Nre 11',)1111.:-:\lpt.()tect

NEN

1. l'rott-r;tronie l'urt)()se
I ht pnr...;minnil' p1.111)(ISCS Ii) arc uht;iinccl tninl fit)! can

Klement:1p. :-ciii,o1 I te-,.(1()pnient: I '.1;-z! 1 9T-T: :ind 1 I I 1'rop(,s;t1";
Ill t.rinin;it 1,)i1 ,1 ecitiCNI 11;i1 idt-;11: ant: ml)jeei Fet le(1.illg the

ftitiiii* -direction of the I,:ore:iti
-; 'He., v.

I 11: ref,rinul:tt it,11 ;in(1 systeniatiz.at ion )1 e(11.1C;ii ci mien( t()

c,,i're-H,11(1 1%1111 I he ethic-at ion;t1 ol)ject
tit ili.,;itbn if In(q1,,in 1:1;:t

;Ind nuiteri:ds t aitieve an effective ec(,nonlic;d1
t.dtic;it

The est;iblisimlent I0 ;1 c,,inprelierisi rest arcli :111(1 clevelupinent ;ivericy
;heist t NI ink? ,,f 1.:dtic;it ion in foul-1[11;a it4; educatiotial 'who' I'm-

? fi ri:it it 1i.

2. The Level if .kllievement of the Prog-raninie l'orposy-
0 achievement of i in' Ilrygr;timm. ptirp(s,, 1)t ;lined front

:;.\ II) 1,,Gin Suttt tlivcisity Study. and "Tlic 1
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Projeet
1 Instructional processes in use were MO. cefficient.

Instructional materials in use were Inadtq
teCilni)h)g' Was not fully irtiliZed.

The regional gap of educational equality was a very serious problem.
An ioffdatd schiiiil L-tirricultun with an overriding emphasis being placed
on DO: memorization of classically academic subjects:
l_urraculum had not suff iciently emphasized ifn edticat mnal gals of both
the national and individual needs.
C,rouping methods of students and the pattern of instructional staffing
had II(4 been Sufficiently considered for the purpose.
The 'eclo-catiiinfil jiriiy ratilhit had a very. high cost-return ratio in terms of
their contributaim to manpower development.

Prog.ramme Goal
'lased upon the programme purposes the programme goals are specifie,-.1 as

giifik fire Obtained front The 1:.;Nl Project"'and "Analytical Case
of the

T(( develop a new curriculum that better reflects:,;(, Korean national ideals
and needs; (I), a balance in terms of congmtive, moral and affective
learning outcomes, mid modern knowledge and technological
ihvelo.pment and applications.
To raise the current achievement level of ;d1 children,
To raise the achievement level of Children iii the higher learning thought

ias reflected in..1.3loom's taxonomy):
To reduce the regional gaps in achievement by equalizing the educational
opportnnHes of both urban and rural children.

1, reduce educational opportunities for more childen. especially in the
middle school years.

,) improve the cost effectiveness of the educational system. (Because of
the complexity of cost effective evaluation, this concern was beViiiid the
eNi/ect;itiun of the proposed evaluation model.)

the credibility of the educational system
to° the central public in order iii obtain more support for the new
educa(. :ial system.

1.npuhlished Nilin,.(ogrAph. i(477.,
Ditto
Paid If Nlas(inei- ;ind Frank 11.11assen Report Ainerica Association of

ior reacher Education.
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.1. Programme Rationale
The programme rationale is obtained from task force committee reports ill

:11),,til 151) literature and research articles on instructional psychology are
stiminstrzed. The rationale of KNII' fat instructional procedures, for example, can

Learning is enhanced when the learner clearly recognizes the instructional

Nita ivation for leaf ning_would b enhanced when the lei.irner 1.111(krStillIdti
tilt' value of the instr ctional
Instructional goa would he easily accomplished when the learner
understands t prerequisites of the learning tasks.
Learning can he individualized when the teacher cases a variety of
materials in class:
Learning is enhanced A.vhen the learner actively participates m the
teaching-learning process.

it Learning is effective when frequent immediate feedback is given to the
learner.
Transfeneffects of learning are increased when the learner has more
opportunities Ni practice the learning tasks.
Learning is enhanced when the learner recognizes the ,t.)viluation criteria
beton) teacher instruction.

In addition to above rationale: more than 30 other rationales for the i..:N.11) are
specified in the committee report:

5. Implementation
The level of achievement of implementation is almost ignored in the evaluation

of 1):11) of KIWI. (.)nly some aspects of implementation, not the 'level of
implementation, are partially assessed: The evaluation of FMP implementation are
identified from five reports of "Comprehensive I) lons.ration of ;L,. KEDI
Echicationfil SVSteiii".

Since the priTosed evaluation activities for implementatjon suggest four
different activities for determining the extent.to which the prqgi-arnme is actually
being implemented; the main ealuation activities for the irdplementation level of
14:N11' can he also described as tour different aspects.

F))); determining the level of achievement 'of each characteristic of the
programmme. the E.NIP used -Analysis of teacher's guide. student's
workbook and testing materials'', -Opinion survey of teacher and
student". and "Srho,., visit observation". In addition to these measuring
activities, hiwever. the proposed evaluation activities suggest
"Classroom ))1i-))rvat ion for 1nvestigating student behaviour change" and
"Experimental design for exammu4,, each characteristic ".
For- the compa)-ison of the actual instructional procedures to the planned
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instruct i(inal prcicedures. the EMP used some ineasdring methork .;uch as
-AtitilySiS of stiideiit's wc,i-kbiibk used". The ENIP also compared the
difforences among edmonstration school'. 'cooperative schr,o1"; and

'conventional school'. Iii addition to these act iyities. howe., er, the

proposed evaluation activities suggest -Teacher and student interview",
Classroom observation- and -Analysis of student's »oteboiik". The

pr((p((Si'd evaluation activities also suggest that the comparison should be

based on the level id implementation of instructional lirocedure at any
given school and classroom at any given time.
For the comparison of the actual management proceddres tif the oln000d

rmiriagenaint procedures. the ENIP used -Opinion survey of teacher and
tichniiiikrtitdr- and -Analysis of classroom management recordbook".
The ENIP eVtiliiati-oli team also visited provincial Board of Education and
demonstration school to find the Management procedure. In addition to
these activities: however. the proposed evaluation activities
-Actual status survey of classroom organization, grouping. teacher

teaches' l'he proposed ev',duation activities also
suggest that all comparison should be based on level of implementation of

management procedure.
For the comparison of the actual time data against the planned time
schedule. the EMP has no evaluation activities wever. the propil:4-ed

activities suggest to collect the infol(nation about "Actual
learning time ''. -Actual testing and data collection ':Actual
instruction time-, -Actual material delivery time-. nod 'Actual teaching
preparation time-.

ti. Summative Evaluation
The prOposed soz.fests that the suminative evaluation

should consider both the intended and the unaticipated outcomes. Especially; the
proplised evaluation model suggests that evaluation results should be interpreted in

term:* of the level of t'he programme implementation.
1iiM.ever. the stimulative evaluation of the ENIP only included the evaluation

of intended

C. Eraheatiwr Task,

Foi eaell Of above mentioned seven basic components of programme
evaluation. cliisters of evaluation tasks are identified:

STEP 1: Determining the Programme Purposes
This step is, basically to find the overall direction of the lirOgrainnie

to provide ultimate criteria for judging the effectiveness of the
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programme. This step consists of six evaluation tasks:
1 Identifying the sources for the programme purposes.

Determining the actual presence of the purposes.
Listing the purposes %% diet) the sources include 'the purposes.
Gathering the purposes when the sources do nut include the purposes.

5 Examining the purposes.
ii Determining the purposes:

STEP 2: Examining the Level of Achlekement of the Programme Purposes
This step is basically to assist is the determination of the programme

purposes and goals. It does mean that any evaluation procedures must recognFze
that the level of achievement of each purpose should ultimately be considered in
relation to both programme purposes and programme goals. That is, if the current
level of achievement of a given purpose is very low, then the proposed programme
could make substantial improvement. This step consists of four evaluation tasks:

; Identifying the types of evidence for investigating the present level of
each purpose:
Collecting information about each purpose from given information.
Examining the information obtained.
Examining the programn0 purposes in terms of current level of
achievement of that purposes.

STEP 3: Specifying the Programme Goals or Intended Outcomes
This step is basically to provide clearly formulated statements of intended

outcomes which will be used it all later steps. This step consists zit four evaluation
tasks:

Identifying the programme goals based on the level of achievement of
each purpose.
Clarifying the programme goals identified.
Examining thc programme goals clarified.
Verifying the final goal statements with the programme developers and
the implementors of the programme. -ett

STEP 1: Determining the Appropriateness of Programme Rationale
This step is basically to identify the ,general rationale in order to provide some

direction for the eventual programme 1)1;111. This step consists of tour etaluation
tasks:

Identifying the rat it,nale for the programme:
Collecting the information for assessing the rationale.
Examining the rationale,
Verifying the rationale with the programme developers and the
infiflementors.
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STEP 5: Examining the Priigraiiiiiie Plait Against a ('ontprehensive Theoretical
Programme Phin

fine purpose of this step is to (lett:minke it all aspects of schooling which may

be affected by the lin igranune lrave been included in the programme plan. ThiS Step

consists of tour evaluation tasl:s:t
1

Establishing the OperatIonal set of specifications of a comprehensive
theoretical programme.
Identifying the basitietomponents of the prograinme plain
Comparing the programme plan to the comprehensive theoretical

prograillille plan.
1

Examining the programme plan based on the results of Task 3.

STEP ii: Comparison of the Implementation Plan with the Actual
Implementation of the Programme

This -,tt-j) is e altt!rncd with the comparison of the implementation plan with

the programme as it is actually implemented. The proposed plait it a part of the
plan as discussed in ;NTH' :3..1n complete the COmptitison there are five evaluation

tasks:
Dettriiiiiiing the implementation level of instructional procedure and
prticess.
Determining the implementation level iif management procedure ancl
process.
Determining the implementation level of time scheoule.

1 Determining the implementation le%.el of other components with the
exception of the above three major components.
1 /et-chinning (-it- not the deviations front t he planned
implementation could have aft effect or the outcomes.

STEP 7: Determining the Achievement of Intended Outcomes and
Unanticipated Outcomes
ItiSt Step is basically tii determine the achievement of intended outcomes

and unanticipated outcomes. This step consists orksix evaluation tasks:

I Identifying the info.rmat ion needed to support -irchieveinent of the intended

outcomes:
Identifying and select ing necessary instruments when appropriate
instruments are available:
Devehtping necessary instruments when appropriate instruments are not
available.
Collecting the data of the intended outcomes.
Determining the unanticipated outcomes.

ti Determining the extent to which the outcomes are actually being achiek ed.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FOR TIIE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EDUCATIONAL REFORMS

Shit) l \litra
India

Educational reforms, in the region have hem goiry on for the last two
decades or more. They have been directed by the policies and executive apparatus
01 the govetanunts.of the countries in the region. The role of educational research,
in this context: depends on the kind of refoi ins envisaged. the Speed With which
their implementation is desired and the size and complexity of the country's
population as %vil as the existing structure and organization of the educational

Educational reform is it process of directed change in the educational system
of a country and a change wiich affects the educational system as a whole. It aims
at a transformation of the educational system. and hence it is guided by stated
policies cline-ci-ilkd with the aims and objectives of education at various levels and
their tran.slatiiiii it the iii:=;t it tit iiooking teachers: curriculum: books and
other instructional materials and aids, evaluation. supervislitn and inspection,
administration and planning. r.ducational reform is enibeOcied in the

political ciiltiii al and ectonomic aspects of a country's life. aiid beethiSe it IS SO, it

Can be a rVitliitionfiry change: or a gradual process of social transformation.
It appears that whereas research which precedes reform is not focused on

policy formulation as surd, although. unintentionzilly. it Inzty lead to policy changes
or formulation of a new policy, research concerned with implementation of reform
has to have a specific focus on policy. This is the reason %OW iii niOtit coi otries of
the tvgion. sonic scirt ot institutional arranger!..c.-cas for the direction (of edur.;.it:twia

research activities. from same sources of power as are concerned with r
mak mg in the matter of policies and plans for retorm, have developed oye,
two decal By and large. evaluation research has received n:uch iite-
attention: because planners and administrators are typically more concerne-;
receiving immediate feedback on the progress of reform so to monito;
process of reform and make it increasingly target oriented:

It appears that educational research tor implementation of educatio-
reforms is contingent upon the willingness of the various groups concerned wi
educational reform: like: for instance. the politicians. the bureaucrats, the planlei
the teacher educators: teachers and ;lbw all the public to accept the idea of

research as a tool to provide reliable and valid hi-format loll for decision
making.

In order to bring about changes in educational Contents; and methods, it is

necessary to go through several phases. First. the aims and Objectives of the pclicy
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of educational reform have to he translated into more specific educational
objectives for each stage of education so as to take into account the ages and
developmental characteristics of children. In a country lil:e lia, one has to take
into account tilt.. heterogeneity of the population also. The draft statement of
educational objectives should be discussed wideb.. by curriculum specialists.
teachers as \yell as administrators and representatives of various segments of the
population, such as executives, industrialists. agriculturists. :businessmen and so on
with a vie\v to developing a consensus. Once the final sequence of educational
objectives is available: the curriculum plan has to be developed in ()while form and
then discussed. The outline %%mid indicate the broad features of the educational
contents. leaving it to the specialists to develop the details. Although. these steps
are desirable. usually in implementation. there is great pressure on achieving target
On time. Thus. for example the plan of implementation of reform, usually
formulated centrally-, mention specific year\vise targets. keeping in view the
transformation visualized in the policy statement on educational_ reform within a
limited period of time. In practice llo\vever the process of irnplementation follows
a shorter circuit. and there is a -jump trom the formulation of objectives to the
detailed contents. The ride of a national level research organization in avoiding
such shTt circuit i,

In clo..elopiw, the detailed contents. there is a problem of ogani/ation and
management. School sulitects like physics, mathematics. chemistry, biology.
botany, zoology, physiology. history. geography. first language, second language
and so on. require specialized kno\vleclge of a high orcler. liut the kno\vledge has to
he put across to children in certain age groups in an interesting and meaningful
way, which requires the wisdom of the experienced teacher. the language expert,
the psychologist zinc' the expert in audio visual techniques. In other words, content
and method have to go together from the beginning, instead of method being
considered separately after the content has been developed. Hut this requires
organization of different kinds and levels of expertise so as to provide for
meaningful and creative interacticn letalim.; to a proouct viz the instructional
material. The development of detailed content can hardly be realistic unless the
textbook and the method of instruction have been v,s_iali/.ed clearh. is' a

complex interactional process and takes time. Rut it is l,, -tor to git ,lide at this
stage than spend time !titer on revising the texts.

The criticism is iIten made that childre, (iN..er-1, there is toe much of
information: to Many SLIt)jeCIS have to be SILIdy. i for e':.a.ination,-, there are too
many hooks to be read, ma] so on. This hap'pens I aus; ,i,.;:o.igh the interaction
mentioned above may I) pr.,vided for, there is hr. t any ovt -,'1 interaction ac-os
subjects and stages of education. Each stil)ject .-onside:! I vertically for. the
successive school stages without :toy consideratio 1 ' the horizontal aspect o
curriculum. which is limited by the instructional 'no irs, the exa.;!'..ai, stetn, t
children's at groups. the teachers' competence and on. T!-

I
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of the liori/ontal i- \. ell as the vertical dimensions of a school
curriculum requires fi t ime-t arget ted plan of operations as v'ell as an infrastructure
like a curriculuM development centre in the national level research organization:

In the final phase, the contents as :Inhodied in the instructional materials,
including textbooks, need to go into the school system. N.viiere the question of
delivery of the'curriculum is supreme and, therefore, the methods have tq receive
the utmost care and attt,rstion: This requires in.service education of teachers to
increase thier competence, development of formative evaluation procedures:
adaptation of methods to Sint the variation in the needs 4 if learners arising out of
diversities and handicaps, etc.:The implementation programme, thus, requires
organization and management of training programmes for teachers at all stages.
evaluators. school principals. educational administrators: etc. The role of a n.ational
level research )-rganization again appears to be a crucial o:Je i,i this respect.
biecausy otherwi the currictilum transaction in actual Class r,..i,n- is likely to he
very different fro i ..vhitt was originally visualized.

In the matter of educational contents and methods. it is important for any
reforin to have a critical :ipprais;i1 of the existing contents and methods. There may
be Stirclies Mid investigations of existing content and methods which contribute to
the mounting criticism of the state of affairs in the field of education in a country.'
leading to edutational reform policies and plans. History is one of the school
subjects winch usually receives the first attention in any reform of content in most
of the countries of the region ,,vhich beczune independent during the last three
decades. \ sUrVey c )t- the critical appraisal of the existing contents in history should
cHitribilte tiWard:j: identification ot errors.listort ions, misrepresentations :Ind lack
of information. In some cases. its in India, the perspective of history of India needed
:1 change. in addition to errors and deficiencies. In the can of science. Indian
experience shows that it survey of the school syllabi and tux tri.ioks in thej science
stihjects showed that considerahle updating and reorganisation of subject matter
were necessary.

.

Research on contents presented in the school textbooks and other
instructional materials has to he a developmental research also, because in the
rapidly changing world of today. any one-time survey is not enough. it reqiiirt's
trying tint iif new contents and their placement and integration in the rest of the
Hiiti..rit. LbirtetitS Cannot he studied totally in isolation from methods and so
developmental research is a complex activity of tryout of contents and methods.
followed by adjOtment on the basis of feedback from teachers and learners,
followed by fresh tryout. This is true not only for science subjects. but also fOr Other
subjects: like civics, political science, health and nut! :J.ion. environment, population,
national iiitegratiOn,-4. and so off. The recent concern aver moral education shows
that appropriatt, contents and Met hock', have not yet been developed, and requires
a good deal of developmental research.

The placement of concepts in the vertical dimension of curriculum requires
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re<carch dyter Male the .ippr opi ---1Itgs of concept fleVeliTillerit.

Ian ;to' 'WC! H.;;I".. III flit' ,-;:1:I! ;;Ild Ci1111.11';11 ()I the,
It :1111i11:,! t;lsl:s 1(51.111c C1111(11(.11 ;11(' appnipriate. Very often.

c,,lic,.pts, one finds that the
-children tHid t,, rote P,trt there is a knotty question of the relationship of
concept itil .11111.1111;t1:111 7-;1,,I.;1:,),.t. ;MCI I;c'trIcV;11. 1)f 0)11C('1)1 10;11'11111g

hell ); ;tt ,1 (',11(.01)1 le.unulg a lili attItude 1,iln;Al,ni, etc. 1n other words. the
tut ion of relative hetween tile idea and the specitic tacjs. the idea and
11. ,k;Ii %%Mich fifpt'il(k 0.1 th.' etc. often is neglected in iniplenientation
it yr:ilk-at ional content-s and methods: l'hus: for- example in nlatlienlatics;

the that ,=.1rOtilil be placed on I-earning set theory as against the skills ut
operat %Yitli numbers has been controversial. The quest ion regarding t he

character i-t 0. 1:now lycl,ge 1);Isecl on (I iscM1 My-orient at ion as against
'n IttiNflt ,,t if,t1 are discussed at times. but there is need to develop
r,:rrefully planned dirc:ttiymil research. Such research. hr)%vc.--,..er, only take time:
because tune it --elt is a variable. We need to know what the children can do here
rind but in a reform, 't Is more miportant for us to kriov vazit the children,
sta:uld he citpabir 51 doing a decade from 'row, or inure. it is this tittle' dimension of
It clopinent nitituration: structuration in knt)%vieclge. and what is more in the

riev:21,0,,i. it of omit), tettc--, rind Insight, which creates a prol)lent for educational
to be of Inunedrttt use in iniplementatioti. It is. liovev(.ft. essential to hate

IIIICI:111(y for ;!CCLII111.11:111,01 (1 intorinzition about %vilat the children acquire, with

hat t eel Illd what results, over the tears in school so that in a nett reform
cycle -,ire advantage of a data base.

proillt'n1s of iinplonlentnt ion of contests tt'llocis arise out of the
socio-economic and cultural handicaps Haticertain :as of the society. e.g.

' learnirrg.-sctence and mathenlatics in the context of universalization of
eintilenincy oduc;it lerL Eciticzttional reseal-L:11 t'ntli target grotips to ecaluate learning
outc.itrie, irlontif deficiencies and %%ealmesses in the learners as well as in the
tilthoil- t eachink.r, ha,:e hr,en or help in clvelot)itig suitable reniedial programmes.
iiut more Ifrigmn.t.r. learning in the countries of the region needs
to he done, becaurk:e of the nature of ltrilg,uages in the region which are quite
different from the knglish lan',4tifig.e in runt importait respec-ts. ()lie of main aims
of educational retort') in thy has he-n t.. cic,:elop ins,ruction through the
latigri;e.les in India. : lthough the instruction is through the local

irnbrilanr.a, in '-r;our of those who k-arn through 1-:::nglir;11
:ind ;he riyi :II 1;11).',tI \ in the presentation of content and

mytitod-
With ttre ,,f forni;d education rind ClitilZIIIC(' CCILICatl()11, the

challert,ge iiitable contynts inetliorls has become important in recent years.
iii the child, t ht's are trtlirlescents rind ridults in acldit ion

to children ...%!lo ,1 is no lorr,,,er restricted to the
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l;lssloO111. the Ills dia 11:1\C t'lItt'it'd !-,1t11;lt 1,11 111 1)ig \vay. usttal

ev;iitiatiun research otitcl'ntes-, of nianagyinent and organization is
hyti),,, dune_ a- in turithil educatii n. thery is a need for other types of edtwational
ry-,arch I 11c I t 11c :11c(11;t Ilt Iht 1.1tIcl c(111C;Itii)11 11;1,, (1111Ckt'llt'll tilt' pact'

,(111C;11.1()11;11 rt'h )1111, ;111,1 t 11111-;1Strl1C1111-t' 111 tilt 0)111111'V May Ilut 1)( Zale(11.1ZItts

t c'111(1.1.!1?1:,' (-11;111t:lgt'S (11. ;.1(11111111c'IltS ;111d deVe11)1)111t'llt ()t C()111CHIS Z111(1

11.1till()(k V.-1111 T11, l'i'S(';111.'11 111 th(' field ()1 t'(111Ci111()11 has ht'e:1 N1(11[11)11-

\va= l)v the NIFI: :-.;i111i11;11. earlier; but it is tinw It:Tessary to
hryak nyv.- grutimis. tyth.,s Ti learning situations have clv(lopecl
thy ny.\.. of learners enlyrging. olll of the processes ()I dernocratii.ation
ushered in by thy social. political and economic transf,anat ion Id thy countriys. Il

liEft \\ tiff cNiwrinlent;i1 Wt'll N.Vitil

,,11()111(1 reccivt (- eatyr attention troll) thy resyarchers order
1!1 ihr iinplyrnyritatiun iii the rerornts. itt aciclit ion to monitoring and

y...aivat Ion 7.,-,.;11C11 111 1011(.11 111(' ;1(1I111111'11.;thilS typIC;111V1111)1c 1,1tt're'Ste(1.

ht' lii-turical. comparative alld philosophical It searcll for
iinpl,-niytitat 14 q; cannut ht tindyrritycl. llut there has been very little of it bemuse.

tht. has gaintql .grotitid that iction research is the thin;~ that is needed
lor Hi the ry,,,.11,11 iii implementing eciticational reforms. But the
count ri,,s in .,h ri ail ii havy a rich lygacy it history and i)hilosonIty :is part of its

h;ln in cultury. anti iit ;nay- st;in-cl- iii gain evyn tront 1-n11(1 -sights (1(Tivecl trout
Cotuparat ivy -1 u(iys uf successes failtires-uf reforms should 1)e of great

u-y I., it of thy rygion C()11(...crlic.d \vith the intpletilynt ion of ref(trius in
thir issuys ;11%-;ins underlie the educational
ryf,,rnis and art related and economic issttes its well. Such issues. \viten

-tudit(j. ...,huni(1 1)y tf use particularly in c.untputs ittethods,
cryating comradict ions aral contusiotts in

'ht.' 'f pc,-Inly. Hie t!( )11C,',11 ;11[1('S ;111(1 ov i 111()1'al

111(11C:1ic' t11(1-' 1- ;111 ,Iwareiless of such cuntradict ions an:l c)liftisions.;ind hence
111,, licY('. in,,re and het tyr light :, ryllected through thejlentand for education in
;1; yl,;)1.1;Itt' 111(1 111,)1'Nk. phil,)sophical historical or
curniar,itive re,',arch is Hot yvyryl)udy's cup of tea. l'nit it is Unportant for its to

iin;)ortance and encourage inure stich research aHg \vith, and
nut it tilt ut. ,,thyr ri.,.;rutts typt-:-: 111 ;.,dticati,,nal resi,arch.
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THE ROLE OF EOCCATIONAL RESEARCH IN TILE
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE
METHoDs OF TEACHING IN SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS

t tin Pin ;111(1 (luta h (-Thong Chong

Research generally aims at adding to our know.le(Ige an understanding iif the
world. or part of it in tclucatiun. however, iniplehientitron aticl evidni.ithul are

cles,waled. ;111(1 paid int-, with the intention of ititluenciiig decisions and
proces-cs. It may theretore be considered as a form of applied research.

Implementation requires strategies. plans and s)-steins for the actual use of
the pro(Inct' of eduenionzil technolog- in the broadest some of the term. The

iyment of imptemeritat nreansshoulcl preferably be scientifically but tressed
by research restil:s and theoretical foundations. In education, the proltiction of
,caching learning materials is usually folliAvecl by evaluatiun and then impro %-ing
than before implementation on a much \vider scale. This stage of .lissenlination
may usually mean the creation and publication of the teaching-ieurnin; mate:-ials
Si producecl.

I he use lit evaluali,)n tor administrative purposes has usually concentrated on
the middle range. :\ dm-ices have made it pos.-z.il)ie to train tea(hers in the

,if instant it.c(li)ac-k. 1,()ng-tortn effect are tiIfticuit to miai,tiri_' because of the
multitude if ititervnirg %.ariablcs ixe may f,.gard tile 1)ior,raphical
approach as twrliictly scieni

Thi' maul characteristic of t ii11.111 ,listingtiisnes d from basic
research is its oincern with I ui ,:aria evaluation' loses meanink unless
explicit values have a central irdac( in it. The pt 'icesses of evaluation are based oil
the assumption: or cleinrinst r.ition: that what is observed and recorded manifests at
degree of attainment of value-based objectives. It may appear that simple forms of
tvalua1. :1, 01 concerned only effectiveness. NS. !lg. inStapCe. atte11.)PtS (I)

illt';11.1rt' etfi rtivi iirss It ;I P. '111)(1 (11 Science and ics teaching.
if the varieus as;., IS of using innovative teaching methods should

II with the completlo al of tilt trial phase of at project: as was clone in the past
itfi inany new. projects. Fillication agencies have realized that it should be a

C ontinuing basis throughout the various exp,iniling phases lit a project as more and
flPirc t-C;ICIP'N and students are involved in the teachniglearning process. Problems
are hound to -urfacti and it is important to identify the (miles specifically for
deci,iiiii-inakets to make changes w here pece.sary and fi ir researchers to carry out
further studies ;vhere appropriate
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:--,cience and mathematics riculum Ietoriins for elementary and secondary
levels have hen greatly influenced by the learning theories of l'iagt t Bruner.
Dienes. ( ;ague: Skein,,. etc. Activity methods: discovery approaches and inquiry
learintig as proposed by them have been prescribed by curriculum reformers for
teaching science and mathematics since the seventies. The focus is on the learner
rather than the teacher ur the subject in order to assist him in developing an

anding of what he learns and to acquire the ability to apply concepts he has
learnt to real situations. Ausubl in his theory of Cognitive Learning states that
meaningful learning can only take place if new knowledge is linked to related
concepts alracly in the child's cognitive structure: it seems however that some

,tiiclies have shown .that cliscuvei y and iih,airy apps oat have not
always seemed to develop meaningful learning. This is thus an area of concern for
educational research to investigate (1:ul,ei u: 198'21.

1'.(111011/(01

Major pf"()1C1117-; ilitVt also arisen in implementation of new instructional
materials and innovative m-thod- of teaching science and mathematics for all
schools especially in the vhere education is centralized.

Centralized curriculum i:..)1.111S the lilt rKILICt il)1101 innovations from it
source outside the classroom which is the domain of instructional operations of the
teacher. Resistance to change in teaching styles is natural. However, teachers may
have pe.eived the need for innovative teaching approaches but curriculum writers
have not given clear and explicit interpretations of what teachers should look for
and how they will do them in their clay-to-day teaching. flow far have science and
mathematics teachers been given adequate orientation to the full understanding and
implications of the use ot innovative teaching methods as intended by the
curriculum reformers is still a question (Chin. 198m.

Nlost curriculum writers have not specified the modelts) nor given ;my
---Hilapt,c1,ns of ;t111' of inquiry teaching required for Unto'. at aye
instructiohal programmes but have made assumptions that teachers. after
undergoing short inscrvice training. ought to know what these innovations
demanded ot them.

re!..,earch project in one country reported that a survey on the cognitive
;MM., of selected biology teachers showed that only about 22"-,-, are able to do
formal reasoning and ;t large percentage are at the transitional stage from late
con, Fete to earl_ tot ni;11 CiHrat ion level. has serious implications bee..iuse the
development ot logical thinking among students cannot be fully at tainer: its long as
a large perc :wage their teachers have not fully developed !heir own formal or
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1111111,.111:,1 iA 111;1\ ;111t1 1 ;t:. 1,;11,

c".;iit1:111\ t' ;111(illtI t'1111II' S111,%Vrli -Cit'fll:t' iearher \Vric 11()1

11111, ,1.1. 1,, 1:;1(111 -,C1(11Ct. 1, 111,11111.V. :111.11(11gli 111() >t ,1 11;1(1

111:1111111'...1 Ill lilt' 11'.1t. ,,1 111(1iiII1" ;1[1111,1u:11. 1111'1 11111)11t1', 111;11 111 ',cf.% 1Ct' ;11111 1111-

11, 111;1111111',.; 111 11111.111'; 1;11:11111i It he l'%111_11t1.(1;ifili 198()).

;i1)11',"C \\.:111.;111t 1/1- 1.' 1'1'.11:1t

1.11/1.1'!--,1'11I;C'',1. S.:1:111)11C> ,1f. 11'1U:111'1.S ,....;1'11C1' fly

1'111.1Cil!1111, ;11.1t11,11-ilit.,, if these liave not yet 1)een F.tr instance.
1,1 cttrir-\ indic;Itt.d that ot its primary eaciirs \vere Ft ill

cyrit red hod:- of N.achini.; matt.ri;i1s.

,tt:m: the vt.1-. ;111(1 if In

at I \ I t )11Y C ii ::, 'it CCnt red

i I .11111 :I including clesiil , I 1111, !!!, `1.( ;11111,,1

I

hr inacr o problem- at ion H

methods (,1 concern to ators lint they

uot ltt con,iiii.red III isolat ion fronl othcr ;:_ curriculum
1:-,ither, they must he turt her iitycht-;l on t

rek-ttionship tii conti-nt: t ;t1li wat ion toi

classroom mati;fty.ntent. instructional
l)&-:110(1 lilt. fair iii tuit'll

i)re-cribing i= ;1 1/11;1(111n;t1 (11S1,1(iVt-r!" 11110111'y ;11.11V111, 1S1111

111; 1;ii1"1!.; (-di-1[1111 CI, .t11 tlictash ot the prcparat :111(11/1.1111:1::,1/11t1/11 1'1.1-11

;01111.111,... iii ;11111111,M: 11 11:11t .-1111(lv )1 stiCh ;,; n-hit! 1:11(.11

1111,, 11CC,,11111. 1111' 11111( -11 iur IiII1)1c1111111 ,A1(111 1C 111 Pd ("Liss

;111,11tql that
ta.m? tachcr-: 1:.om usin;i:, the If ,11;1(.1

;I, it -. I;ICk h',,C1111W ;tic!, iir trout the corural supply

the lacl; ti tiir.J.1- piirchase materials nu v(1tittint, tit. for carrying (nit

iipriat hill a. 'vs.*, proper inti)leiniintat ion has to 1)1. post 1,,,ntd and

:1111127; 11 leacht.r. previint tin*. it \vill 1)1. neccssary for

curriculum planner- ;111(1 rt.trniers en-,.tire sis.-stluatic 1)udgetaIN couttitilittent

id trom thi' Milt horit hir the intplem,intat ion o; n(.\\.

retiit in- I 111't itijd that implcinent at ion of innovative

nrricultini Li; and c 1s,It n;ttional tqltica,ional iliterprise for

,1 e(lu, ;t teaching-learning systent.

1114111H. hit ,cient:e anti inatlic.inatic, is no doul)t
more ettect ;tri(1 more permanent than 1.11,11' learnins; lint too much emphasis may

(fete: it-at jr,()11) ctuilt in.t scicilci, ;tut!

1.111111.1t1111;111('S '-1C1C11 ;1i111 1:11.1t-.-- (1(.111;11111 ;1 I(,1 ,1 I hill._ futile for mental \\.ork uS

teachilw mythod can in to have all the ;In- for learning
aienient te;iching H an art IS ,t ill t rue today in this age of science
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HI- 11) t'(1111p;It'fl \\ it11 ;; %;11 It o) i1;11)V;11 /Vt. and
{111'.I. II I, I Icr 1,, II I eet 1 he (.11Vt ' It'at Eli rig St 1 eS 14L1

r retto ni;it k cent i intl()vatimis ill
(ii class and teacliing

1 1 1 ( i t ilili.t t h y t ! ' "N iil rc111( 11( i v j(111;11 j 11( t iHt I h
' II11111I w! I ';t1 ,i it IM pi t ;i t t() give

(11 ;)et It' idual sturliqii (luring ;lass 111TH' vinch k Liken Lip
;.111. t,1 the :itt;iininnt ecil:;ttiun is tlie
1, :1111,.! hnu-,-!! h, ,,t ;it his uvil p;ice

in(11. iiing 111 t hll) (!I pl ,:11';1111111t 'CI I I I t-4.1-LICi if )11 IilIC

ut h, cur ;is L\ ell as
:Lit t,, t:th(' :t

, .1 . 1 1 : i t ' 1.11,111 it V t I.:II I j; \ r )1111(1,

,,t
!wit tc-,, 1,.;11-11114-,. 11:11)it.: ;Ind en% u'unnletitzil cic. In

i ' , 1 1 I t ) ( I I ( ) 1 I y t . ( 1 1 S t I)( 1.1 / t

HY ! 1 : 1 ' " hutlI "- ' t i t : h i t qi by et

A. .11 11,10iodall »1

r, hist uruci ti, facilitate
!t..., t,i :111:1 trainitly..!.. 11;k

1--:1-r'd !'111;11;1,1` I r1(1'..;111:.! p:Ilt id ;1 )11.};(. ()I

11::11% 111-'1.:C1 thrill 1(11:11 111,,t it'd( 11)I1

;ill Ilipript 1)1.11 :1'1'4 ;Ind 1,111cdiiii it 1)Vric(iritu. ihc'
t,Ic( ti t Ill Science ;mime (It ['Ili \'(..rsiti

\I . :-:,citnct. mt ar;lysia ). It NIL'S( bt' c'XI)CCied

;Ind 111-(1(.1101 \Vitt (.()111.1n1.1t. t()

V;1111;II 11111()VIlliVc 111('111(,(1- it ti.;icliihg in scit:qice ancl
m.uhtii,:u -. 1,iii 1)ri(I.,,.inw, ;old Lviiich utilizes self-pace(1
111(1u:1(.1,1 inikt Ht. rally tr.uist,r- stuLleni in the.

, I I !It. in-( ,T. 111 LH ;I- tIfi.,11..,.k. ;Ind a< pf)ssil)le

I (1,1 P1'(grauninc.(1 Instructi,,h
circulii,'entirP4 the ;ibuve

tact.(4 hy the .1;itt-i i()n Science Programnic: I: this
,SwIf 1,-;h'od

1.:(11icati,,n ratyr.,..-) is a strategy an(I using C.\ 1,1
11 I.:chic-at will

1



inerliodolo.:4y in he implemented in the AV.NCA1 (Audio Visual :Nids Computer
Assisted instruction) Liboratory ,.ituation with study carrels 1.1S1 ilg iltlerelll Media,

g Prrigranntid ISI Uninputer As,-..istefl Instruction

r(.\ I (_.\ l\ls int.

\\ Mile :NV ALAI crm-c-ept r.;:i Ire applied to the theory cronponent it the

lahrrratory situation ot the SPIChlS ategy and (..\ 1.1 methodology, the

l"1\11-1-5 'Knowledge Int," live 1.,:thni :nor: Learning SYStern) (21)11CePt

the PIACI leal the I, ..ttory situation of the same %%Inch %yin include

the Of more jut Ps.cliontotor shills with the hael;-up i .:Nuclio-Visual

:Nids and L -ssisted Instruction Learning,. rvlierr simulio inns of the

practical , laboratni y learning -ii,iation knu\1'le(1,gt will I.r

systematical:. ;old learned.

Prograinmet1 !nstrucilon (1'1)
Prngranitned instruction ec.ic:ational technique popularly associated

with tin use rf teaching ntachinels. in ,Y1,lr.-11 the material to he learned is organizsci
.

and presente(.1 1,1111;11 pc!.1111!1114; individualized sell-Instruction and
-tin};. and !lie Iratiler minimum of tormal instruction. Pi

ill. we is most suitable as a ',I... !nude to overcome the
prt,l;,i. tit iii th'e Nlatrictilat iiiii ti, e:h.- N1:

'nlike some lducitionzil CI is rooted in :t system. viz, the
Li'iil"ii ii

. Therwv. The basic 1,:i%v of this iheory, Thirrndil:e'S ot

Eilera states that:
'PeSpoll",eS rIhr\vr'd hy I t'illiNrCr'111(111 iiiirt';Itit. III

-111(' law rhai one critic II funclion. essential for ei fr..C1 . r. instruction. the

1;spirnsereinfrireentent contingekcy. Thal is. there is a relationship 1)et %Veen

behaviour and its The 1W-1 ruction which casts the sttident in it

spectatrw role. til receiver i . a presentation. or. taves the results of active
part icipat ion tt chance. ignores the I:a" rf I'lLect, neglects the tunctional relation

it specifiC:-, and break!'" the viii i liiii :ent at' LOA' of learning. The traditional
lecture system %%nch forni.: the main toe often it is lint

\yrrrking, Therelnre. this is \yliere SPILF.S riitiii Iii.

.Nt the present time: lingr:ever. the tield is in paradoxical ,-:.tate \viten a

technologv instruction is bein.7.,, used Flinn. learning

than o tat,. the psyclirilriv,y iii teaching, Site Pi I in l',.(.;iPproach to teaching,
because:rwces the develripment thentetical not

just rtict inual decisions linKt he built into vr a.:kim' v.

It rperi--, up a fresh avenue tHr individtialized lea:--rir,.z in the secondary schools

and 1 ht. developing cnuntries that requires understanding and
anai:,.sis, of one's readinr in (rider to .give an immediate resilonse. This interactive

forin f ;Hi iVatell the reader's mind rind leads to the acquisition of
iv, - learning and decisinn making. which me fit-wt of the main gals

16



ot education. .-\,; are shit tl their cultural background. ASian students are generally
anti reticent and do not like to art iculitie their problems publicly for the benefit

ot if pester their mentors for a real understanding of lectures they have
:wended: .11,. prefer to tind out till their ,. Ihis is not vet-% fruitful ilk,re art'
fe.:( it ference litfol:s in their national languages and thy are litindicappe(1 in _

re-lilting such Matt,. ials written in This is 'where 1'1 unit, mocluleslocally
prodtif.'f'd meet the immediate demands, ii indigenous materials for self-pacL,c1

learning,.
1'1 ,f,s not -top at the their) part to: science or iii:ithematics teaching. With

to the natural ,-,tnences (Biology, Chemistry and Physics), the practical
laboratory component f.'itti he designed in the form of PI. Furthermore:PI does not

imf dye theoretical manipulation it ideas and facts but can ht' ilpplit'd to
: 'Ilk jS \%lit'rt the ConCt'pl of SI\ 11.1.S C0111('-', in. 1'1 does not

i !It- t,.ittt it re:cling citing only. It can bc de,Ioped using the audio-isual
fii.profich -owe leH.,,ins on Cellular Biology tliiolfig f. Chemical Botkling

inigonom-try tV.atheinatics. Oscillations and V;i'fves fl'hysics) are
!in, requires a slide pia 0L,ctor tutu an audio casette

1!n' ;et:older It Colt-Isl of if-- f olotired slides synchronii.ed with a casette
it it I ion As each slide is projected, thit., student

at 1,1,1 to tit, if.td Ile tilt ii nPdien tI %tilt response
in t ans\ver in tin next slide. Sinlilarly,
the intel connate.- it tan led Ili provide another turns if II

enet-all% ,I ik.'h:Nin atid

Computcr (('AI t'AL)
important in t. , it it y'ont . education of individuals iii

individual education of the masses are orocesH and tin' LISC of computers as
teaching machines.

Il' large 'storage. tlie calculatin:.; capacit and the fantastic operating speed
of the computer suggest gri poteniiiil tor its use for individuillized letirning. CAI,'

H basically a new form of l'ILking the computer to interact with the user
it It can git'e InstructIons leiirner. call tor responses, fee(11)ficli the

te,tilt and modit,.. Ins tut-titer learning ti ttidiiii li. l hi ci)Inputcr can also he used
iiit'a,--ure each student's attainment or scores. compare them with past

pertornifince, and with those of his clas,mates and then advise teachers on what
part-, of the curriculum they should follow next-.

.\ C.\ I system not be a supplantation hut rather a supplementation of
tcniching-Icarian} pniciiiss of the institution

thence. the !--,PC11..:-; ciiiicel,ii.
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Educational research it! Hit' ;t1.C,: it iniplmentation ui innovative teaching
methods in science and mathematic` has to come to grips with real taching-
learning prubierns and should he pragmatic. It should be based (In the specific
priibleins and issues tllriitigh systematized evaluation studies by each country for its

own level of education. In ck.pth studies need to be crried out on it continuing basis
in the search fOr an integrated acid litikineed teaching-learning process that can
effectively contribute to the ,uiality if education in this age of science and
technology: There is n, alternative but to intensity indigenous educational research
in eeliipiri,g countries Just as curriculum development has been carried out
indigenously by theln since limre than t.vo decades ;pm,:

,

Chin, ; )it Tr; )1(1., ,J1(1 in School Education in South

joni-na nci rind ifinhcmaric rincatimi (RECS.-IM

V ol III. NO. 2. Jitly. 1980.
Clinah, C.C. ttl; Chin, p.*. so ...rim, rh. .thirricutatio, sci,,nce

-,,,Hrution iu ii C soil xl hilt C.-11 :11w1, insiruchion. Pztper presented

at the *Nati()nal Conferenc on Computer Literztcy, Educzttion and Training:
The Ride Of the Governini_lit c:tionlie institutions tool Industry' organized
by the NLithelmni,:al Sciences and Industrial Resetrch and
Consultancy Service of 1-.S..N1.. Peming. NI2t1tsht 18 20 Noenther 1982:

Chtuih. Chin. II c .:1-1Vilic-ab ill I of c co nip r

EduiYilionnt -14 I: Paper presented at the 'Study Group 'leeting oli the
applicability of .-lid\.inceci Technologies to Echicational Development'.

i;rgatiized by I;NESC() and 2ti '24 September 1982,

Rubern, J., The I's-ye/rot/4,4ot/ or 1., (11111)1,L; (1111C ('S. J011141111 of tit it urr d

nut I i Edreoni,»1 in S.F. Asia (REC..-1.11). V ol. V No 1. Jttly 1982
ayko. SI otIrgh s 10 I )i relop 1.ogicul Thinin:g

711 rough 13/.,10,4% "mina! qt Scicnct .11(nhcmalics I.ducal-ion in S.

(h ":( ..1:1!). V IV. Nii. I!. July 1981
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EDITATIONAL, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT:
TILE INNOTECII EXPERIENCE

Liceria 13rillantes Soriano
Philippines

In 1965. at a meeting of Ministers of Education sponsored by UNESCO.
several Sotitheiist Asian nations agreed on a philosophy of regional co-pperation
through education, science. and cultule. They evolved a plan for their mutual
welfare and the adVancement of peace and pr.( sperity in Southeast Asia. The result
was SEAMEO. the Southeast Asian NUnister. of Education Organization; founded
on 30 November 1965 camposed of eight countries: Indonesia, Nlalaysia, the
Philippines. Sinwipore. "1:hailp nd. Kampuchea, Laiss and Vietmun. The organi, ..ion
has also three associate menthol- cotintries, namely, Australia, France. and New
Zealand.

SEAM E0 operates through a network of regional centers and projects. One of
the centers is the Regional Center for Educational Innovation and Technology
ONNOTECID nov: based pernnmently in the Philippines. The main function of
INNOTECH is to identify educitunuil problems common to the Region and to
assist the SEAM EO member countries in solving these problems by encouraging
innovation. developing solution models, and exploring the use of educatiotl:ii
technology whenever appropriate. In addressing these problems; INNOTECI -I in

effect undertakes oducat research and development:

YITCH Ldto ,i1,1I Rcs, arch find 1)crelilmio'n IR t 11) i'mirct.ti-

Educational R and D. otherwise called research-based developipent; is
considered by many is one of the promising approaches for improving education:
As a develoionental effort, it is problem-oriented consciously designed to come up
with solutions to educational problems. It is utilization-focused in that the
educat ional pr. Cluct developeci have to be packaged for operational litie by tae
intended tr;ei--,

problem identification; to product design and to process and
outcome ev;ih:itioiL research is built into the R and D projects; it is deliberately
designed to provide feedback to the product developer, on which revision of the
product Call be based. This feedback-revision cycle continues until it is established
that the product is able to achieve its objectives.

For illustrative purposes, let me briefly present the sequence of steps and
activities that lead to the development of educational products at INNOTECH.
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1. 1)etermining- What Projects to I. ridertake tieleetili the Pro ducts to be
Developed
In the Rei,nal Conference ()II Rt"Cl(\V )1. If-2(iiuni-Torin Educmit)iitil Needs of

NIEt ) .%lembr on 2.) October.
general theme', and related broad areas of concern were ulent itied. one of \\ Inch
lt eit ()reality ot. 1.41, Iii1h

11,Prif,,! gull 1.)1)(rfri

iii litit. :ii),\t; priority area of SEAM() and in its desire to share iif
the Ci of the poor: INN( )11;.(l I decided \vith
the apnr(0.A1 of Its Oi;lrniiiy Byard I undt't a 1: ( an 1' ;u1d 1) project on the
1)t ,fi it Caaoll frtati.el Ire 1, fr.cfrfr ti )frfr :Nvq, lit 101 I frfrtliro 1.101;

(21fri:::7 1.{r; yr. th, kernel 1',)u li ofrfr1:1! tip 11-M.1 1,1 fri

DEI

2. Research and information _t'ollection
()rice t4t rest.arch topic is termed up and the nature of the eclucat lomat product

tentatiNely itlenHiied .1 reliety is made 'of research lindings and other iniormatioo

"-relevant t,, the 111:1:itied dvlopmeit. 111 111(1 Plirpose

of the literattire i!4 to determine the state of 1:11owldge in the area of
con,vrn. I projects 111:e the INN( proy.cts. the research
staff is also cuncrned 11(\\. this be -.ipplied to the product it
%yms to develop

3. Planning
\ it er haVitig cinnorchensive research awl other pertinent

inf ,:macin on the ecitication`al prochwt project to be developed. NOTE II
proceeds to the planccing stagre ot the R and I) cyt-l. In the conceptualization of its

R and 1) pn 6t:Cts. IN >TECI I generally gets the thinl:ing of available experts.
A considerable amount of time is devoted to the formulation of v, sound aria

realistic plan, l'; fir, vo. nature edt1cat tonal pr,cluct planning and development is
continu,ois process. As the development vork p1 ogress"s. the research staff may

disc-over areas in whit-li illillal phinning or iii -,q-ror. A replanning

is then undertaken and necessary modifications introduced.

I. Development of the Preliminary Form of the Product
A fter the initial been ciAnplti.tl. the next major step undertal:en

by IN NO-ITCI I is developiti of the educational product that
can ht field tested.

Examples of sagnit want echwational products developed or to; be deVehipecl
the different IN NU-Ff.:CH R and I) projects art..,as foliovs:
PrOject INIP:\ : Pedagogical processes like self-inst rtaci

teit,.1-iim.1. tutoring and peer group leaf iiimt
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Project NTR : Critical teacher behaviours identified for mz:pir innovative
programmes in the SEANIE0 Region.

Project DHLSILIVE educational intervention system designed to improve the
quality of life of the rural poor, the components of which are:
a . learning package_ model which includes needs

assessment, a basic didactic framework, and evaluation
techniques instruments.

b . A basic learning package on how to mobilize and train
villagers and on how to monitor learning programmes
and other quality-of-life improvement

The aforementioned educational products also include questionnaires,
interview guides, process analysis forms: etc. to be used in field testing. After these
are developed. the research staffs are trained in their use:

An important principle followed_ by INNoTECII as it develops the
fiirm of an education ti product is to structure the product so as to

permit obtainin> as much feedback as possible from the field test. Thus, the
preliminary forms of the IN NOTECH products include many more procedures for
evaluation than will be included in the final product:

5. Field Testing. and ReYkinii
The field testing or tryout of the INNOTECH educational products has two

purposes: i I to obtain information to he used as a basis for revising:iriiPreiViUg the
product, and (2) to determine whether the product being developed has achieved its

_

performance objectives. For the first purpose, the emphasis is on a qualitative
of the product and for the second, on a quantitative appraisal of outcomes

that result from the use of the prodUct.
To help ensure that the objectives of the field testing are achieved and the

pecessarN product revisions are effected. the INNOTECII Center Staff conducts
technical assistance visits to the project sites. Moreover; consultative meetings are
held at crucial points in the research wcl development process during which the
work is reviewed; a replanning is clone, if necessary; and ways to efficiently catty
out the plans are discussed.

Fi-Id testing and product revision zkre repeated, as needed, un the
educru; -Nil product has ;(chieved its performance objectives. Once the product
revision is completed, it becomes ready for packaging"; 1, e., putting together into
a CompaCt ciillection all the materials needed to put the product into operational
use. This entziils the inclusion in the package of a model of the product, manuals,
slick tapes. evaluative devices, and others, in addition to the main product.

and in Edui[ational R and -D

Two types of problems have been identified: the first concerns product
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CleVelopMent SeCiind relates to dissentinat ion and implement at is upon
completion ot product development.

I, Product development-related problems
The first chilli:I:My. c, Lftli is hasicallv research concert). is the seemingly

wide gap between limlings itid applied research aml rehited in formiti,n,
on one hand. and the type(s) it information needed in designing- an INNOTECII
educational product, -he other hand. Raiely do we find a set of findings that
adequattily meets thC. itm:rmation requiremei. i7e product design. For example;
for Project I )1i:I.S11.1;l :. there is a need for rese;-,) t ;- findings on the conditions of the
rut zil poor as perceived by them ;Mil constraints and inhibitors to the improvement
ot their quality iii' life. (NM)Tall therefore had to undertake an 18 month survey
(Phase Ai to obtain in a people-to-researaer interaction the information needed to
develop the educational intervention system.

The second problem concerns obtrusiveness reactiveness of measures used in
research, g., the use of questionmaires, scales, interviews, and other self-report
measures, and the attendant problems concerning internal validity. This is

especially true when the research subjects know and are aware that they are a part
of ?a study as they complete questionnaires or take tests. Almost always the
'reactive Illeit5uremcnt effect' distorts anti confounds the study findings:

To deal with this problem. INNOTECH stzirted to use_ unobtrusive melSlires
g.. observations. informal interviews, social indicators, thematic investigations.

archival records. physical traces) together with obtrusive ones in its R and I)
projects: reuniting in multiple data sources and sophisticated rigor; a phrase
intended to describe "any and all (researches) which ejnploy multiple methods; seek
i.nit diverse data sources, and attempt to develop behaviourally grounded theories."
(lIensin. 197* lb, )

A problem related to the toregomy is the polarization of researchers,
including the i 'OTECII Research Staf:. into "two cultures" (to harrow C.P.
Snow's term) w iiPin a single research cotimunity: The first "culture;" the more
dominant one. adopts the natural science paradigm of hypothetico-deductive
methoaology. This dominant paradigm postulates that quantitative measurement,
experimental design. and multivariate, parametric statistical analyses are the

-"components of the model rue scientific research. The second "culture" avails of
the inductive and anthroi,ological paradigm to predict social phenomena.
This paradigm relies on qualitative. data: holistic analysis; and description of
sit nations, events. pei)plt.: interaction and observed behaviours: In our researches at
INNOTECII we try to reconcile these two research "cultures" by using both
quantitative and qualitative research methodologies and chei:king the consistency
of findings generated hr the two methods through a strategy called by Patton (1980)
ai..x methods triangulation:

There is also the problem concerning research and development expertise:
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Ajcn,,u4.11 most staff members of 1:\:NI)TECII I: and 1) projects are technically
gualifie(1 N, conde.dt research: both basic and gybed. the lack of expertise in
product concipt dsigintig ;rind development is more real than
apocryiiiial. lilt illj. 1:\:N(ITEL'il projects should have researcher-developers with
a solid foundation inloth aspeets ot the R and It effort.

.1nother problem is the language barrier. t'sing English as a medium of
c,itimunicat toll bet J.veeti :1101 :11111)11g tilt' research staff of INN( /TECH is and I)

,,ects not entirely overcome this difficulty:

Dissemination and Implementation Itelitte(I Problems
One issue which INN(YIT('H has Iowa) ilittictilt to resok.e is that Hi

tinhorn:. \\ink,- INNUTLII has the moral responsibility to get all innovative
eriticational product implemented. yet it liar no line authority over Ministries of
Education Even it a Memormidum of :\grcenient bet INNI)TECil, on one
and. and the dif terent Nlinistris. on the other hand, stipulates that til latter \vill

theni-el.;es of the educational product ot the tornter if it is tound effective. the
tact k that educational reloi,ns ;ire not decided solely on the basis of the
tuncti,qtality of ;in innovation or educational product. Educational policy decision-
mak mg is tin- result of an interplay of political, economic, social ancl cultural
force<

111is i- not to say. hio.vever. that certain inechanismsdo not no%v exist that are
d,-:;,,:fitd to ensure- support tor and eventual utilitation of a rest arch product. The
ti .e.uing Hoard of '.\:( iTECII Is composed of ministerial decision-makers and

of the DLSILIFE national steering committees tire a Director
aneral and Ih-plity tIIIIHii rs of Education in their respective countries.

P.m even this has not remedied the situation enough. :1\vare of this problem,
!he Fri-t iThl II Iiinnial 1011 in Nlaniki. Philippine-. In July 1982
recommended strongly that INN( /Ti.( , II ,l Ise means to re this situation.

Iii ogratiline priority also poses a pr 12,ecatise J;jovernments operate on
rangt phuls. spet-ityingthe t,; undertaken during titetargef tecl

period \vith the corresponding }Judy -t ali-ocat±,11 fOr each. the nrolitiliility of an
ducat ional product or innovat ion gilt mg implemented. much less Ilst it in iontilized
in jht.,Incational alm,)st nil if it is not provided for in the plan.

Nat to be discounted is the issue related to cultural value's. In a tradition-
hountl. elitist community \vliere quality education equaNd %vith high-rise school
buildimjs :Ind sophisticated instructional inaterials, an innovation like INII"-ACTi_
.'.halt !1st-, instead of standard classrooms and miniettgrapherl
modules in lieu of factore tt..Nthooks. is not likely to he regarded with
t;tv(,tir. It takt.,,, 'ettrs tt) (ltvelttp ':dues and it takes many more years to unlearn
)r change- deply-1-1)tecl ones. In effect. this traditionalism operates as brakes on
inn"vation it prodiict implementation. although Tan imaginative packaging and

.teniatic dis-einination of the innovation could help overcome this resistance.
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I 11, 1 I I Ch 1:-; an important concern ot INN() rE(.:II at present,
is t the absence .4 a research based nude! for the dissemination and utilization of
innovations. a model thattakesnito account the unique characteristics of the Asian
societies it is sad to note that Iii the ahsence ot ;tit indigenous regional model,
st."..eral educational products t0 itiiiiitiitiiiits aft gathering dust in the 1)(ml:shelves

klimstrics of F.duc-ation. Their nonutiFization may not he due to the innovations'
iitttectivenes,-;: rather. it neat he bemuse (11 lark of a resarc.11-1):(scd, tt.stc(l model
for (lissemindiiir,.! innovations:

For this rst,:oit: INN( )THCII has developed recently a research proposal
entitled -Proce.s, Models for the Dissemination of Innov:,tions." i()pc fully. these
inOih.I.= %yin fill f ],.ttorinat ion gap in regard to chsscInmation and utilization ot
echicdt 01;11 prk)(1... inittivittiiitis in the 1.-;E:1117:0 Region.

Follo\vi:;..., It and I) projects hich may he acldresses1 directly or
nidtit.ctly content imd methods vhich this \vorl:shiop is specificall-
concern,q1 with:

H-.111.; Indigenous Learning Systems to IMprove the (tiality (If l:dil, :ii ilia
in I ),priv(.(1 l ()I111111111itirS.

,1)111Ilt of Sci,.nce and Technolow.- Educittion.-for Enironrnental
1--,,r,c..entent and Socio-Culturtil ..kspects id Science timid Technolog-:
Development of Training Pro.2,Taittnie for Change ..kgcnt:; %VII() \\-orl: in
the Rural Conununities.
Dev,.iopment of Process :\locicds 11)1 :\ dapt illg Curriculum to 1)evelopment

I )e., elopnient of NIodelt- r :Affective Learning:
I ),.,.-eloo." ")t ot Process :\lodels tor the Dissemination of Innovations.

't

ho., \vlio have undertaken educational I: and I) projects I think. agree
me that the activities involved are far from simple to carry out. NIany false

suirts and sth;tcl. in cl...,vc.1,)piirg the_ educziti(o1.11 pn,dut iiir cxpected. NIzin more
trustr.:i ions are xwriclIced latc- \Olen the !wished educ.,.t tomtl product ends tip in
the dust!. sheik c-; iif I ibrarit'S. "V, Ilat 'S. V. I .,ng tve might as1:. \Vr have to find hilt.
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